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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1. Aim and Purpose
The single aim and purpose of this study is to find 
out whether faith in Jesus Christ inevitably leads to 
holy living, and if so how. Prechristian religions on 
the whole, with the exception of the Jewish religion and 
perhaps some of the Mystery cults, made no claims to 
produce morality. Religion was not only regarded as not 
leading to morality, but waff in many cases thought of as 
leading to and actually sanctioning positive immorality, 
"in the civilization of the Baman Empire..... religion 
was something absolutely apart from morality. The priests 
and augurs of ancient Greece and Rome never for one moment 
regarded it as any part of their duty to exhort or help 
men to a purer life. Alike public life and private were 
steeped in a heartlessness of cruelty and abandonment of 
vice such as we can hardly realize; but pagan religion 
made no protest, for, on the contrary, the mysteries often 
screened and its ministers sanctioned the grossest iniqui­ 
ties? * Lecky says, "There is no fact in the history of
* Simpson, The Fact of Ghrist, p 53.
the human mind more remarkable than the complete uncon­ 
sciousness of the importance of Christianity, manifested 
by the lagan writers before the accession of Constantine? * 
His explanation of the fact that the classic moral phil­ 
osophers of the period earnestly searching for a moral 
power to save civilization, "should have treated as sim­ 
ply contemptible an agency which all men must now admit 
to have been , for good or for bad, the most powerful 
moral lever 12iat has ever been applied to the affairs
t*
of men...... is to be found in that broad separation
between the spheres of morals and positive religion." * 
Prechristian religion so far from containing a moral dy­ 
namic contained an immoral dynamic, to such an extent, 
that the lovers of morality regarded all religion with 
contempt.
Turning now from prechristian religion to prechris- 
tian ethics, we find that in the period just previous to 
Christianity Pagan Ethics reached an imposing height. 
In many respects the ethics of this period are almost 
on a par with the ethics of Christianity. And yet the 
striking fact remains, that contemporaneous with the 
highest type of Pagan ethics we find the lowest stage
* History of European Morals, pp 336-38.
reached in pagan immorality. Prechristian Ethics lack-
/
edldynamic. It lacked the power to translate its high 
ideal into transformed lives, it failed to supply the 
motive power necessary to bring about moral action. 
"From the very earliest days of ethical speculation, 
the need of some fvirtue making power 1 has been recog­ 
nized,.... the ethics of Greece^noble and inspiring as
it is, simply hangs in the air. There is no real 
point of contact with life, no lifting power.........
Plato's id^al state remained a theory only.... .Aris-
totles* virtuous man existed, and could only exist in 
the im'nd of his creator..... Beautiful as these old- 
time ideals were, they lacked impelling force, the 
power to change conceptions into inspirations, dreams
k
into realities." *
Into the decadent civilization where pagan religions
an 
tended to bezanti-moral force and where the noblest of
pagan ethics had failed to work a moral change Christi­ 
anity entered. Contemporaneous with the entry of Chris­ 
tianity the most marvelous moral transformation the 
world has ever witnessed took place, and has continued 
to take place wherever Christianity has gone, m the 
light of the facts of history it seems almost absurd
* Alexander, A.3.D. , The Ethics of St S?aul, pp 126-9.
to ask the question does Christianity contain a moral 
dynamic. But while it will perhaps be universally 
admitted that Christianity has worked a great moral 
transformation in the world, there have always been 
some who denied, or at Ikeast failed to see any organic 
relation between the religious and ethical sides of 
Christianity; hence they attribute the moral power of 
Christianity not to the religious aspect, i.e. faith 
in Jesus Christ, but to the high ethical ideals and 
standards of Christianity. In the early days of Chris­ 
tianity the Jmdiazers failing to see a sufficient 
moral dynamic in Paul's doctrine of Justification by 
Faith demanded that the observing of the laiw must be 
made a part of Christianity as a means of guaranteeing 
morality. Within the Roman Church the same failure to 
see in the Christian Experience itself, of justifica­ 
tion by faith, a sufficient moral dynamic to guarantee 
a life of holy living has led to the supplementing of 
faith in Christ by a legal demand d?6r good works. !Ehe 
modern tendency is to distinguish between the Christian 
Religion and the Christian Ethic, reject^the former and
accepting the latter. Because of the low state of mor-
•
ality following the recent war, there is a movement on 
the part of many interested in the world's welfare to
turn to Christianity, to see if they can find in it 
a moral power to save civilization. The natural ten­ 
dency is to look for this in the ethical teaching of 
Christianity, rather thato in the religious aspect of 
it. Hence the importance at this time of a special 
investigation of these two aspects, to discover whether 
or not Christianity contains a sufficient moral dynamic 
to guarantee fche realization of its high ethical ideals; 
and further, to find whether this dynamic exists in the 
ethical teaching itself or within the religious aspect 
of Christianity. Does the ethical life find its dynamic
•A
and guarantee in the religious experience of faith in 
Christ and all that that involves, or is the ethical 
life a thing a-part from the religious life?
It is for the purpose of throwing some light on 
this question that we are to make a study of St Paul's* 
view of the Moral Dynamic of the Christian Experience. 
Vflien we turn to the Pauline Epistles we find that 
Paul is, above everything else, a great religious preo/- 
acher and missionary. He is filled with a burning 
passion to proclaim Jesus Christ and Him crucified,as 
the Saviour of men. He, the chief of sinners, has been 
made a minister of *od to proclaim unto the vast Gentile 
world the mystery which has been hid for ages and gen-
erations but now hath been manifested. (Eph. 3:3-9) 
The proclaiming of the mystery,- "the Gospel which is 
the power of God unto salvation- is the consuming pas­ 
sion of his life. But while Paul is first of all a 
preacher of religion,it cannot be said that he is any 
less a preacher of morality and holy living. No one 
would ever thinK of saying that Pauls past-ion for purity 
and holiness of character on the part of his people, 
was any less ardent than his passion for their faith in
Christ. The direct or indirect exhortations to holy
tt 
living found in practially every chapter: of the Pauline
Epistles, in addition to several chapters devoted wholly 
to moral exhortations, show the vital concern which 
Paul had for holy living. HJhe fact is, that religion 
and morality both occupy an exceedingly vital and equal 
place in faulinism. Our problem, therefore, is to dis­ 
cover whether there is ar not a vital organic relation- 
•
a nexus- between these, Does he think of religion as 
inevitably resulting in morality; and in morality dep­ 
ending on religion for its dynamic; or ajs their being 
two necessary virtues but with no organic relation be­ 
tween them? Was religion something which in itoelf
guaranteed that morality would follow^ or must morality 
be added? To be moise specific, our problem is not to
studythe entire relation between religion and morality
e^. 
but only to answer the question, does religion produce
morality,and if sa> how? OUT theme is not the entire 
relation between religion and morality but only one 
phase of that relation, namely, the moral dynamic of 
the Christian Experience. We have chosenj$he term 
"Christian Experience" as a comprehensive term to stand 
for everything centering in and flowing from faith in 
Christ. We mean to include regeneration, faith, for­ 
giveness, justification, reconciliation, adoption,
union with Christ, in short every thing the sinner ex-
truly 
periences when heAmeets Christ. By the termnmoral
dynamic 1* it is perhaps Aaedless to say, we mean the pow­ 
er of these variously named experiences to produce 
holy moral conduct. Let it be perfectly clear that 
by the dynamic of the Christian Experience we maan, 
not any power of experience of faith in them-selves,
but the power gained through the reception of Christ./
The power lies in the fact that it is an experience 
which has Christ as its object. As we said in the be­ 
ginning jthenl the aim and purpose of this study is to 
discover whether faith in Jesus Christ leads to holy 
living and if so how.
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2. Method of Procedure
The best method of procedure iTi setting forth 
Paul's view upon this question appears to be, to 
state at this point the conclusion we have reached, 
that according to Paul the ^hristian Experience does 
contain an all sufficient moral dynamic to guarantee 
holy living; and then to set forth the facts which 
have led us to this conclusion, by studying and dem­ 
onstrating, #ow the Christian Experience actually
produces morality according to St Paul. If we can
»
show how this is done^ it will be the most satisfying 
and convincing proifif we could offer that the Christian 
Experience really does contain such a moral dynamic. 
And further, since our aim in studying Paul's view is 
in drder that we may better understand the moral dy­ 
namic of the Christian Experience today, we shall keep 
constantly before our minds the question, whether or 
notj^ the moral dynamic set forth by Paul continues to- 
dday to be an efficacious power for holiness in the 
lives of those who have experienced Jesus Christ.
In studying and demonstrating how according to 
Paul the Christian Experience produces morality, we 
shall in the first place, make a study of Paul's con­ 
ception of the state or condition of the man who has
not yet experienced Christ, in so far as that state or 
condition affects his moral life. If we are to under­ 
stand how the Christian Experience works a moral change, 
we must Imow something of the moral state and the needs 
of the man to be transformed. Turning next to the me­ 
thod by which the Christian Experience produces morality
i
we shall show how this is done, first, by the breaking 
of the power of sin through the removed of guilt which 
gives power to sin, and second by the act of faith 
evoked, which involves the breaking in principle of 
the power of sin and is the beginning of the New Life. 
Following the breaking of the power of sin we shall 
note how the Christian Experience ptfrMuees morality in 
the second place, by supplying efficacious influences 
and motives which develop the Hew L^fe. This growth of
t
the New life, as well as the breaking of the power of 
sin, takes place only and entirely "in Christ" and is 
all regarded as the work of the Holy Spirit.
CHAPTER II
THE PRECHRISTIAE STATE AUD CONDITION OF
HAH '
Paul's conception of man's state before he ac­ 
cepts Christ is best characterized in one word by say­ 
ing, that it was preeminently a state of sin. Every 
descriptive adjective he applies to the prechristian 
state of his converi&P contributes to this picture as 
well as his penetrating description given in Rom. 1:18- 
3:20. Though Paul may never have definitely distinguis-
ou)'n~a,
hed between the guilt and power of sin, daifi to the fact,
^«
as we shall see later, that he regarded them as insep­ 
arable and organically related, nevertheless, sin in his 
view always involved the two phases. The prechristian 
state of sin is then a state of guilt and separation 
from God, and a state of being under the power of sin.
1. A State of Guilt, Separation from God,
And a being tinder Law.
in exam^ig the prechristian state of sin in this 
first aspect of guilt we notice that it was a state of 
being under law. It was only by the perfect fulfillment 
of the commmands and prohibitions of the law that any
11
Man could be justified before God. The law demanded per- 
•fect ooedience, and failure to render this perfect bbed- 
ience brought on the curse of God. Gentiles as well as' 
Jews were under this dispensation. There was no sal­ 
vation for any man except through the perfect fulfillment 
of the law. "Cursed is every one who continueth not in
every thing that is written in the book of the law to>
do them" (Col.3:10). Though the Gentiles had not been 
given the law, "they show the work of the law written in 
their heart 11 (Rom. 2:15). But Paul from his own exper­ 
ience and observation is keenly aware that no man has 
ever been able "fee- perfectly*0 fulfil the latw. He proves 
this in Rom. 1:18-3:20. Consequently he regards all men 
as in a state of guilt, involving alienation from ^od, 
and worthy of condemnation. "The wrath of God is reveal­ 
ed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteous­ 
ness of men" (Rom.l:18). And since all men are under 
sin (Rom.3:9), since "There is none righteous no not one" 
(Rom.3:10), and since even the Gentiles are without 
excuse (Rom.l:20), it is clear th^t Paul regards the 
wrath of God as resting upon all men out of Christ. 
Paul is confident that having been justified by Christ's 
blood, "we shall be 0aved from th« wrath of God through 
Him" (Rom.5:9). To be saved from the wrath of Sod 
implies that we were once under the wrath of ^od. That
"Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law" (Gal.3:13), 
likewise implies that we were once under the curse of ttie 
law.
Paul's realis.tic picture however, of the prechristian 
statej as being a state of guilt and separation from God, 
is drawn not only from his definite references made to 
such a state, but 4s even more clearly though unconscious­ 
ly set before us, in all his descriptions of the Chris­ 
tian state, and is a necessary inference from all the 
various aspects under which he proclaims the Gospel. 
That the believer in Christ receives forgiveness of sin 
is a truth IJing at the very heart of Paul's gospel, 
accepted by all schools of theology. But the very idea 
of forgiveness implies guilt. Only those in a state of 
guilt can be forgiven or receive forgiveness. To speak 
of forgiveness apart from guilt is meaningless. if the 
Christian state is a forgiven state the prechristian 
state is one of guilt. Though one is as real for Paul 
as the other, in fact, it was because he realized his 
former state as toeing one of guilt, that he was able to 
estimate at its true worth the great boon of forgiveness 
that had come to him in Christ Jesus. Paul's whole
idea of Justification implies the same thing. The man 
whom God has justified has been justified from a state 
of guilt. When he speaks of reconciliation there is in
13
the very foreground of Paul's mind the terrible facts 
of man's guilt, alienation, and enmity before the great 
Reconciliation had been made in Christ. Or again, when 
,the Apostle's mind dwells on the peace we now have with 
God in Christ Jesus, it is as one who knew no peace until 
he found it in Christ.. rJJhough perhaps Baul's two great 
fundamental conceptions of Union with Christ and Son- 
ship do not quite so directly imply a previous state of 
guilt, they do directly imply a state of separation %nd 
alienation from G-od, which Paul ever regarded as the 
consequence of guilt. [Thus we see, th-. t in addition to 
specific references to the prechristian sta*e as being
one of guilt, Paul's who! e positive Gospel is a Gospel
frDm Christ 
for the man who, apart, stands guilty before God. Paul
could never think of sin apart from its guilt. He had a 
live sense for the awful reality of sin as guilt. What­ 
ever modern scholars may think of the guilt of sin we must
9
always remember tte. t for Paul it was a terrible reality.
2. A Condition of being under the Power
of Sin
Paul's prechristian experience of sin was not only 
that of being guilty before Go$,but it was also at the 
same time an experience of being a slave to its power
14
and hence the prechristian state is ever regarded by 
him as a stAte of being under the power of sin. m 
Paul's view the enthralling power of sin was a gruesome 
fact. Sin has a living quasi-personal power enslaving 
the lives of men with a tyrannical rule. Paul's con­ 
ception of sin is well expressed by Kennedy. "It is 
important to note that Paul usually speaks of sin not 
as individual transgression nor as abstract tendency 
to wrong doing, but as a quasi-personal power which 
takes possession of human nature and leads it astray1*.* 
The same thought is also well expressed by Stevens 
when he says, "The dominant conception of sin with 
Paul is that of a world ruling power to which action 
almost personal is ascribed. It enters the world (Rom. 
5:12), and established dominion over men (Rom.3:9; 
5:El), it rules them as a master (6:6); it is roused 
into action by the advent of law (7:9), it makes the 
body its special theatre of manifestation (7:23-25). 
It may be thought that these are but figures of speech 
which have always been common, but it appears to us 
that they attach a positiveness and power to the prin­ 
ciple of sin which is somewhat peculiar......... His
intense conviction of sin led him to define it interms
* OJhe Theology of the Epistles, p 63.
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which were fitted to express the thraldom under it".*
But our interest is not so much in Paul's con­ 
ception of sin per se, as in his conception of maris 
state under this quasi -personal tyrant. When we ask 
what was Paul's conception of man's relation to th^'s 
tyrant, the answer is clearly seen to be that of the 
relation existing between master and slave. Slavery, 
in the strongest sense of term, is Paul's conception 
of man's state under sin. "Our old man was crucified 
with Him that the body of sin might be done away that 
so we should no linger be in bondage (frouXfcueiV ) to
sin !t (Rom. 6:6). Bondage or slavery to sin was Paul's 
and his readBrs^prechristian state, in Horn. 6:17-20 
Paul refers twice to his readers^ prechr is tian v state as 
a time "when ye were servants (£&U/Ol ) of sin". For 
those who regard the struggle depicted in ffcom.7 -.14-25 
as thfct of an unregenerate man, this passage reveals 
in the strongest of terms the prechristaan state. as 
being one of abject slavery. Those who see here the 
inward conflict of the regenerate man , (tee ar t ily / will- 
agree that the bondage here revealed is the bondage of 
the prechristian stafce still clinging to the unregen-
* The Pauline Theology, pp 41-42.
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erate man, in so far as he is not yet entirely freed 
from the power of sin. Without further discussion of 
the passage,we can assume that it is the most illumi­ 
nating picture that Paul has given us of man's prechris- 
tian state of bondage to sin. His purpose is to show 
that the law is not sinful but spiritual. He has shown 
that the law has revealed and actually produced all 
manner of sin within him, and now to clear the law, he 
gives us a deep glimpse into the recesses of his own 
heart,that we may see there the indwelling tyrant that 
h s rendered his obedience to the holy law utterly im­ 
possible, '-"-he blame rests not upon the law "for we 
know that the law is spiritual'1 but the trou"KLe lies 
in Paul, "I am carnal sold under sin" (Bom.7:14)."Sold 
under sin " - no more expressive phrase could have been 
chosen to express man's state of slavery to sin. Just 
as the slave sold in the auction market was under the 
absolute power and control of the master to whom he had 
been sold, so Paul "sold under sin" was under the abso­ 
lute power and control of his mawter, sin. In verses 
15-17 we get a further explanation of this phrase, "for 
that .hick I do I Imow not: for not what I would, that 
do I practice; but what I hate that I do", "So now" the 
conclusion or explanation of this paradoxical action is
17
"it is no more I that do it but sin which dwelleth in 
me". fi*his is a clear description of slavery. AS Paul 
looked at his own life he saw that he was constantly 
failing to do the things tha. t hiw true "I" desired, 
and even continually doing the things that he really 
loathed. His explanation of this blind irrational ac­ 
tion, is that it is not a!b all his true self that is
t
doing this, but the real actor is sin dwelling in him. 
In vs. 20 he repeats the same explanlKaion. "But if vfrat 
I would not, that I do, it is no more I that do it, 
but sin which dwelleth in me". IT I am unable, ha says, 
to come up to the requirements of the law, not because 
they are unreasonable,but because I am corrupt, there 
is no good in me. I can approve and delight in the ex­ 
hibition of holiness made by the law, but full conform­ 
ity to its demands is more that I aan attain. It is 
not I therefore, my real and lasting self, but this 
intrusive tyrant within me, that disobeys the law". * 
If Paul had been charged with attempting to excuse 
himself in th ; s explanation ke would have replied with 
an emphatic "God forbid"; but he feels himself so en­ 
slaved and over powered by his indwelling master, thfct 
he cries out, these are only my acts, as a slave sold
* Hodge, ConasBBtary on Romans,
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under sin, helpless to do anything "but my masters 
bidding.
When we ask how, or by what means, sin has this mas­ 
tery over man, the answer is to be found in Paul's con­ 
ception of "the flesh", and the closely related idea 
of the "body 11 and Its "members". It must always be kept 
in mind ihat Paul uses the term sarx in a popular sense, 
never in a scientific sense. VVhatever conception he 
came to express by this term, was a result not of any 
philosophic speculation over the inherent nature of the 
sarx, nor has he any interest in our mind-body problem, 
bptt his conception is one growing out of his experience 
and observation. This experiential and practical basis 
of the sarx cannot be emphasized too strongly. A sur­ 
vey of the passages where Paul uses tiie term sarx shows 
that he has used it with "tarious shades of meanings. 
$hile a classification of these various uses are helpful 
to an understanding of his use of the term, it must be 
kept in mind that many of the passages cannot be too 
do rrnatically classified, arid that he perhaps never used 
the tetfm in one particular sense without the other shades 
of meaning being at least present in his mindj and perhaps 
were partially intended to be expressed. In at least
19
two passages the sarx seems to mean the flesh proper.
P In another set of passages * it seems to refer to "the
whole material part of the living body,"^ or to rt the 
body itself, designated ( by synecdoche of part for the .
whole) from the flesh as its main substance and char-
4 5 acterizing it". In a third group of passages sarx
seems to be used by metonymy to designate the whole man 
as a creature corporeally conditioned. "By the works of 
the law shall no works e€ tke flesh be justified" (Rom. 
3:20). This being the common Old Testament usage with 
which Paul was acquainted,it would seem to be the most 
likely that he acquired it from this source. 'The impor­ 
tant point to note in this group, is that sarx designates 
not only the physical body of man but the 'whole human 
man, though thought of as a creature living in a phys-
c.
ical body. In the fourth group the idea is very similar. 
Sarx instead of signifying the entire human man as a 
creature, designates b,/ metongmy the entire creature
1. I Cor.15:39,50.
2. Rom.§:28; II Cor. 12:7 ;4:11;7 :11; Gal.4 -.13-14; 6 :13; Sph.
2:11 ;2:15;5:29; Phil.1:22,24; Col.1:22,24;2:1,5. 
33urton, Galatians,p492.
4. Dickson, Paul's Use of the terms Flesh and Spirit,p 426
5. Rom.3:20; I Cor.1:29; Gal.1:16; 2:16; Sph.6:12.
6. Rom.l:3; 4:1; 9:3, 5, 8; I Cor.1:26; II Cor.7:5; 1:17
10:2; 11:18; Gal.4;23, 29; Eph.6:5; Phil.3:3, 4; 
Gol.3:22.
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side of man, body and mind, in contrast to his spiritual 
side; i.e. man's human Mature in contrast to the Spirit 
of God frithin him. Several passages bring out clearly 
that man's whole human nature including body and mind 
is meant. rfUot many wise after the flesh'1 (I Cor.1:26) 
clearly means "not many wise in human wisdom "which is 
a thing of the mind.
We now come oome to the last group of passages,* 
which are more closely related to our subject. The 
only sarx which Paul knew, except Christ's, in a human­ 
ity under the dominion of sin wa^ a sarx that was rul 
and subjugated to sin. 'i'his was Paul's experience and 
observation concerning the sarx in ill the previous 
senses in which he uses the term. She physical body 
is ruled by sin and is an organ with which we serve sin.
*
111 men not in Christ he regarded as under the dominion 
of sin. And the whole human nature, including body 
and mind, of those not in Christ is sinful. In the 
previous groups of passages, though the ethical aspect 
is still in the baclcground of his mind, it is not the 
aspect with which he is then concerned. While in the 
last gcuup, though the non-*ethical aspect is perhaps 
present, the thought and emphasis is entirely upon the
* Rom.6:19; 7:5,18:25; 8:3,4-9,12-13; 1^:14; Qal.5:lb, 
16-17,19,24; I Cor. 3:1,3; Eph.2:3; Col.2:11;18,23.
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ethical aspect of the torm. '-^us, sarx designating a 
human nature in both its physical and mental aspects, 
which was everywhere ruled and perverted by sin natur­ 
ally came to be used by Paul as another name for sin­ 
ful human nature.
In answer now to the question, how and by .hat 
means sin has the iffi stery over man, we see that the 
first link in the chain binding man to sin is that his 
whole human nature is ruled by sin; i.e. his sarx is a 
slafce to sin. The fact the t the only sarx which Paul 
knew is a sarx ruled by sin, implies the slaveship of 
the sarx to sin. This bondage of the sarx fcibong with 
the equally significant idea of the bondage of the body 
and its members to sin is clearly brought out in the 
following passages. In Horn.6:19, after,as we have seen, 
characterizing his reader\s prechristian state as one in 
which they were servantS;to sin, .he speaks of the fact 
that in th^t state they presented their members as ser­ 
vants to uncleaimess and to iniquity unto iniquity, 
that is, to the rule of sin. The term "members'1 clear­ 
ly includes the faculties of the mind as well as the 
members of the body. This is evident from the fact 
that in Col.3:5 he mentions evil desire and covetous- 
ness, as well as fornication, uncleanness, and passion
as sins of our "members" which are upon the earth, 
the second clause of Rom.6:13 he also substitutes "your­ 
selves" for "members" in the first clause without) Change 
of meaning, '-ftie term "to present" means IMBo give up to 
the use and control of*1 .* Thus the idea that our "members", 
including the faculties of the mind as well as all the 
members of the body, are in the prechristian state un­ 
der the rule and dominion of sin, is asserted both by 
the verb "to present" and by the fact tie. t they are def­ 
initely called servants (frooM) to uneleanness and to 
iniquity unto iniquity. In Horn.6:12 Paul,after pointing 
out to his readers that in entering upon the new life 
they had died to sin, exhorts them "Let not sin therefore 
reign in your mortal bodies". The implication is, that 
previously sin had been reigning in their bodies. It 
is hardly necessary to add that Paul's idea of the tyrant 
sin eeigning in the body, is only anothe7»|way of saying 
that sin rules over the "body so that the body is regarded,
Ukt,
just sal the members, as the instrument or slave of sin. 
in Horn. 6:6 we read"that our old man was crucified with 
him th-.it the body of sin might be doiie away". The body- 
is called a "<no/^ ife flPf^Prus «. Dennjr thinks that 
"the genitive is perhaps ... qualitative rather than pos-
*Hodge, Romans, in loco.
sive, though (he agrees that) 'the body of which sin 
has taken possession 1 * is a good paraphrase".** Diekson, 
after pointing out several passages where the instru­ 
mental use of the body is clearly expressed, and others 
where it is regarded as a ministering organ ruled by 
sin, says, "nothing is certainly more natural than in
* \ ,-N ,——
the sixth verse also to understand the words To irui^T^S
1 ^- '' ( ^ f a/^apTtas in such a way, that the genetive «/^/T(4S is
in the strictest sense genitiv-us possessoris, that is,
\ 
that sin is conceived of as the masterjto whom the body
as slave belongs and is obedient to execute its will 11 
m these passages the body and its members are regarded 
as the organ through which the human nature ruled by sin 
expresses itself. The same idea of the alaveship of the 
$lesh seems to be found in ^omans 8:3, where Paul charac­
terizes the flesh of humanity in its empirical state as
\ , / 
"sinful flesh* (p-wrtoS flppTcflS ). Whatever differences of
opinion may exist as to the precise meaning of the express­ 
ion, the general idea in he Apostlrfs mind is that the 
flesh of humanity in its empirical state is a CLesh under
* Sanday and Headlam,
** Dennj7, Romans, (Exp. Gr. Test.)
*** StPaul's Use of the Term Flesh and Spirit,pp260-2.
the dominion of sin. The idea, though not stated, is 
also in the background of Paul's mind when he thinks of 
sin as dwelling in his flesh (Rom.7:17-18), Bat the 
strongest proof that he regarded the flesh itself as 
ruled by sin is found in :hose many passages where he 
speaks of the flesh's dominion over us; as a dominion 
which always determines us to sinful actions. That is, 
the slaveship of the flesh to sin is proven by the 
fact, that the flesh^ as our master, renders us at the 
same time, not only a slave to the flesh, but also to 
the flesh's master, sin.
The second link in the chain binding man as a 
slave to sin is the fact that he is under fche rule and
dominion of the flesh, 1.8. he is a slave to the flesh.
HI Paul says, "they that are after the flesh mind things of
' v v /the flesh" (Rom.8:5). "en/fatd o^pK* WT6S Are those whose 
nature is determined simply by the flesh".* To be "after 
the flesh", "to walk after the flesh", ' T to be in the 
flesh", etc are all expressions used by $aul signifying 
to be led, determined, or governed by the flesh. They 
imply a state of slavery to the flesh. Those who are
»
so governed are regarded in the atoove passages as in- 
* Dennjy, Bomans.
variably making the things of the flesh the object of 
their thoughts and desires. In verse 7 the mind of the 
flesh (Td^oV^/HT^S <^ayO/r05) is a mind governed by the
flesh and as such is in a state of enmity against 
Being subject to the flesh, it is not only not subject 
to the law of God, but is utterly unable to become so. 
3Jhat is, it is so ruled by the flesh that it is power- 
lesss to subject itself to the law of God. QThen follows 
in the eighth 1*erse the even stronger expression that 
"they that are in the flesh cannot please God'1 . Denijy 
says, 'in the flesh 1 is a "stronger expression yet sub­ 
stantially identically with" 'after the flesh 1 used 
to express the determining power of the flesh over those
ruled by it. Such people Paul regards as being in a
i / 
condition in vhich they caroiot (bv fruytivTm ) please God;
they are slaves to another master and must do his bid­ 
ding which is always contrary to the will of God, showing 
that this master is in himself; either inherently sinful 
( as we shall see later is not the ease) or is under 
the further master, sin* ]&at this dominion of the flesh 
refers to the prechristian life is evident from all of 
Pauis contrasts between the life An the flesh and the
life in the Spirit. That it does not refer to the living
in a body of physical flosh is clear from verse 9« "But 
ye are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if so be that 
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you". You are not ruled 
by the flesh but by the Spirit if the Spirit of Sod dwel­ 
leth in you. The old life is spoken of as a time rfwhen 
we were in the flesh" (Rom.7:5), and contemporaneous 
with this rule of the flesh "the sinful passions, which
jth***^.
were through the law wrought in our members to bring forthA 
unto death " (7:5). Paul describes this as the inevi­ 
table process which takes place in those ruled by the 
flesh. It is interesting to note that the lis* of sins 
enumerated in Galatians 5:19-21, including those com­ 
mitted through the instrumentality of body and mind, •
are called by Paul "works of the flesh 1* . It is clear 
that they are sins committed by man himself, yet Paul 
calls them works produced by the flesh. He does this 
with perfect naturalness because he regarded the 
flesh as master over man, to have been tha real producer 
of these works.
In examining how sin exercises its enslaving power 
over man in his prechristian state, we have seen first, 
that the flesh, the body, and its members are ruled 
over by sin. and second, that we are in bondage to tha
flesh, the body, and its members. Hence we see that it 
is through man's slavery to the flesh, or the body dcnA 
its members, which are themselfes dominated by sin, that 
he is a slave to sin. Thus that the flesh or the body 
its members is the instrument or means by which sin
rules the man out of Christ, and through which he ser-
u>vL 
ves sin, is showftin Ram. 6:5, "our old man was crucifi­
ed with him, that the body of sin ( body ruled by sin) 
might be done away, that so (result and design) we 
should no longer be in bondage to sin 11 . The doing away 
of the body, as ruled by sin, does away with our bondage 
to sin; the two go together, the former is the means
X
to the latter, '^-he same idea is found in Homans 7:25 
"but with the flesh ( I serve) the law of sin". Whether
#
"the law of sin" means the principle of sin, or the law 
given or commanded by sin, the meane-ing is that with
"the flesh" he serves sin. She flesh is the means or in
which 
strument through.he serves sin. By obeying the desires
and dictates of his flesh dominated by sin he serves as 
a slave sin itself.
Because of his experience and observations that 
the sarx was, in all cases, so ruled by sin, that bon­ 
dage to it always meant bondage to sin itself, Paul
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often personifies the sarx as a living sinful power, yea 
as sin itself. The agent or the undermaster through whom 
the master's bidding is effected receives the master's 
title. Sin and flesh become, practically speaking, inter­ 
changeable terms.
Having v seen then that man in his prechristian state 
is a slave to sin, through the medium of his sarx being
dominated by sin, the question »ew before us now is,How
/ 
is the sarx so dominated by sin the^t it determines us
to serve sin? Is the sarx regarded by Paul as inherent-
•9
ly evil*) or if not, how is it so constituted under sin 
as to determine us to sin?
To the former of these two questions Paul's answer 
seems to be very clear. In the genesis of the ethical 
conception of the Ilesh we have found no reasons that 
would lead us to think thaat Paul regarded the flesh as 
inherently evil. In fact the very idea of sin being a 
quasi-personal power, which dweliUs in the flesh and 
rules over it,seems to imply that sin Is something 
different from the flesh and not inherent in it. But 
the most conclusive evidence that he did not regard the 
flesh as inherently Avil lies in the iact tha,t he re­ 
gards it, all along with the body and its members, as
capable of being cleansed of sin and becoming an instru­ 
ment of righteousness unto God. In IICor.7:l Paul writes 
"Let us cleanse ourselves from all defilement of flesh 
and spirit". Flesh is clearly the object of the cleans­ 
ing rather than the souree of the defilement, for it is 
coordinate with "spirit 1* which could hardly have been 
regarded as the source of defilement. The clear desire 
of the Apostle is that they cleanse themselves from all 
defilement in the whole man, body and spirit. Hence if 
the flesh is capable of being cleansed from sin it cannot 
fee regarded as inherently evil. The exhortation "present
your members as instruments of righteousness unto ^od'T
as 
shows thit the members are^capable of being instruments
in the service of God as of sin. The fact that the body 
is for the Lord (I Cor. 6:13); that the bodies of belie­ 
vers are members of Christ ( vs. 15) ; that the body is 
the temple of the Holy Spirit (vs. 19); that Paul exhorts 
us to glorify Sod in our body (vs.SOj; and to present 
our bodies a living sacrifice holy and acceptable to God 
(Rom.l2:l), seems clearly to show that Paul did not re­ 
gard the body as necessarily sinful but as capable of 
santif ication.
•
If then the sarx in itself is capable of being a
30
servant to sin or to righteousness, the question arises,
c^
how is it constituted under sin so as to determineman
to sin? The answer to this question is not given "by
/
Paul. He has only given us the facts of experience 
that it is so eonstitutad, that it determines man to
•* !
sin. Much light however is thrown upon Paul's whole 
idea of man's being under the power of sin, by the study­ 
ing of these facts and the seeking to answer this ques­ 
tion in the light of present day psychology.
While we must be on our guard against reading any 
modern psychological theories into Paul,the f$ct is that 
in Rom.7;21-25 Paul has so clearly and so strikingly 
recorded, what he so keenly observes to be going on 
within him, that his statement of the observed facts 
practically amounts to & psychological law in perfect 
agreement with modern psychology. At the same time it 
furnished us a key to understand how the sarx is con­ 
stituted so as to function in sin. He states his exper* 
ience in these words, "I f ind;tfon the law, that, to me who 
would do good, evil is present. For I delight in the 
Iww of ^od after the inward man; but I see a different 
law in my members warring against the law of my mind and 
bringing me into captivity under the law of sin which is
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in my members". In whatever sense Paul has used the 
term "law" in this passage, this much seems to be true. 
He is certain that he really desires to do good, but 
he is also conscious of the presence of a set of desires
*
to do evil. He sees within himself two eentrary sets of 
desires warring against each other and each set bombard­ 
ing his ego for permission to be carried out into ac­ 
tion, with the invariable result, that the evil desires 
win out and his ego is helpless to do anything but car­ 
ry out into actio^these evil desires. Whether or not 
Paul has applied the term "law" to the process, (a ques­ 
tion upon which exegetes differ ) , it is clear that he
has described a process which ire would call a law today.
sWhether he calls it a. law or not, he has discovered a law
within him, in the scientific sense of the term. Chough 
"law" in verse 22 at least does seem to mean the author-* 
itative commands of Sin and of God, these commands seek­ 
ing to be obeyed war against each other and the former 
invariable overcome the latter according to the working 
of a fixed law in the scientific sense of the term. Sin 
as a law-giver in his members ruled him according to a 
fixed law. Though £aul did not, and would not, express
it as we do, this record of his experience shows that he
was conscious of what we would call the working of a 
fixed law in his whole nature, Thus the key derived 
from this record to an understanding of how the sarx 
is constituted so as to function in sin, seems to "be 
that the sarx is in some manner organized in such a 
way as to function in sin.
Turning now to what would be the modern psychol- 
ological explanation of PauXjexperience, which is still 
to a greater or' less extent man's experience today, we 
find that the explanation would be somewhat as follows. 
One school of psychology regards the mind as consisting 
of, or organized into psychical dispositions. These 
paychical dispositions make up our character. Some are 
good some evil and others perhaps arefrron|ethical. Hot 
all of these are in consciousness at the same time; 
Those that are not remain in the subconscious mind. 
Vl/hen stimuli to action enter consciousness if they har­ 
monize with the psychical dispositions in conscious­ 
ness, they lead to action, if not they are rejected.
evil 
A temptation to sin harmonizes with ourA psychical
dispositions but is out of harmony with our good psy­ 
chical dispositions, hence the warfare described by 
Paul ensues, in which one set says "Thou shalt" and
the other set says "Thou shalt not". Finally one set 
comes to predominate, and determines our decision; as 
Paul says it brings us, our ego, into captivity to it­ 
self. Each decision or action leaves behind it in the 
mind a new psychical disposition, so that good deeds 
build a good character and evil ones an evil character. 
This bundle of habits, or bundle of psychical disposi­ 
tion^ which constitues .character, is so organized, as we 
hatfe seen above, that it determines our future action. 
The sarx, stated in psychological terms, is the char­ 
acter in so far as it consists in sinful psychical dis­ 
positions. The sarx is a bad character. Thus Paul 
regarded man in his prechristian state as being a 
slave to sin through the medium of his bad character.
d£> IXU.A-
He regarded the sarx •fre—kefheld in bondage by sin, in 
virtue of its being organized into sinful psychical 
dispositions; and it was in virtue of its being so 
constituted that it determined to sin.
If we turn now to another school of modern psy­ 
chology in which more emphasis is laid upon the phy­ 
siological aspect of psychology, we find all that we 
have seen in the previous school affirm^ but in ad­ 
dition, we find it being placed upon a phsyiological
basis. Without committing ourselves to this psychology 
we cite its explanation of our data, as at least very 
suggestive and illustrative of how the sarx may be con­ 
ceived to be held in sin and determine man to sin.
t
According to this school of psychology the brain 
consists of neurons capable of an almost infinite num­ 
ber of connections with other neurons by means of syn­ 
apses. A number of these neurons connected by synapses 
is called a brain path. All incfcm-ing stimuli, ideal or 
sensory, tend to How out into action through a brain
path. Every decision made or action performed leaves
through which it is
the brain pa±h A carried out more permanent, and it be­ 
comes a path of less resistance for similar actions in 
the future. Thus the brain becomes more and more or­ 
ganized into a vast system of brain paths, each tending 
to function in a given line of action. Incoming stim­ 
uli to sin tend to function in sin,by discharging a 
motor response to sin through a path whose resistance 
is low,because of previous acts of sin. But at the 
same time there are generaHTincoming stimuli to re­ 
sist the temptation. These two sets of stimuli arouse 
many other past/ofJexperiences, so that we have Paul's 
struggle repeated, ©ne set of desires says "Thou
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shalt" and the otfcer, "Thou shalt not". The result is 
determined "by the relative resistance of the paths to 
$ood or to evil, and to the strength of the incoming 
stimuli from both sides both largely effected by past 
action. 'This physiological modification of the brain 
paths is the physiological basis of character. The 
brain does not generate character in a materialistic 
sense but character has its physiological basis in 
man, in brain paths determining us to action. A 
sinful character has a brain organized into a system 
of paths which function in sin. Though this theory 
will perhaps e-e iteater be super— geded by others, it 
does seem that character has some physiological basis,
fav)
and if it does it illustrates to us all the more clflar- 
ly how the sarx is ruled by sin and how it determines 
us to sin. The sarx, the Character, and the brain 
function in sin, not ensoause thoy aa?-e nooossarily be­ 
cause they are necessarily sinful, but because they 
are organized as they are. The brain, on this theory, 
is just as capable of being organized into paths which 
function in holy living, and when so organized be­ 
comes the basis of a good character. According to this 
view sin literally dwells in the flesh. Of course Paul
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did not think of it in this literal sense, but this 
view furnishes us today at least a suggestive explana­ 
tion of Paul's experience and of how ein can be thought 
of as dwelling in us -today.
It is interesting to note the passages in which 
Paul speaks of being dead to sin, in the light of these 
views. In Ephesians2:1,5 and Colossians 2:15 he speaks 
of the prechristian state as a time in which they were 
dead in tresspasses and sin; but that God even when 
they were dead through their tres&passes made them a- 
live. In Romans 7:9 he tells us, from his own exper­ 
ience, that when sin revived he die&. The experience, 
which he describes by the figute of being dead in or 
through tresspasses, seems to be that he felt himself 
aftepjSo have been at that time just like a dead man, 
unable to hear the voice of God, or at leas.t as help­ 
less as a dead man to resist sin. His higher self was 
d£ad, no longer active. He was powerless before the 
foe dwelling within him. According to the first psy­ 
chological view, sofraany sinful psychical' disposi­ 
tions were organized that only sinful desires could 
harmonize with his psychical' dispositions, and 
thus lead to sinful action. His higher self was as
good as dead, The same is true according to the second 
view with the addition that it would regard all or the 
majority of the brain connections to spiritual things 
&& disconnected, no ear for the voice of &od, and any 
good desires there might be, helpless to resist the ev 
vil ones.
0
3. Organic Relation between the Guilt 
and the Power of Sin.
These two realities in the prechristian life of
related 
every man are causally and inseparably^ and keep con-
A
stantly increasing each other. Guilt, separation from 
God, and the law aggravate and increase the power of 
sin, while the increased/din injturn increases guilt, 
separation from God, and makes man more sensitive to 
the irritating command of the law. It is the experience 
of every sinner that a sense of guilt "disables the 
moral nature*. It destroys a man's self respect. It 
makes him have no concern for what man or god thinks of 
him. It shatters his higher ideals, robs him of hope, 
hardens his- life and sends him on ever deeper and deep­ 
er in a life of sin. Denn^r has well expressed this 
universal fact of experience by saying, "To do wrong
givear us a bad conscience, and a bad conscience paraly­ 
zes the moral nature.... It is the fundamental truth
with which we have to deal that a bad conscience or 
the sense of sin induces moral paralysis. It disables 
the moral nature on every side. It dulls moral intel­ 
ligence. ...... It impairs esven the power to repent...
But above all it relaxes and ultimately destroys ithe 
nerve of moral effort*.*
The explanation of this demoralizing power of 
guilt lies in the fact that guilt alienates us from 
God, Some theologians may explain the senseof guilt 
as a subjective illusion but every sinner^ heart tells 
him that without forgiveness which is in Christ Jesus 
he is guilty and the^by alienated from God. He loiows 
that there is a just wrath of God against him and it 
drives him farther from God, which only means the sink­ 
ing deeper and the rushing in a more headlong manner 
into a life of sin. Sin gets its power over man in 
proportion to the distance we are away from ^od. Thus 
to a great extent the power of sin over man resides in 
guilt alienating him from God. A closely related fact­ 
or is also the power of such a state to breed despon-
* The'Christian Doctrine of ^conciliation, p. 189 f£
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dency, which paralyzes moral endeavor .. Not only does 
the sense of guilt produce this subjective effect but 
Paul regards guilt as being punished by God ; by meass 
of more sin. In Romans 1:24,25, 28 Paul says God gave 
the heathen up to tfee worse sins as a punishment for 
their previous sins. Guilt thus becomes the cause of 
more sin, and hence under God's Providdnce, as a mans 
guilt increases his sin increases. Warfield well asks, 
"Is not our sinfulness the penalty above all other pen-
/
alties of sin?"* Thus we see that guilt psychologically 
increases sin and as requiring punishment is the cause 
of more sin in the Brovidence of (9Fod.
The prechristian state is also a state under law 
and Paul regards the law as a real irritant to sin. 
There had been an organic relation between the law and 
sin in Paul's life and observations. In Romans 7;5 
the sinful passions which wr6ught in the members to 
bring forth fruit unto death, £**e passions "which were 
through the law" i.e. were called forth ^nd stirred ' 
into action by the law. While this might imply that 
the law was sinful, the fact is th.-it' though the law 
is closely related to sin, it is not in itself sinful 
and in the long run works out for his good. For he
* Princeton Theological Review, July, 1918,p320-l
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had been ignorant of the fact that coveting was sin had 
not the law said "Thou shalt not covet". But while the 
law brought this ]mowledge of coveting as being sin, 
it at the same time increased his coveting (Rom.7;8). 
The "thou shalt not" of the law becomes the very occa­ 
sion for the demon sin dwelling in him to produce all 
manner of coveting. The moment he sees that coveting 
is sin, he is filled with many more covetous desires. 
Apart from the law sin had appeared dead, i.e. latent 
or inactive ^S5^4, but the moment the commandment came 
sin was roused into action (vs.9). The commandment some­ 
how furnished the occasion or opportunity through which 
sin beguiled him a.id slew him. Whatever Paul's exper­ 
ience may have been, it seems cettain thfct he was con­ 
vinced tha.t the law had greatly increased his sin and 
given his enemy, sin, the death grip on him. The law 
instead of making him better had ever enticed, irrita-* 
ted, and excited him to sin. It is a clear echo of 
this conviction which we receive from I Oor.15:56,
si. ',
"and the power of sin is the law". Here he seems to 
regard the law as even the source of sin's power, or 
at least it is in virtue of it that sin has power.
This experience of Paul's has been the universal ex-
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perienoe of mankind. 'We strive for what is forbidden 
and desire what is denied 1 . Negative commands are al­ 
ways stimuli to the action forbidden. The child is 
tempted to commit many d«eds,he never would have thought 
of himself, by the negative commands of the parents. 
That negative commands do have just this result is a 
fundamental principle of all psychology, The same 
thing is true of positive commands, in fact of commands 
as commands; that is,of all law. It ever stirs the
sin within us to break through the restraint* imposed.
sin 
"!Ilhe commandment itself is like a challenge whichA at
once accepts. The sin which unrestrained had been in­ 
active, is aroused to violent disobedience. The appe­ 
tites become more cl.amorous when their gratification is 
forbidden; the passions more vehement when a restraint 
is put upon them'1 .* •
But in addition to th^'s clear conviction that the 
law in experience had always increased sin, Paul was 
also convinced that to do this was the very purpose 
for which the law had been given. "The law came in 
besides (or along side of sin) that the trespass might 
abound""(Rom.5:20). "What then is the law? It was add-
* Garv4p,A.E. , Studies of Paul and His Gospel, p 200.
ed because of transgressions" (Gal.3:19), lie. it was 
added as something provisional and temporary for the 
purpose of producing and multiplying transgression un­ 
til the coming of dhrist. 'ilnis the primary design and 
purpose for which the law had been given was ttaat trans­ 
gressions might be multiplied. QJhat sin might be shown 
to be sin, it was necessary that it become exceedingly 
sinful (Rom.7:13). Ihe real nature of the dangerous 
indwelling Sin could only be shown by stirring it into 
action, and letting men see its fruits in the form of
transgressions. Thus "the law was designed to carry
»
sin to the height of its power and its extreme conse­ 
quences".* While then no blame can be attached to the 
law for rendering a temporary necessary service, it is 
still true that the law had been a real irritating cause
l*% fo>»Si/«?3
Of sinful thoughts and acts -in Paul's life, it had/ana
As,
psychologically must intensify the power of sin in 
those over whom it reigns.
Having seen that guilt alien..;tes from God, disables
«
the moral nature,and is punished by God with more sin, 
all of which shows a causal relation between guilt and 
the power of sin; and having seen that the law was de-
*Sabatier, The Apostle PauOL, p 148.
signed to, and actually does increase the power of sin; 
thus showing its causal relation to the power of sin, 
H^gtijeself eviden -b fac1; -that sin on the other hand
increases guilt and our sensitiveness towards the com­ 
mands of the law. Hence we see that these two condi­ 
tions of man in the prechristian state are causally re­ 
lated and "both react upon and increase each other.
Since there is this organic relation between the 
guilt and the power of sin, Paul's struggle for righ­ 
teousness was a desperate and vain one. He knew that 
the lav/ demanded of him a perfect fulfillment, if God 
was to pronounce him just. But he was keenly aware 
that with all his efferts he had failed to keep the 
law. He perhaps, as he examined himself, felt that he
had kept the first nine commandments, but when he came
he saw 
to the tenth^too clearly that his heart was filled with
evil desires. In the perfect fulfillment of the Imw 
so fa:.- he had failed. For this the law pronounced him 
guilty. He knew that the wrath of God was justly re­ 
vealed against him. This, along with the fl thou shalt" 
and the "thou shalt not" of the law aggravated and in­ 
creased the power of sin over him. The more he sinned 
the more guilty he became, and the more guilty he be-
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came the more he became enslaved to sin, ad infinitum.' 
He was separated and estranged from God, and the more 
estranged from God he became, the less able did he be­ 
come "o ever get back to God. His nna need add desire 
was to get right with God, but under the law,which de­ 
manded a perfect righteousness as a condition of being 
right with ^od ; this was just exactly the thing he never 
could do. Instead of getting right with <*od he was con­ 
stantly getting farther away, in spite of all his renew­ 
ed efforts to fulfil the law. His last desperate ef­ 
fort to fulfill the law led him afterwards to pronounce 
himself the chief of sinners. We seem to hear an echo 
of this former state of desperation vhen he cries out, 
"Who shall deliver me from the body of this death?" (Rom. 
7:24). It is hardly too much to believe tte t before 
Paul met Ohrist he had not been able to see any deliv­ 
erance. As he looked to the Judgement, and then at 
his sinful heart and his failure to have fulfilled the 
law he must have been able only to have seen the judge­ 
ment of condemnation awaiting him. It is utterly im­ 
possible for us todgy, who have been raised "in Christ'] 
knowing from childhood that we have salvation in Christ 
and never having experienced a pang of fear of condem-
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nation at *he Judgement, to evjgn/^egin1 to imagine what 
must have hapnted every Jew under the law, and above 
all the zealous Saul as he started thfit day to Damascus 
to make another desperate effort to do what he thought 
the law required.
CHAPTER III
THE BREAKING OF THE PCT.TER OF SIN
IN MAN
Paul in this state of desperation meets Christ. 
In union with Him through faith he becomes a sharer in 
His righteousness, which completely meets all the de­ 
mands of the law; he receives forgiveness of his sins; 
he is justified, reconciled, and at peace with God; in­ 
stead of being separated and alienated from God he is 
now a son in communion and fellowship with God through 
Christ land the Spirit with-in him, which crieth "Abba 
Father". While this Christian Experience - this ex­ 
perience of meeting Christ and all that flows from it - 
must most emphatically be regarded as one unified ex­ 
perience, we may for the purpose of discussion dis­ 
tinguish two phases of it which in tww ways involve 
the breaking In principle of the power of Bin. We may 
designate these two phases, the experience of what 
Christ has done for us ; and the experience of what He 
has done in us. These must not in any way be thought 
of as two works of Christ, but as two organically re-
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lated aspects of one work. Corresponding to these two 
aspects of Christ's work we find in the one Bxperience 
of Christ's work two organically related ways in which 
the power of sin is broken in principle.
1. Ehe Removal of the Causes and Conditions
which Give Sin its Power over Us. 
From what has been previously^!t is self-evident 
that on becoming united to Christ through faith Paul 
received the removal of those very causes and condit­ 
ions, which had been giving sin power over him. His 
sense of guilt with its demoralizing and alienating 
power was now completely gone. In this sin lost one 
of its most effective instruments. Being no longer 
under law but under gaace, the sin aggravating power 
of the former was no longer present in hife life. This 
freedom from the law Paul later gives as a proof that 
sin shall no longer have dominion over those under 
grace (rom.6:14). Y/iaan he later said, "the power <# 
sin is the law" (I Cor.15:56), he must have regarded
0^> K«VK^
the s-hackles of sin to. haffe fallen when he became
/•*
freed from the law. But greatest of all the wrath of 
God is no longer against him. Being"in Christ Jesus"
he is no longer under condemnation. Instead of being 
alienated and estranged from trod, instead of having 
God against him he now has God for him, he is a son 
at peace with God and in fellowship with Him, So th*t 
with the greatest of boldness he can say, "If God is 
for us who is against us?" (Rom.8:31). There is no
one fact or condition which gives sin power over us 
So much as separation from God. It is along with this 
eendition of separation that the afore mentioned fac­ 
tors were operative as sin producers; and today, most 
would agree that all the power which sin has over man 
it has in virtue of our not living close to God. Sin 
does not have one iota of power over a man living in 
perfect union and fellowship with God. It has pov/er 
over us to entice us only in so far as we are separa­ 
ted from god. We are always an easy prey for sin when 
we try to fight it alone in our own strength. But "fche 
moment we give up in despair fighting in our own strength, 
and flee to God for safety and power, sin's temptations 
begin to lo-se all power over us. If then separation 
from God is the one charinel through which all the power 
of sin flows, it clearly follows that, in principle at 
least, union with Christ through faith instantaneously
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deals sin's power over us its death blow. The power of 
sin itself, if we can speak of such a thing, perhaps has
*
not been changed but its power over us has been changed,
/
0lA>k~Xf-
not tea, as far as we are concerned at the present, tot-
any subjective change in us but due to the new relation 
toward God, and the position of ^onsfcip into which we 
have entered through Christ, 'ilie seeds of sin still 
remain within us but we have removed into a new environ­ 
ment where they cannot grow. Sin being a plant which 
grows only in dark places soon wilts down aiid dies 
when brought into the sunlight of Jesus Christ. Hence 
for Paul justification* reconciliation, forgiveness,
»
adoption, union with Christ, or any other term we may 
choose which has to do with the objective phase of the 
Christian Experience, had resulted so completely in 
breaking in principle the power of oin over him, that 
this objective phase of ^hrist's work was the very 
foundation of Christ's subjective work in him, and the 
sine qua non as well as the means of completely deliv­ 
ering him from indwelling sin.
Perhaps the classic illustration of Christ's 
objective work being the foundation of His subjective 
work in us, and thus the means of beeaking the power of
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sin in us, is seen in Romans 8:1-44 in verse 1 he 
states that, ".There is therefore now no condemnation 
to thobe in Christ Jesus". The reason wh^ this is cer­ 
tain is given in verse E. There is no condemnation 
for such, because the rule of the Holy Spirit, who is
a Spirit leading to life, by directing and controlling
issuing 
the lives of such through^itb laws from their hearts,
has driven out and taken the place of the authority of 
Sin directing and controlling the Energies of their 
hearts, so that their fruit is Beath,i.e. condemnation,
»
They are free from condemnation because the Spirit of 
Life by taking over the control of their will, which sin 
formerly controlled, has freed them from the authority 
that brought afoout their condemnation* They are free 
from condemnation because they have been freed from 
that which led to condemnation, i.e. sin's power in 
them. The explanation of how the Spirit has been able 
to do this is next given in verses 3-4. He shows first 
that the reason wh; ; the law failed to accomplish this 
end was that it could not get its holy requirements 
fulfilled by man, because sin had such an absolute 
control over his nature that man had to obey the die-* 
tates of sin rather than those of the law. Sin was in
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control and the law had no way of displacing that con­ 
trol. But now God Himself intervenes. He sends His 
own Son in the likeness of our sinful flesh, and, how­ 
ever His work may be regarded as accomplishing its end, 
the result is that sin's power 0*01* us is shattered in 
principle. Sin is condemned and deprived of its power 
and right to rule us. If guilt separating us from ^od 
is the channel through which Sin f s power Operates, it 
would seem that if sin's power were removed it would 
be through the removing of its guilt, which is undoubt­ 
edly the primary thing which Paul'always regarded Christ's 
death as doing. The purpose for which God had done this 
work in Christ is stated in verse 4 to be in order thfct 
the holy requirements of the law might be fulfilled by 
us,under the directing control of the Spirit of Life. 
Thus Paul says the Holy Spirit has freed him from the 
rule of sin, because God in Christ first condemned and 
deprived sin of its ruling power, by canceling its guilt
and putting us in a new relation toward God where Sin 
exercise
cannot.control over us; and in verse 4 this had been A
done by God in order that the Spirit may direct our 
lives to life rather than to death. In all reverence
to the power of the Spirit, we may say that it is in
virtue of Christ 1 s work, making possible for us a new 
relation toward God ; that His Spirit is able to free us 
in fact, from sin's power.
This relation is clearly brought out by Paul 
when in Gal.4;4-6 he says, "God sent forth His Son.,., 
that He might redeem them that were under the law, 
that we might receive the adoption of sons. And because 
ye are sons God sent forth the Spirit of his Son into 
our hearts, crying Abba, Father'1 . Sonship is here di­ 
rectly affirmed to be the ground of God's bestcj^l of 
the Spirit.* Christ's work for us put us in the rela­ 
tion of Sonship toward God and it is because we are in 
that new relation that God sends the Spirit of His Son 
into our hearts making us conscious of our new filial
,, ' > e /
* Burton says, "The clause 'oHS^feDTfc v(OL ' is naturally 
interpreted as causal, giving the reason in the Divine 
mind for the actkJaTT^evXt^^^y, "there being no verb of 
saying or the like for it to depend upon as an object 
claBse. i:o*\. is there any sufficient reason for depart­ 
ing from this fcirtious interpretation. It follows, how­ 
ever, that the Sonship here spoken of being antecedent 
to and the ground of the bestowal of the Spirit is not 
the full achieved fact, nor the consciousness of the 
filial relation, but the first and objective stage which 
the proceeding context has emphasized............. the
direct affirmation of the sentence is that the son- 
ship is the cause of the e::perience of the Spirit. *
- Commentary on Galatians.
relation so that we recognize God as our Father by 
crying Abba, Father. The consciousness of our son- 
ship is not the ground but the result of the Spirit 
within us, but the objective fact of our new relation 
is the ground of the Spirit's coming. But the organic 
relation is even closer. God's sending of the Spirit 
of His Son is not an arbitrary act on His partinerely 
made possible by our new relation, but by virtue of 
our new relation of sonship we l^ave the Spirit of that 
sonship also. Our new relation as well as being the 
ground is also the means by which God sends the Spirit. 
God sends tts the Spirit of His Son by putting us in a 
new relation to Himself through Christ, where we in the 
very nature of the case te ve the Spirit; tkste the vital
organic relation of Christ's work in putting us in a 
new relation to God; with the work of Hn^ Spirit within
According to Romans 8:1-4 then, in the light of 
Galatians 4:6, there is now no condemnation to those 
in Christ, because Christ has really broken sin's pow­ 
er in us by removing our guilt and thereby putting us 
in the new relation of Sonship, where we have His Spirit, 
which unites us to Him through faith, leads us to recog-
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nize our filial relation, and becomes the directing 
authority of our lives, thereby displacing the controll­ 
ing rule of sin which leads us to death i.e. condemna­ 
tion. Thus this passage not only shaors how Christ's 
objective work breaks the power of sin by removing those 
causes and conditions which give sin power over us, but 
goes further and shows how the very removal of these 
contains in itself the force which breaks sin's power 
within us, that shakes its grasp loose from our very 
natures. It forms the transition then to the discussion^ 
of the beginning of the moral transformation manifested 
in the act of faith, which is the Spiritis first work in 
us in the making uf us free from the life of sin and 
death.
2. The Initiating of a Subjective Moral 
Transformation Manifested in the
Act of Faith.
In the experience in which Puul me-t Christ and 
pass-out of relation to the causes and condition which 
gave sin its power aver him, he is also aware of having 
experienced the beginning of a real subjective moral 
transformation. He is conscious that he has already
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begun to put off the old man and to put on the new 
man. He feels that he is a new creature, - a real 
change has taken place. Contemporaneous with the 
breaking of the power of sin, by the removal of the 
objective causes and conditions of its power, there 
has taken place a breaking of its power by the begin­ 
ning of a transformation in' him which will render him 
no longer subject to the enticements of sin. In short 
the act of faith, by which he has become united to 
Christ and thereby received the removal of the causes 
and conditions which give power to sin, is in itself 
the breaking in principle of the power of sin within 
him, The act of faith involves & real change in char­ 
acter, which is a breaking of sin's power in us.
Paul expressed this subjective ethical change 
by saying he "died to sin'T , "died with Christ", was 
"baptized into his death", ^buried with him into death", 
"our old man was crucified with him", he had "crucified 
the flesh", had been "crucified with Christ", "the 
world hath been cimcified unto me and I unto the woild", 
etc. What lid Paul mean by these eicpressions? What is 
the content of the experience lying behind ohese express­ 
ions? Let us examine first the meaning of these express-
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ions as.found in Romans 6:1-11. The first thing to be 
kept in mind as we study this passage is that Paul's 
object, be;/ond question, is to show that hiw gospel of 
justification by faith is certain to produce holy liv­ 
ing. Deliverance from the subjective power of sin, 
not the guilt of Bin, is clearly the point at issue. 
But just as clearly, his previously expounded gospel 
of justification by faith is the guarantee of holy 
living. The very aim of the passage fails unless it 
vindicates his gospel of justification by faith as 
inevitably producing holiness. He is not proving that 
justification in itself produces holiness nor that the 
act of faith in itself produces holiness, but that Jus­ 
tification received through faith is a certain guaran­ 
tee for holy living. Paul's gospel is not merely a 
juristic, nor merely an ethical one but both. The 
time referred to in these expressions is the time when 
through the act of faith the believer became united to 
Christ. Lightfoot says, ''In all cases Paul uses the 
aorist Vre^QVW , ..... for he wishes to emphasize, 
the one absolute crisis which was marked by the change 
of changes'1 .* Tt was through putting faith in Christ 
that he "died with Christ", r'died to sin", etc. ;Vhen
* s>t Paul's "Trn'stle to the Colossians, (2:30)
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Paul in verse 2 speaks of this experience as an exper- 
ienc.e in which he died to sin; he, means to say that in 
it he passed out of all relation to sin. We cannot 
say that he means that he passed out of relation to the 
guilt of sin, nor on the other hand, out of relation to 
its power in him, but he passed out of relation to sin 
in all of its phases. In his own experience union 
with Christ through faith had so resulted in his deliv-
•
erance from both the guilt and the power of sin, that 
he never thought of the one taking place without the 
other. in this passage he seems to swing back and ::orth 
indiscriminately between the two ideas, as both being
ChnVfrMO.s
reasons v/hy titft^ can no longer live in sin. After ask­ 
ing how such as they are, who have died to sin, can 
any longer live in sin, he aslrthem if they do not clear­ 
ly remember that they were also baptized into Christ's 
death and buried with Him into death. Here the thought 
in his mind seems to be ; that in the act of faith sym­ 
bolized by baptism and burial they became so intimately 
united to, Qhrist that they became participants in His 
death and the benefits flowing therefrom. That is, in 
virtue of their union with Him,they received forgive­ 
ness, reconciliation, adoption, etc, or as we would say
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the removal of sin f s guilt. And this has been done 
that like as Christ has been raised from the dead we 
also might walk in newness of life, showing that a 
genuinely ethical change is the end in view. In vs.6 
the thought seems to be clearly that of an ethical 
change. Paul knows, and he appeals to the same exper­ 
ience on the part of his readers, that the old nature 
ruled by sin was crucified Hhdn they became on«r with 
Christ in His crucifixion through faith. He knows that 
the purpose of this was the doing away of the body as
ruled by sin because he experienced that result, with
in bondage 
the farther result of being no longerA to sin., in vs.7
the emphasis seems to be on the deliverance from guilt,
received as a result of participating in Christ's death,«
the benefits erf whieli we receive in virtue of our union 
with Him through faith. !Ehe same thought seems to be 
present in ve.8 in the expression "died with Christ". 
In vs.11 when he calls upon his readers to recjbn them­ 
selves dead unto sin, he means sin in all of its aspects 
but especially in regard to its subjective power.
Thus we see that in the experience designated by 
these expressions two organically related elements 
appear to be present. First, Paul felt himself to have
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been so intimately united with Christ through faith, 
that he became a sharer in His death and the benefits 
thereof. Second, he felt that at the same time he had 
actually died to the enticements of sin in his life. 
Paul's dying to sin with Christ was both a dying to its 
guilt, as a participator in Christ's death, and an ac­ 
tual dying to its power in his life. He really felt 
himself a dead man in principle to all the enticements 
of sin. His own heart had undergone a radical change. 
That dyingjwith ^hrist involves an ethical change
is seen from the inference drawn fn II Cor.5:17 from-</- 
the statement in vs.14 "one died for all,therefore all
died". $he exact meaning of this statement is disputed, 
but it seems at least that believers are thought of as 
having died with Christ. Paul's inference from this in 
vs.17 is "Wherefore if any man is in Christ, he is a 
new creature". Whatever else the dying may involve it 
means that he who has died with Christ has literally 
become a new motal creature. Most unmi stake ably has 
Paul expressed this ethical transformation in Galatians 
5:24 when he says, "OThey that are of Christ Jesus have 
crucif r ed the flesh with the passions and the lusts 
thereof". "eoTaup^frav Aef ers to the act by which they pat
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an end to the dominion of that force (the (H)P ) over
^ ^ , i
their conduct, TJhe addition of 0WT0(5 1% % % £7T(0iyiiCi5 em­ 
phasises the completeness of the extermination of this 
evil force, in that, not only its outward fruits are de­ 
stroyed, but its very dispositions put-to death".* This 
is only another way of saying that he has died with 
Christ through faith, but it emphasizes in a striking 
manner the death blow dealt to his sarx with all its 
evil dispositions and desires. Paul used the term "cru­ 
cified" because Christ died by crucifixion, but the 
man in Christ through faith has literally driven a nail 
through his evil dispositions and desires, '^hey die 
slowly but certainly. The man from that hour is a 
changed man, Experiencing ever holier and holier dis­ 
positions and desires talcing the place of his former
t 
evil ones. Burton remarks, that, "The choice of frfaupfluJ
in preference to other verbs signifying 'to put to 
death' suggests that it is the death of Jesus on the 
Cross which has impelled us to slay the power within 
us tte t makes for unrighteousness".*
That the act of faith in Christ itself involves 
a real ethical dying to sin, a fatal crucifying of the
*Burton, Commentary on Galatians.
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flesh and the becoming of a new creature thus breaking 
sin's power within us by changing us, is fully con­ 
firmed by all modern psychology. !Ehe act of faith in 
which a man turns from a life of sin and sets his mind 
and affections upon Christ builds into his character 
a new holy bias or toent toward holy living. !Ehe very 
act, and all that is involved in it; builds up a new set 
of determining psychical dispositions. It crucifies 
the flesh, in that, it disorganizes many of the old 
sinful psychical dispositions or kills them by form­ 
ing others in their place. Of course the act of faith 
is <&hly the beginning of this transforming process but 
it is a decisive change; holy psychical dispositions 
are so put in the majority that the man is literally 
a new creature. In the physiological type of psychol­ 
ogy the decisive transformation begun in the act of 
faith appears even more marked. m the meeting of 
Jesus Christ such powerful stimuli come from Christ 
filling the man's \vhole being, that the man's whole 
system of connected neurons receive a tremendous 
s-hock, with the result that ituany of them organized 
to function in sia are disconnected, and the act of 
faith evoked by these incoming stimuli from Christ
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breaks over these disconnections forming the various 
systems of neurons into a system functioning in faith 
and holy living. A new system of brain paths has begun 
to be built up which function in good deeds. A new 
character is in the process of being built. Ihe man has 
died to sin, in that incoming stimuli to commit sin 
meet with no response in a brain organized to respond 
only to holy stimuli. !Ehe man has literally become in 
principle a dead man to the voice of sin. His ear is 
not tuned to hear that voice. He haiS crucified the 
flesh with its passions and lusts in. that, the act of 
faith has s-hattered in principle his nature organized 
to function in sin. All of this change has of course 
merely begun in the act of faith, but in principle 'it 
is a real breaking of the power of sin within us. These 
particular psychological theories may soon be rendered 
antiquated, but we cite them here chiefly because they 
give us at least a splendid illustration of the trans­ 
formation every Christian has experienced in the act 
of faith in Jesus Christ.
3. She Two-fold Pauline Gospel Theory 
in the Light of this View of 
how Sin's power is Broken.
!Ehe view which finds a twofold gospel in paulinism 
has been held in various forms. It is not our purpose 
here to discuss these various views,* but merely to 
point out,that what they call a judicial or forensic 
gospel and an ethico-mystical gospel is not two gospels 
in Paul's mind,but two inseparable phases of one organic 
gospel. In so far as any interpretation of Paul ignores, 
denies, or explain's away either of these two phases, re­ 
duces one into the other, explains one as maEely the 
Jewish form of his gospel and the other as the real es­ 
sence of his gospel,or admits-the validity of both of 
these phases but denies any organic relation or nexus 
between them, it fails to give ua the wholi fauline 
gospel and also robs Paul's gospel of its moral dynamic,- 
takes from it its guarantee for holy living. If guilt 
gives power to sin by alienating us from God so that in
*For a full discussion see:-
Bruce, Pall's Conception of Christianity, ppE08-23. 
Denry, Christian Doctrine of Reconciliation, pi64-6. 
^e ®Q ath of Christ, pp 182-5. 
Expositor, 1901, pp 83-6; 299-3£L. 
Warfield, Princeton Theological Review, July and 
October 1918.
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virtue of our alienation sin has power over us, 
it necessarily follows that the sinnervs primary 
need is the forgiveness of his sins and reconcil­ 
iation with God. Sinxs power in him can never be 
broken until the burden of hid guilt is removed 
and he gets right with God. As G-arvie has well 
expressed it, "Until the burden of distrust of, 
and estrangement from, God in the expectation of 
His judgement is lifted off, the bondage of evil 
habit cannot be broken".* It is the lifting of 
this burden, the putting of the sinner right with 
God, yea the making mflking him to be a son, which 
this first aspect of Paul's gospel does for the 
sinner. While it is most emphatically true that 
forgiveness of sins, including the ensuing new re­ 
lation of sonship, is an absolute conditio sine 
qua non of holy living, it would be a gross mis­ 
representation to call it such, for instead of 
being merely the condition without which the new 
life would be impossible, it contains in itself 
the new life. Santificatlon is not something
added to justification, but is contained in jus­ 
tification 
and grows out of it. A right relation toward God
* Studies of Paul and His Gospel, pp!73-4.
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is not a preliminary idea in Paul's gospel but is 
the whole of it; every thing is contained, in it 
that the sinner needs.
The new life is contained in Paul's gospel of 
forgiveness, or justification by faith, in that 
forgiveness is received through faith. The same 
act of faith which receives this forgiveness uni­ 
tes us also to Christ. Ifi fact it is only through 
our ethical union with Christ through faith that 
we receive the forgiveness and enter into sonship; 
hence, the socalled ethicOTmystical gospel is the 
only channel through which we can receive the so- 
called judicial or forensie gospel. !3?hus we see 
that the gospel of justification by faith contains 
the gospel of ethical union with Christ, as the 
means through which the former is received. 3ut 
the organic relation is even closer. It is the 
forgiveness we have in Christ that evokes the faith, 
which actualizes the mystical union with Christ and 
receives the* forgiveness. And this same active 
faith we have already seen contains in it a 'death 
to sin', and is in itself the actual beginning of 
the new life of holiness. Herein lies the guarantee
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for the Hew Life. It is not quite right to say as 
Stevens does that, "the man whom God, in the senten­ 
ce of Justification, pronounces righteous is really 
so, ..... in the sense of having begun the life of 
real righteousness."* The fact is the man whom God 
pronounces righteous is not really righteous, nor has 
he begun the life of real righteousness; but the man 
who through faith receives the forgiveness, has begun 
in that very act of receiving, the life of real right­ 
eousness. Hence the man who experiences forgiveness 
has really become a better man. The forgiven man can­ 
not help but be a better man. While God's act of for­ 
giveness is a purely synthetic act, based not on any 
good begun or certain to be oegun in us, but purely 
upon his love in Christ, It is nevertheless a forgive­ 
ness, the very reception of which transforms character. 
No guarantees for the new life need to be added. For­ 
giveness contains in it regenerating power.
All the passages in which Paul speaks of the design 
of Christ's death as being our santification, confirm 
this organic relation between forgiveness and holiness. 
"And .he died for all that they that live should no long-
* Pauline Theology, p269.
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er live unto themselves, but unto him who for their 
sakes died and rose again" (IICor.5:15). "Who gave 
himself for our sins, that he might deliver us out 
of this present evil world" (Gal.1:4). "Who gave him­ 
self for us,that he might redeem us from all Iniquity, 
and purify unto himself a people for his own possession, 
zealous for good works'1 (Titus 2:14). Whatever differ­ 
ences of opinion exist as to how Ghrists death aecomp- 
lighes the end herein stated, all will agree that these 
and other;; similar passages clearly show that Paul re­ 
garded Christ's death as designed to accomplish our 
sanctification. He died for us that we should no lon­ 
ger live the self-life but the Christ-life, that He 
might redeem us from all iniquity and purify us, making 
us zealous to perform good works. A moral transforma­ 
tion is clearly the design of Christ's death according 
to Paul.
The question now is whether or not Paul regards 
Christ's death as accomplishing this end, by means of 
first delivering us from the guilt of sin and creat­ 
ing for us a new relation for God and thereby evoiing 
our faith and love so as to accomplish our sanctifica­ 
tion, or whether His death sanctif-—ies through evoking
our ^ith and love so as to accomplish our sanctifica* 
tion; or whether His death sanctifies through evoking 
our faith and love because of the great exhibition of 
Kis love exemplified in His death on the cross for us. 
If the former be the method these ve-rses confirm the 
organic relation between forgiveness and holiness; if 
the latter be true, this nexus is not confirmed. rJ5ie 
objection to the latter supposition is that the sole 
faith and love evoking power of Christ's death lies in 
the fact that it was a death that really did something 
for us. A dying for the mere purpose of exhibiting
love, instead of revealing love, is only insanity ; un-
t
less some real work is accomplished by the dying. For 
a man, as Dennjr puts it,£e* a maa to jump off e£ a 
pier into the water and loose his life thereby, in- 
order to demonstrate his love for the man standing by 
him would be insanity instead of an exhibition of love; 
but the man who gives his lii'e in rescuing another has 
truly revealed his love, without any thought of doing 
so. It is only as Christ's death delivers us from our 
guilt and reconciles us to God that it has any love 
evoking power to accomplish our sanctification. The
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peculiar love evoking and sanctifying power of the 
Cross lies entirely in its sin forgiving power, and 
in virtue of its sn.n forgiving power it is an effica­ 
cious love evoking and sanctifying power. Hence the 
organic relation between forgiveness and holiness. 
Paul's gospel which accomplishes the latter through 
the former is not a twofold gospel but one organic 
gospel.
This vital relation between forgiveness and holi­ 
ness is further confirmed by the fact, that according 
to Paul Christ and Els forgiveness is inseparable. It
~"""~ r
is impossible to receive either without receiving the 
other. As Carnegie Simpson has well expressed it, "You 
cannot have forgiveness without having the Forgiver, 
without admitting him to an inward union with your mind 
and heart and life...... but you cannot thus admit
Christ to mind and heart and life without admitting the 
whole business of the moral life.. And so morality is 
no mere addendum to forgiveness".* It is Chtist, not 
forgiveness that is the oojectof" faith for Paul, and 
it was Christ that Paul received through faith. It was
* The Pact of Christ, pp 163-4.
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only in his receiving Christ that he received forgive­ 
ness. The forgiven man is thus a man in union with 
Christ, and the man in union with Christ is a forgiven 
man, the two are indissolubly joined together. The one 
act of faith secures forgiveness and ethical union with 
Christ. Salvation is ever regarded by Pav.l as an or­ 
ganic whole. ..Yarfield says, "The whole sijfth chapter 
of Romans was written for no other purpose than to as* 
sert and demonstrate that justification and sanctifica- 
tion are indissolubly bound together, that we cannot 
have the one without having the other; that, to use its' 
own figurative language, dying with Christ and living 
with Christ are integral elements in one i&disintegra- 
ble salvation. To wrest these things apart and make 
separable gifts of grace of them evinces a confusion 
in the conception of Christ's salvation which is noth­ 
ing less than portentous. It forces from us the aston­ 
ished cry, is Christ divided? .And it compels us to 
point afresh to the primary truth that we do not attain 
the benefits of Chtfist apart from, but only in and with 
His Person; and that when we have Him we have all".*
* Princeton Theological Review, July 1918, pp 328-9.
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This is another way of saying that, sanetification is 
certain to grow out of the act of faith which receives 
Christ and His forgiveness.
4. The Subjective Ethical State of the
Man "In Christ".
is in a previous chapter we exarainecipaul's pic­ 
ture of man in 1die prochristian state, let us now look 
at his picture of the man in Christ, in respect to his 
subjective ethical condition, after the power of sin 
in him has been broken in principle. The fundamental 
characteristic of the man in Christ, which is presup-*- 
posed by Paul in every statement he makes about the 
man in Christ and in every exhortation to holy living 
he utt-red, is that such a man is a "new creature" or 
a "new creation". "Wherefore if any man is in Christ, 
he is a new creature" (IICor.5:17). That this new 
creature or creation is one that is "in Christ", nec­ 
essarily implies that the new creature is a new holy 
creature, or a new creation of a holy nature. This 
is also confirmed and illustrated by verses 14 and!5, 
from which this phrase is drawn as the logical conclu­ 
sion^ concerning which relation we have previously spo-
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ken. Christ has died for all inorder that we should 
no longer live a selfish life unto ourselves "but that 
we should live a holy life unto Him, and His death was 
such that we all died with Him. Wherefore, Paul con­ 
cludes, if any man be in Christ and therby a partaker
in His death, so as to have died *d 3 in with Him, with
that the design 
the resultAof Christ's death, namely, holy living, is
being effected in His life, such a man must in the very^ 
nature of the case be a new moral creature. Such a de­ 
sign could not be carried out in any man's life who was 
not first of all a new creature; and; that the man in 
Christ was a new creature Paul also knew full well from 
his own experience. In Col. 3:9-10 he refers to the fact
that his readers "have put off the old man with his do^
• 
ings, and have put on the new man, that is "being renew­
ed unto knowledge after the image of Him that created 
him". The old sinful nature has been cast aside and in 
its place there is a new holy nature that is becoming 
ever more and more Godrlike. For Paul the man in Christ 
is a radically changed man from the man out of Christ. 
The man that Christ put in a new relation to God becomes 
a "new man that after God hath been created in righteous­ 
ness and holiness and truth" (Bph.4:24). This new man
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is literally a new being, a new creation by God. He 
thinks different thoughts, has different desires, per­ 
forms different deeds, in short lives a different life. 
He has a new character determining his action, a new 
set of psychical dispositions, or if we choose to so 
express it,a new set of brain paths tending to func­ 
tion in holy living.
That it is the very nature of the new creature 
or new man to serve God, is shown by the fact that 
Paul in other places regards those in Christ as "ser­ 
vants of righteousness" or "servants to God". "Being 
made free from sin, ye became servants of righteousness" 
(Rom.6:18). "Being made free from sin and become ser­ 
vants to God ye have your fruit unto santification" 
(vs.22). It is true that Paul is not here giving us 
a scientific description of the character of the Chris­ 
tian, but is using the analogy of s-lavery. Even in 
this it may be argued that he is setting before his 
readers primarily their objective relation to ^od ac­ 
cording to which they are under obligation now to live, 
rather than their subjective state. But as Paul knew 
of no objective slavery to sin that did not have its 
subjective basis in his corrupt nature, so he likewise,
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knew of no objective obligation to God /hick did not 
have its basis in his new heart. When Paul refers to 
their having been made free from sin, it is from sin 
as a master exercising its control through his sinful 
nature; and likewise their becoming servants to righ­ 
teousness or to ^od is a coming under the dominion of 
God's control through the new heart which they have 
received,indwelt by the very Spirit of God. Paul's ex­ 
perience had been that the new man in Christ is a slave 
subjectively to the desires of ^od, in identically the 
same way as he i'ormerlL:/ had been to the desires of sin.
*
One. of Paul's favorite titles for himself is "a bond­ 
servant of Christ". Thus, while the prechristian state 
is regarded by Paul as one of slaveship to sin, the 
Christian state is one of slaveship to God. Paul has 
not furnished us as much direct material for explaining
how this slaveship is actually effected within us, as
f*-
he has ithe slaveship of sin which we have considered;
but, in addition to considerable direct evidence, his
i
whole view of salvation in uhrist and the living of 
the Christian life seem to clearly indicate that he °
"~* *
regarded it as operating in us, in much the same manner 
as the rule of. sin. In short, as sin controlled us
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through our ever growing sinful character, so God 
directs the man in Christ through his ever holier 
growing character. God's work of grace in us, lead­ 
ing us to holiness through His Spirit, is never re­ 
garded by Paul as taking place in an arbitrary or 
mechanical fashion, but by calling into action all 
the faculties of our being, carrying on His work of 
grace through them, transforming us more and more unto 
His own image.
All that has been said so far in this chapter, 
in regard to the breaking of the power of sin and to 
man's new ethical state 1 in Christ has been said of 
course with the proviso f in principle 1 . Paul descri­ 
bes as a completed process that which has only begun, 
because he regards the end as contained in the begin­ 
ning. It is true that Christ has objectively, com­ 
pletely removed the causes and conditions giving power 
to sin, but we have only appropriated His forgiveness 
in principle. While in the act of faith Sin's power 
in our nature is begun to be shaken loose, it still 
continues to exercise its power over us at various 
times. ./hat is meant is that sin no longer reigns 
in us but that the Spirit of life in Jesus does reign.
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But though sin no longer reigns, it lets laose its 
grasp in many cases inch by inch. We sfc*ll continue 
to do the things that we would not, but we hate them 
while before we loved them. The one distinction be­ 
tween the man under the reign of sin and the man under 
the reign of the Spirit is that the former loves his 
sins while the latter hates the sin which he commits. 
But "the power of sin is really broken when the moral 
balance in our nature is tipped".* Paul is right in 
assuming that the end is contained in the beginning. 
The blow dealt to sin has been a fatal blow. Just as 
the ring-*bar]ai[tree is doomed to die, and slowly be­ 
gins to die from the very hour of the girdling though 
it takes years for its full decay and fall, so sin's 
power in us is broken in the very hour of the Christian 
Experience. Just as uhe grass begins to grow under 
such a tree.so do the spiritual graces begin to spring 
up in our hearts when sin's power is broken. Sin is 
literally crucified in the Christian Experience. In 
that Experience it is nailed to the cross and its doom 
is certain, though its death be a matter of time. In 
short,sanctification is a process only begun in the
* Mackintosh,H.B. ,MSS. Notes, Westminster Confession.
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act of faith, rather than attained completely there­ 
upon, with the power of sin broken, and the new life 
"begun, we next turn to sifrudy the growth of that new 
life into an ever holier and holier life. Having seen 
the dynamic of the Christian Experience in breaking 
Sin's power and initiating the new life, we study next 
the dynamic of the Christian Experience in developing 
that new life.
CHAPTER IV 
THE GROWTH OF THE NEW LIFE
1. The Sphere and Environment of 
the Growth of the Uew 
Life.
The sphere and environment of the growth of the 
Tew Life is designated and described by various terms 
and phrases. All of these are names for the same sphere 
and describe the environment within that sphere as the 
same; tout they designate or describe it from a iiffer- 
ent angle, or emphasize a slightly different aspect 
of the one organic sphere in "/hioh there are no sepa­ 
rate compartments in which one can be, so to speak, 
without being in the whole sphere at the same time. 
If Paul had any one favorite expression for the new 
state into vhich he had entered it was the phrase ' r in 
Christ", or its equivalent "Christ in me". This phrase 
was an attempt by Paul to give expression to the inex­ 
pressible feeling which he had of his most intimate 
union and fellowship with Christ. It is "in Christ" 
that the Christian has received every spiritual bless-
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ing that he has received. It is in union with Christ 
and through fellowship with Him that all growth of the 
ITew Life takes place, '^hus this phrase designates 
the sphere and describes the environment which surrounds 
the new growing life. Another name for this same sphere 
or state, emphasising a slightly different aspect is 
that of "Sotiship". Those in whom the new life grows 
are sons. They are in the filial relation towards 
God. As sons they are in filial communion with God as 
their Father. This filial atmosphere forms the very 
environment of their lives. The lew Life has its en­ 
tire life within this environment. This sphere may 
also be called the sphere of forgiveness, -for outside 
of it there is no forgiveness and within it all is for­ 
giveness. It may also be called the sphere of Recon-
* •
eiliation with God for the same reason, for \vithin 
this sphere nothing can ever stand between man and 
God. Perhaps the most important thing for Paul in 
the growth of the Hew Life was that this sphere is 
the sphere of the Spirit. The New Life is surrounded 
and nourished by the Spirit. The sphere "in Christ" 
is the sphere of the Spirit. All of those in Christ 
have the Spirit of Christ, for "if any man hath not
the Spirit of Christ he is none of his'1 (Rom.8:9). 
Paul also says that "as many as are led by the Spirit 
of God, these are the sons of God" (8:14). OJhis in­ 
directly teaches that sons are led by the Spirit. If 
they were not Paul could not draw the conclusion that 
those who are led by the Spirit are sons. That the 
Spirit for Taul is the.leading directing agence/in the
#
lives of all those in Christ is too evident to require 
discussion.
It must be mde perfectly plain at this point, 
that the beginning and the entire growth of the Sew 
Life is always regarded by Paul as the work of the 
Holy Spirit. '''here is nothing ,;hich takes place in 
the growth of the New Life, but what is rightly re­ 
garded as the work of the Spirit. All of the dynamic 
influences and motives building up the Hew Life } which 
we are Usiter to discuss, are not rival factors to the 
Spirit but are the means used toy the Spirit in our 
sanctification. Hence, to say that the New Life is 
entirely the work of the Spirit is not to contradict 
our thesis that the New Life organically grows out 
of forgiveness (aside from the fact that our sonship 
was the very ground of the bestowal of the Spirit),
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for the moral dynamic influences and motives arising 
out of forgiveness, we shall see later are the very- 
means by which the Spirit' effects our sanctif ication. 
The New life is all the work of the Spirit, but Paul 
never regarded the Spirit as working in vacuo. To 
say that forgiveness is the guarantee of the New Life, 
and to say that the Holy Spirit is the guarantee of 
the New Life are in practice identical truths.
These terms which designate and describe the sphere 
and environment of the growth of the New Life as being 
a state "in Christ", in the Spirit, a state of forgive­ 
ness, reconciliation, and sonship impress one immediate­ 
ly that this new relation into which the believer has 
entered and in which his new life grows, is a sufficient 
guarantee in itself for the successful growth of the 
New Life. The longer any Christian studies, reflects, 
and meditates over the moral power that has come into
own life from this new relation, and its vast ener- 
power 
gizing^for his nev/ moral growth, the more will he be
convinced that in this new relation or sphere in \vh^ 
he is lies the whole ma in- spring of the moral life. 
It is only the restating of out thesis in a different 
form to say thaat this new relation, sphere, or environ-
ment in which the Hew life grows is its sufficient 
guarantee. Paul added no other guarantees; he depend­ 
ed upon this to produce holy living. The sanctifying 
power of this new relation to God is illustrated and 
historically confirmed by the development in the mean­ 
ing of the verb f to sanctify 1 . ! To sanctify 1 , being 
a ritual term before it became an ethical one, original­ 
ly meant "to set apart to God". But since what was 
set apart or devoted to God gradually became more and 
more holy like God, the term sanctification came to 
be applied as an ethical term to the process of becoming 
like God, which resulted from and grew out of the re­ 
lation of being "set apart" to God. For Paul the term 
sanctification includes both these meanings as it al­ 
ways must, since they are organically inseparable. 
Paul knows of no sanctification that does not arise 
out of a setting apart to God, and he knows of no set­ 
ting apart to God that does not issue in sanctification. 
For this reason he can call even the corrupt Corinthians, 
saints of God. "It cannot be emphasized too strongly 
that the basal element in sanctification 'is a setting
*
apart to God 1 ".* !Ehus we see that the fundamental mean- 
* Mackintosh, MSS. Notes.
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ing of sanctification is Justification, or we can put 
it the other way and say that justification is the first 
half of sanctification out of which the latter half 
grows. However we choose to expresss it the moral dy­ 
namic of the believers7 new relation to God in Christ 
Jesus is inestimable. It is to the answer of the ques­ 
tion, how does this new relation sanctify, that we now 
turn.
3. Dynamic Holy Influences Surrounding 
and Transforming the Man 
"in Christ".
In this new relation to God the Hew Life in the 
believer is surrounded by dynamic holy influences, 
which counteract tendencies to sin and gradually build 
up a holier character. They are influences which 
poison sin and nourish the Hew life. Under such in­ 
fluences we include all those factors, which, in virtue 
of the man's new relation to ^od in Christ, enter into 
his life and unconsciously to him make it better, we 
eall these, influences because they seem to work an 
unconscious moral transformation. Instead of soeaking 
of these as influences it would be more correct to
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speak of them as the various overlapping ways in which 
the one influence of God in Christ comes to us thrdtigh the 
Spirit.
We notice first the transforming power of Communion 
and Fellowship with God. It is simply a universal fact 
of experience that nothing transforms character any 
more than living in intimate communion and fellowship 
with God in ^hrist. However it may "be explained, the 
fact is that the more time we spend in real fellowship 
with God the better we become and the holier lives we 
live. History also confirms the fact that the world's 
truest saints have been those who were in the closest 
communion with ^od. Fellowship with God drives out 
sin. The same idea is expressed, by saying that Prayer 
is a channel of God's influence into our lives. It is 
a channel of transforming influence first, 4n virtue 
of its bringing us into communion with God. Hot only 
is the soul in communion with ^od in adoration, thanks­ 
giving, and confession, but also^intercession and all 
true petitionary prayer. In fact in earnest petition­ 
ary prayer the soul enters as close into fellowship 
with God as in adoration or confession. Prayer as com­ 
munion with God is truly transforming.While our con-
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cern here is only with prayer as it is communion with 
God, which is ever the "basal element in all prayer, it 
should be remembered in the second place, that prayer 
as petition, since it is the condition on our part of 
God's transforming work of gaace in us, is also a 
transforming power. Paul often prays for the san- 
tification of his people. Ihis transforming power 
of fellowship with God is illustrated also in the
case of every earthly friendship. Here again it is
we are 
the law of universal experience that Aunconsciou.sly
influenced and changed by those with whom we associ­ 
ate, and the degree of transformation wrought is in
«*
direct proportion to the intimacy of the friendship. 
If human friendship contains a transforming power, 
how much greater and certain must be the transforming 
power of our Divine Friendship.. Whether or not we 
like the term irresistible, the fact remains that 
the idea expressed by the term exactly describes 
the transforming power of every real friendship, and 
especially of our Ifeivine Friendship. No one would 
ever think of saying tjiat friendship transforms me­ 
chanically or in a straight line fashion; but though 
it transforms entirely in accordance with the law of
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personality, it nevertheless transforms, and no man in 
such a friendship can prevent the process from taking 
place. It is impossible to live with G-od and not be­ 
come like G-od.
Another closely related channel of divine influ­ 
ence, or rather only another way in which we have com­ 
munion with God, is Worship* There is no law more 
true in every phase of life than that we become like 
what we worship. Any object which we worship tends 
to make us like itself.. The history of religion 
shows that men have ever become like the gods tohey 
worshipped. Granting that in ethnic religions the 
gods often were created after the image of their wor- 
shipjers, it is still true that the conceptions of 
such gods, once formed, reacted upon the lives of the 
worshippers. The worshipping of any idea, though it 
be our own idea, transforms us more and more into the 
embodiment of that idea. The same truth is expressed 
when we speak oi' the power of an ideal; we always 
tend to become like the ideal which we worship. To 
worship God then is a certain guarantee to become like 
G-od,which, due to the Christian conception of G-od means 
to become holy. OJhe ^ew L^fe living and growing in
b7
this new relation to God, is filled "by the desire to
i
worship God and thereby the Hew Life becomes god-like. 
Here again we may say that the transforming power is 
irresistible or efficacious. IEhe man who has entered 
into this new relation can no more keep from adoring 
and worshipping God than Paul could, and the man who 
worships God in truth and in spirit cannot keep from 
becoming a better man, living a better life.
In the next place we notice the transforming pow-
<
er of Holy thinking, which inevitably arises and is 
stimulated in this holy environment "in Christ". We 
may think of this as a second way in which God's holy 
influence in Christ through His Spirit promotes the 
growth of the new life, growing in this new environ­ 
ment. The man who through faith has been so united
C^ji
to Ghrist that he can say, "the world hath been cru­ 
cified unto me and I unto the world" (Gal.6:6-14),
c/vj- 
or fl it'is no longer I that liveth but Christ liveth
in me I! (2:20), is a man whose mind is filled with holy 
thoughts. The man who has come to know Jesus Christ 
has his mind filled in that very experience with holy 
thoughts which stay with him throughout life. The 
experience has become a part of his life and the new
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realm of thoughts accompanying or contained im it has 
become a part of his thinking. An entirely new w.:rld 
has opened before him and as he lives in that new world 
he thinks ever om the things in that world, just as we 
constantly think on the things in this physical world 
in which we live. The man living in Christ Jesus for­ 
given, reconciled to ^od, and a son in whom the Spirit 
of Christ dwells can no more keep from thinking holy 
thoughts, than we can keep from thinking about the 
things of this universe in which we live. Christ by 
putting us in a new relation with ^od fills our minds 
with holy thoughts. Now it is one of the best estab­ 
lished laws of psychology, confirmed by all experience, 
that thoughts lead.; to action. Any thought or idea, 
if it is held in attention long enough and meditated 
over is certain to lead to action. We do the things 
we think about most. $he only way of escape from an 
evil tenaptation is to get the mind to thinking on 
something else. Since the repeating of actions is 
the method by which habits are formed and character 
built, we see that our thinking, determining our action, 
builds character. Hence we see that.holy thinking 
builds a holy character. In addition to this, char-
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acter is built also by the repetition of thoughts. The 
thinking of any thought makes it easier thought a see- 
ond time etc. , until it becomes a real part of our char­ 
acter to think such thoughts, whichjever determines our
wh i ch 
action. Hende the transforming power conies from holier
thinking, in, our new relation to God, cannot be over 
emphasized as a dynamic factor in the growth of the 
New Life.
It is interesting to notice the part played by 
this principle in Paul's secret of holy living. The 
picture which Paul has unconsciously given us of him­ 
self does not portray him as constantly struggling and 
fighting against sin and temptation in his life, but 
with his mind so filled with Christ and th« salvation 
which he has brought,that there is liftle or no room 
for sinful thoughts. The more we study Paul's method 
of securing holiness amongst his converts, and analyse 
his exhortations to them to holy living, the more we 
see that this was the principle upon which he depend­ 
ed to secure holy living among his converts. He de­ 
pends upon the gospel comprehended producing holiness. 
The Gospel is "the power of God unto salvation to every 
one that believeth"(Rom.l:16), in the fullest sense of
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the term salvation. His one aim is to emblazon 
Jesus Christ and Him crucified before the minds and 
hearts of men. After he has done this, he can con­ 
ceive of nothing else happening but holy living. 
His one concern is to fill their minds with Christ, 
which guarantees holy living. His secret of holy 
living is not to keep thinking about sin and consci­ 
ously fighting it, but to corapletefrfce- forget all about 
sin by filling the mind with Cftrist, thinking on Him 
and all He has done for us, which in itself leads 
to holy living. His method of putting away evil 
thoughts is not a consciously trying to do so, but 
by so filling our minds with Christ that we forget 
about the former. His method of putting off the old 
man is ever by putting on the new man. This is not 
saying that Paul consciously worked according to these 
modern psychological principles. H e did not even 
preach his ^ospel for the aim of producing holy living. 
He preached it because the love of Christ constraindd 
him and because tff his burning passion for men's souls, 
that they might know Jesus Christ and Him crucified. 
Morality is always and only attained when it comes as 
a result of religion, never when it is made a primary
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aim of religion. But while Paul was hardly aware of 
our psychological law, that t-houghts lead to action, 
it does appear highly probable that experience and 
observation had taught him the importance of «hat men
»
think on. At any rate we find him writing to the 
Colossians, "Set your mind on the things that are 
above not on the things that are upon the earth" (Col. 
3:12). If the Colossians were not to he carried away 
by the worldly heresy among them, they must quit think­ 
ing about such worldly things and fill their minds 
with thoughts from above where their life is hid with 
Christ. Certain ones who are "the enemies of the cross 
of Christ: whose end is perdition, whose God is the 
belly, and whose glory is in their shame" (Phil.3:18-19), 
Paul also characterizes as those "who mind earthly 
things". There seems to be a relation impliedl between 
their sinful lives and the objects of their thoughts. 
In Philipians 4:8 we have Paul's finest exhortation 
to holy thinking. "Finally, brethersn, whatsoever 
things are true, whatsoever things are honorable, 
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are 
pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things 
are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if
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there be any praise, thi-uk on these things". Upon 
this verse Moule splendidly says, "He begs them to 
give their minds, thus 'safeguarded 1 by the peace of 
God (vs.7), all possible pure and healthful material 
to wark upon, of course with a view to practice. Let 
them reflect upon, take account, estimate,aright, 
all that was true and good".*
We also find the apostle acting in accord with 
a further closely related psychological law, namely, 
the law of positive suggestion. Since thoughts lead, 
to action it follows that positive suggestion by placing 
a certain thought before the mind tends to realize it­ 
self in the desired action. But a suggestion stated 
negatively) by placing the very opposite thought from 
that of the desired action before the mind, tends to 
produce the very opposite from the desired action. 
03ie law when it said, "Thou shalt not covet" not only 
aggravated sin to rebel by its authoritative commands 
but by putting this in a negative form held constantly 
before the mind the thought of coveting which tended 
to produce ooirefctousness. A caBraal reading of the 
Pauline Epistles leaves the clear impression that 
Paul's exhortations are for the most part couched in
* Cambridge Bible, in loco.
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the most positive form. A careful analysis of each 
exhortation and classification as to whether positive, 
negative, or both, most satisfactorily eoAfif^ this 
general impression. We find only a very few purely 
negative exhortations, and the ;most of these, such 
that their very nature or that of the context seem to 
require the negative form. Then there is approxima­ 
tely an equal number of purely positive exhortations 
standing alone, and of antithetical ones,where we 
have the same exhortations stated both negatively and 
positively. In this latter method which is always 
very strikingly and effectively'used by Paul, we 
find that almost without exception the positive form 
follows the negative form and its fulfillment seems 
to be regarded as the meaas of fulfilling the negative 
exhortation*. This method is well illustrated in Sphe- 
sians 4:22-32. il7a are to put away -the old man and to 
put on the new man. Putting away falsehood we are to
speak the truth with one another. He that stole is to
working 
steal no more, but rather 3re4 &:H» laborA with his hands,
thal^nstead of stealing he may have wherewith to give 
to him that hath need. Ho corrupt speech is to pro­ 
ceed out of the mo4th, but such as is good for edifying
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is to proceed forth that it may give grace to them that 
hear, ill bitterness, wrath, anger, and clamor, with 
all malice are to be put away, and instead of these we 
are to be kinc[ one to another, tender hearted, forgiv­ 
ing each other, even as God in Christ forgave us. Thus 
these exhortations, while stated negatively as well as 
positively, seem to clearly outline and suggest a pos­ 
itive program of action, in which both the negative and 
positive exhortations/are carried out.
A third way in which the growth of the Hew Life 
is promoted, in virtue of its growing tfrdthin this new 
environment,,is by means of Christian Joy. The life 
in Christ i£ filled with an indescribable joy. One of 
the outstanding characteristics of New Testament Chris­ 
tianity was the unspeakabl joy of the early Christians. 
In none of them do we find it more in evidence that in 
the life of Paul. The greater his suffering or trial 
the greater is his joy, for it is then that Christ's 
power rests upon him. "Wherefore" he says, "I take 
pleasure in weakness, in injuries, in necessities, in 
persecutions, in distresses, for Christ's sake: for 
when I am weak then am I strong" (II Cor. 12:10). 
This note of joy we find running clear through the
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Epistles. Paul's life was so filled with a deep joy 
that every circumstance of his life called it forth 
in some form; its source lying in his intimate union 
with Christ was beyond the circumstances of this life 
to effect. But what was true of Paul is true of every 
Christian in union with Christ, in so far as tha t un­ 
ion and fellowship is realized. Every Christian who 
knows what it is to have fellowship with Christ, to 
have his sins forgiven, to be at peace with God, and 
a son of God will confirm the words of Weinel when he 
says,"An irresistible feeling of happiness issues forth 
from the new religious life, and filling the heart to 
overflowing, completely destroys th^ t hankering for 
little pleasures which incite to sin'1 .* The joy which 
fills the Christian heart leaves no room for the lesser 
pleasures which sin offers. Just as the mind filled 
with Christ, that is, good thoughts, keeps evil thoughts 
from entering, so the heart filled with Christian joy 
keeps out the pleasures of sin. It not only leaves no 
room or desire for the pleasures of sin, but it renders 
them untempting in comparison with the greater joy of 
the Christian life. The man who has really tasted the 
joy that comes from real fellowship with (»od in Christ
* St Paul: The Man and His Work, p 135.
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has an entirely new perspective of values in regard to 
joy. He is better able to estimate a pleasure at its 
true joy giving value. Many pleasures of sin are seen 
from this new perspective to be only for a season, an-d 
to be inferior while they do last. We may say that 
such a man's taste has been developed so that the 
things that formerly appealed to him as sources of joy 
no longer appeal to him as such. The transforming 
power of such a new J07 coming into one's life needs 
no further emphasis; i"b both keeps out the enticements 
of sin and draws us e& closer to its source in Jesus 
Christ.
A fourth vital agency in nourishing and develop­ 
ing the Hew Life is the ^hristian Church. It may be 
said to be one of the chief channels, partially in­ 
clusive of those mentioned above, through .viiich holy 
divine influences are thrown around us, transforming 
our livew and building them up in Christ. The Church 
is not a channel of any special grace but it is a 
special channel of all God's grace unto us. It is lar­ 
gely through the Church that all other means of grace 
are present to us. The facts of history are that it 
is through the Church that the Gospel is proclaimed
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to each generation and handed on to the next generation, 
Through the Church 1 s instrumentality, directly or 
indirectly, is due all the agencies making for right­ 
eousness in the world. The Hew Life which grows up 
within the Church has thrown around it the most ideal 
environment that can be found on this earth for its 
growth. The church is a great school of character 
building, in which all the divine spiritual influences 
coming directly from ^od in Christ to the Hew Life 
are greatly enhanced and rendered more efficacious. 
The meeting together of believers in worship, praise, 
prayer, and the study of God's Word quickens the 
spiritual susceptibility of each to the inworking of 
the Holy Spirit. Their Christian fellowship with 
one another is an invaluable aid to having higher 
fellowship with ^od. Just as fellowship with God 
transforms character, so in God's providence there 
is perhaps no more effective means by which ^od trans­ 
forms our character and promotes the growth of our 
New T.4fe, than through Christian fellowship. But the 
the Church in addition to nourishing and developing 
the Hew Life is aften the prime factor in the evoking 
of the Hew Life. It is through the agency of the
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Church and its work that most people come to meet and 
know Jesus Christ, in which experience the power of 
£heir sin is broken and the Hew Life begun. Ihe 
child which grows up in this environment has a heri­ 
tage of which he never can be deprived. This character 
building function of the Church has too often been 
overlooked in the past. It is a function which cannot 
be over emphasized in the building up of the Christian 
life.
CHAPTER V 
THE GROWTH OF THE NEW LIFE (Continued)
3. Dynamic Motives to Holy 
Living.
Having considered the dynamic holy influences, 
coming from fellowship with Christ and surrounding the 
believer in Christ,which make for holy living and 
gradually but certainly transform character, let 
us now turn to the consideration of the Christian's 
dynamic motives to holy living. "In Christ 11 , in a 
state of union with Christ, a state of forgiveness, 
a state of reconciliation and peace with God, and in 
a state of sonship the Christian finds his heart and 
mind filled with powerful motives toward holy living. 
His whole Christian Bxperience and all that has flow­ 
ed from it stir him on every side to the living of a
•
holy life. Psychologically speaking, his mind is lit­ 
erally filled with incoming stimuli,arising out of his 
Christian Experience, to holy living.
Up to this point in our discussion of Paul's
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view of the moral dynamic"of the Christian Experience 
we hate,been studying chiefly, how the Christian Ex­ 
perience produces morality. In a sense we have been 
studying the theory of Paul's view, as it is deduced 
from the facts of the religious experiences which he 
has given us. The conclusion arrived at in this stu­ 
dy was that the Christian experience of faith in 
Christ, union with Him, forgiveness, reconciliation, 
and sonship contains within itself the sufficient
and complete guarantee of the moral life. We are
#
now to make a psychological analysis of Paul's exhor­ 
tations to his people to holy living, in order to 
ascertain what he depended upon to actually produce 
holy living among his converts. Our aim will be to 
discover the motives which Paul appeals to, in each 
exhortationj to enforce it. This should lead us to 
the very heart of Paul's view and show us exactly
wherein he regarded the moral power as eiustflta. Itd
is Paul the missionary in action we are now to study, 
a missionary who burned with passionate zeal for 
holier living among his people- a people whose ideas 
of morality were exceedingly low and far from the 
Christian standard. We can depend upon it th«% when
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Paul sets any motive before this people to enforce 
his exhortations,that in Paul's mind it is the most 
powerful motive he can conceive of to lead them to a 
holier life.
We shall use the term 'motive' to include both 
any objective fact which stirs us to action and the 
subjective feeling or emotion awakened by an objec­ 
tive fact, which stirs us to action. Paul sometimes 
appeals to the objective fact and somtimes to the 
subjective feeling, but both are equally springs of 
action and in that sense are motives to action, we 
shall merely attempt to ooint out the motives appealed 
to,reserving in most cases the discussion of the effi­ 
cacy, appropriateness, or consistency with Paul's 
view, for a further section.
(1) Psychological Analysis of Paul's 
Exhortations, with a View to 
Discovering the Motives 
Appealed to.
Rom.6:12-
"Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal bodies 
.....; neither present your members unto sin....; 
but present yourselves unto God as alive from the
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dead .... For sin shall not have dominion over 
you, for ye are not under law but under graceT"
"Therefore'1 points to verses 1-11 as a motive for
the fulfilling of this exhortation. Paul has shown•«
there that in the act of faith the sinner passed out 
of all relation to sin, died to its guilt and power. 
Therefore he exhorts them since they have passed out 
of all relation to sin, to beaome in practice what as 
Christians they are in raality. He puts the same mo­ 
tives before them a ;ain by speaking of them as "alive 
from the dead." Being alive from the dead act accord­ 
ingly he says. You are a Christian in wh4m a great 
change has taken place, be what you really are; act 
consistently; walk worthily of your new life. The' 
motive appealed to here comes under the general head 
of what we may call a vocation to be walked in worthily 
and consistently. Being dead to sin they can no longer 
consistently walk in sin; and being a Christians alive 
from the dead they must walk as -& Christians alive to 
God.
Verse 14 adds t$ further motives "For sin shall 
not have dominion over you". The motive of hope, as­ 
surance, and certainty of success is given here. If 
they try, they can be certain of being able to over-
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come the lusts of sin and live to ^od. "They can 
obey these exhortations for sin will not be their 
tyrant".* The hope and assurance of being able to 
succeed in the struggle is a dynamic motive for their 
action. "For ye are not under law but under grace" 
is a guarantee of the previous statement and a further 
motive to action,- the motive of being law-free. Paul 
holds before them the great fact of their deliverance 
from the law as a motive to action. The law dishearten­ 
ed, but now they serve in Newness of spirit.
Rom. 6:15-23.
"What then? shall we sin, because we are not 
under law, but under grace? God forbid. Know ye 
not, that to whom ye present yourselves unto obe­ 
dience his servants ye are whom ye obey; . . . .and
being made free from sin, ye became servants of 
righteousness. . . . . . as^presented your members as
servants unto uncleanness. . . . even so now present
your members as servants to righteousness unto 
sanctif ication. ..... For the wages of sin is
death; but the free gift of God is eternal life 
in Jesus Christ our
Paul in showing that the doctrine of grace is 
not a license to sin, indirectly exhorts them not to 
sin, (which is his motive for defending his doctrine). 
Then after reminding them of the fundamental principle 
that no man can serve two masters, he appeals to their
* Denify, Romans, in loco.
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experience of being made free from sin and having be­ 
come servants of righteousness as a fact and motive, 
which should lead them to serve righteousness. Having 
voluntarily turned their back on sin after having been 
delivered from its tyranny and having joyfully made 
themselves the servants of Sod,they should serve God. 
In short they should walk worthily and oouaipfcuiily of 
their new vocation as uod servants. As the^r, when 
slaves of sin consistently presented their members to 
uncleanness, "even so now'T (holding before them the 
change that has taken place in them) he exhorts them 
to just as consistently present their members as ser­ 
vants to righteousness.
In addition to the motive arising from thoir new 
vocation, he holds >efore them the eternal principle 
that "the wages of sin is death; but the free gift 
of Sod is eternal life in christ Jesus our Lord". He 
asks them to contrast the fruit of their former ser­ 
vice to sin, which ended in death, with that of their 
new service which was sanctification and eternal life. 
Thus reward and punishment are clearly the motives 
held before them in this verse.
Hom.l2:l-2.
"I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mer-
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cies of God, to present your bodies a living sac­ 
rifice, holy, acceptable to God, •••• And be not 
fashioned according to this world: but be ^e trans­ 
formed. ..... rr .
This passage marks the transition from the dis­ 
cussion of doctrine to the application of doctrine to 
holy living ( in Paul's letter to the Homans. "There- 
fore TI refers to "the mercies of God" which Paul has 
been exhibiting t; roughout the entire for—mer part of 
the Epistle. All that he has said about God's great 
work of grace calling, redeeming, justifying and 
sanctifying us, he now brings to bear as a motive for 
us to dedicate ourselves wholly and unreservedly to 
God. God had done all of this for you, he says, there­ 
fore consecrate yourselves wholly to Him out of grfct- 
itude for all he had done for you. The objective mo­ 
tive is God f s work in '-'hrist for and in us; the sub­ 
jective motive is our gratitude for such mercies. 
"Whatever gratitude the soul feels for pardon, purity, 
and the sure prospect • of eternal life is called forth 
to secure its consecration to that God who is the 
author of all these mercies".* Thus in the most doc-
* Hodge, Romans, in loco.
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trinal of Paul's letters, doctrine is not something 
apart from,holy living, but its motive and guarantee. 
This exhortation to consecration and devotion to ^od 
is a "general exhortation covering the whole Christian 
life".* It introduces the practical section of the 
Epistle and includes in it all the following deiailed 
exhortations, hence this motive of gratitude is the . 
fundamental motive appealed to throughout the rest of 
the Epistle. Other motives are added but this is 
always the fundamental one. Primarily they are to do 
all he exhorts them to do out of a sense of gratitude.
Rom.12:5-21.
"For I say..... to every man that is among you,
not to think of himself more highly than he ought 
to think...... For even as we have many members
in one body,.... so we, who are many, are one body
In Christ, and severally members one of another..,. 
Let love be without hypoerisy......."
in the exhortations of this passage Paul deals 
with the affities of Christians, as members of one so­ 
ciety, to humility and mutual love. He sets forth 
"the spirit and temper which ought to characterize 
Christians as members of the same society'1 .* "if 
Christians are all members of the same body...instead
* Dennjr, Romans, in loco.
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of being puffed up one above another, and instead of 
envying and opposing each other they should severally 
discharge their respective duties, dil-igently and 
humbly for the good of the Jrhole, and not for their 
own advantage".* The objective motive is their unity 
in Christ as one body. The subjective motive is to 
walk worthily and consistently-of their vocation as 
Christians, which involves a unity with Ch±ist and 
all"bhe ^rbreth-ren in Christ. Our new relation to 
Christ is one in which we are in Christ, not alone 
but along with others, and therefore are one body 
with them in Christ. "Nothing can present in a clear­ 
er light the duty of ( and the motive for) Christian 
fellowship, or the sinfulness of divisions and envy- 
ings among the members of Christ's body than the 
Apostles comparison".*
Rom.15:8-10.
"Owe no man anything, save to love-one another: 
for he that loveth his neighbor has fulfilled the 
law....... love .... is the fulfillment of theaw. rt
The motive appealed to, to enforce this exhorta­ 
tion to love one another, is that love is the fulfill­ 
ment of the law. We shall discuss later the Christianas
* Hodge, Romans, in loco.
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relation to the law. Whatever that may be, the appeal 
here is to the Christian's desire arid sftnse of obli­ 
gation to fulfill the law. A further motive is added 
in vs.11.
Rom. 13:11-14;
"And this, knowing the season, ..... The night 
is far spent,"and the day is at hand: let us there­ 
foreGas'6 off the works of darkness,T.... Let us 
walk becomingly, as in the day; not in revelling 
and drunkenness, ..... not in strife and jealousy. 
But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not 
provision for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts there­ of".
The motive appealed to here for holy living is
N
clearly the nearness of the Parousia. "And this" (M\ 
TOoT& ) (vs.11) "sums up all that precedes but es­ 
pecially verses8-10'T .* The motive then applies to all 
the prece-ding exhortations and especially to mutual 
love. "We must all appear, and who knows how soon, 
before the judgement seat of Christ....... if the awe
and inspiration of that great trudsh descend upon our 
hearts, we shall feel how urgent the Apostles exhorta*^ 
tion is".* In view of this motive he urges them in 
verses 13-14 to moral living.
Rom. 14:1-18.
"But him that is weak in faith receive ye,
Dennjjr, Romans, in loco.
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Let not him that eateth set at nought him that 
eateth not; and let not him taat eateth not judge 
him that eateth:...... for we shall all stand be­ 
fore the judgement-seat of Gody....... So then each
one of us shall give account of himself to God n r~
This is an exhortation agaisst judg-ing one'another 
either in the form of contempt or eensoriousness. After 
giving reasons why neither party is deserving of con­ 
tempt or eensoriousness, he points out ; that not they 
but God is the judge, and enforces his exhortation by 
reminding them of the judgement day, when they must 
all stand before the judgement-seat of God and give 
an account of themselves to God. "As therefore, God 
is the supreme Judge, and we are to render our account 
to Him, we should await His decision,and not presume 
to act the part of judge over our f ellowmen". * "When 
we all stand before that bar - and it should be part 
of our spiritual environment always - no one will look 
at his brother with either censor^ousness or contempt"** 
The fact that God is Judge, not us, and will judge all 
men including our selves and our judgements is the mo­ 
tive Paul sets before his Homan readers to check them 
from contempt and censoriousness.I O.
* Hodge, Romans, in loco.
** Denrijy, Romans, in loco.
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Rom. 14:13- 25.
It ...... judge ye this rather, that no man put a
stumbling block in his brother's way, or an oc­ 
casion of falling. For if because of meat thy 
brother is grieved, thou walkest no longer in 
love.Destroy not with thy meat him for whom 
Christ died...... Overthrow not for meat's sake
lihe work "oT God'1 *
This exhortation to refrain from doing anything, 
(though not sinful), that would cause a brother to
%
stumble, Paul enforces first by reminding them that 
in doing so they "walk not according to love". In­ 
dulgence, which injures a brother is a violation of the- > * /
law of love, which is the law of Christ and the one
law
supreme and onlyAof the Christian life. Various mo­ 
tives would be stirred int. action by this statement. 
Every true Christian genuinely loves his fellow man, 
and thAt real love in his heart for them is here ap­ 
pealed to as a dynamic motive for action. Love being 
the essential characteristic of the Christian life, 
the motive to walk worthily of one's vocation as a 
Christian would also be aroused by this statement. 
And finally, love being the law of the Christian 
life the sense of internal obligation would also be 
appealed to,
But strong as is the Christian's love for his 
fellowmen, it is stronger for his Christ; so that,
Ill
when Paul abruptly exclaims, "Destroy not with thy 
meat him for whom Christ died", he stirred their love ' 
for Christ, which Paul could count on being sufficient-
•
ly strong to check them from any Course of action,which 
destroyed the very soul that Chridt loved so much and
gave his very life to save. Love to Christ forbadei
their defeating e-f the end for which Christ gave His 
life. It also seems impossible for them to think of 
Christ having died for the weak brother, without re» 
membering the fact th*t He had also died for them, 
and hence evofcing their gratitude to sacrifice &hy"~ 
thing for Christ's sake for their brother. Finally, 
such a statement.emblazoned before their eyes Christ's 
example of love and sacrifice for the weak brother, 
and in that way it became a further motive fcsr action. 
If Christ died for the brother, they should be willing 
to give up for him the eating of some particular meat. 
In verse 20 Paul restates the same motive in a more 
sweeping form when he says, "Overthrow not for meat's 
sake the work of ^od". The putting of a stumbling 
block in the brother's way not only destroyed the 
brother for whom Christ died, but the whole work of 
God in t\e community. Every thing that ^od has done 
for them evokes their gratitude to sacrifice so in-
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significant a thing as a little meat for the whole 
work of ^od in their midst. On^Ly the basest wretch 
could resist such an appeal.
Rom.l5;l-3.
"How we that are strong ought to bear the in­ 
firmities of the weak, and not to please ourselves. 
Let each one of us please his neighbor for that 
which is good unto edifying. For Christ also 
pleased not £imself' : ......"
This is a plea for patience, forbearance, brother^ 
helpfulness, and unselfish service enforced by Christ's 
example of living and dying for us. As He pleased not 
Himself, but gave Himself completely for us so we, in­ 
spired by His example are to give our lives in a ser­ 
vice of edifying others.
Rom.l5:7-9.
"'.flieref ore receive ye one another, even as Christ 
also received you, to the glory of God......."
This exhortation is part of a 'larger plea "for 
tho union of all Christians, Jew and Gentile, in 
common praise...... That such praise may be possible]1 *
ha exhorts them to receive one another, for unanimity
•
is a prerequisite to common praise to God. To enforce 
this he appeals to Christ's reception of them. The 
motive in this fact lies in Christ's example and in the 
gratitude it awakens. If Christ has set them the ex-
* Deiirfy, Romans, in loco.
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ample of receiving both the weak and the strong parties, 
they certainly should be willing to receive each other. 
The motive of gratitude is perhaps however the stronger. 
In verses 8-9 he states that Christ's work has been 
both for the Jews and the Gentiles, for Jews that He 
might confirm the promises given unto the fathers, and 
for the Gentiles that they "might glorify ^od for His 
mercy". Thus God's mercy to the Gentiles and His faith­ 
fulness to the Jews is held before them, in Christ's 
receiving them both, as a means of evoking their grat­ 
itude. Paul's plea is that they express this gratitude 
to (*od by receiving each other in love, in order "that 
with one accord ye may with one mouth glorify the God 
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ".(vs.6).
Rom.l6;l-8.
"I commend unto Jxrat Phoebe...... that ye re­ 
ceive her in the lord, worthily of the saints.... i'.
The manner in which they are "to receive her con­ 
tains the motive for such receiving. The motive rhost 
clearly is their desire to walk worthily of their 
Christian vocation. Paul thus asks them to receive
*.-
Phoebe, remembering that they are saints, and remem­ 




"How I beseech you brethren, through the name of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the sane 
thing, and that there be no divisions among you; 
but that ye be perfected together in the same mind 
...... Is Christ divided? Was Paul crucified for
you? or were you baptized into the name of Paul?""" 
...... I determined not to know any thing among
you, save Jesus Christ, and Him crucified....that
your faith should not stand in the wisdom of man 
but in the power of &od...... I planted, Apollos
watered; but God gave the increase........ let
no cue glory in me1! For all things are yours; 
whether Paul or Apollos Cephas....... all are
yours; and ye are Christ's; and Christ is God's....".
The Corinthian Christians were divided into sects 
or parties, some followers of Paul, some of Apollos, 
some of Cephas, and perhaps others. This state of 
affairs led to much strife and ill feeling. Hence Pall's 
exhortations that there be no divisions among them is 
a plea for unanimity and mutual love. Paul dwells upon 
the enforcing of this exhortation throughout the first 
four chapters. The fundamental motive,toward which 
all other reasons or motives center, is the fact of 
their union with Jesus Christ as their Head. Since 
they are all in union with Him, their iioad, factions 
are absurd. As Dods says, "It is monstrous that those 
who are vitally united to one Person and quic^pd by 
one Spirit should in no way recognise their unity".*
* Expositor's "Bible, in locO
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In the astonished cry, "Is Christ divided?'1 , tfhieh 
their factions logically imply, he appeals to the 
indivisibility of their Head as a bond of unity be­ 
tween them. Each party has all of Christ, not part 
of Him, and therefore in Him they cannot be separate 
and antagonistic to each other, each puffed up above 
the other and glorying in some particular possession. 
What one has, all have. ; 1/h-en he asks If -Vas Paul cruci­ 
fied for you? or were ye baptized into the name of 
Paul?", he is reminding them that Christ is their Head 
and not any minister of His. It is Ohrist who was 
crucified for all of them, and therefore it is to Him 
that they all together owe their alegiance. rj]his al­ 
legiance they gave to Him v.hen they all became united 
to Him in baptism. If they had been baptized intoo var-» 
ious names, united to various heads, they would not 
be united to each other and jfact^ons would be possi­ 
ble, but as it is ; there can be no factions. The very 
thought of their great Unity in the One tihrist is the 
motive Paul depends upon to produce unanimity and mu­ 
tual love. Paul is emphasizing the same motive in all 
he next says about worldly wisdom and the wisdom of God.
The latter in Christ had been the object of their faith,
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not the formar. A following after the wisdom of men 
would naturally lead to differences and factions but 
not> so with the wisdom of God. It was for this very 
purpose, namely, "Shat their faith should not stand in 
the wisdom of man, but in the power of God", that Paul 
says, '*! determined not to know anything (any worldly 
wisdom) among you but Christ Jesus and him crucified 11 . 
He thus holds before them the fact that Christ Jesus 
crucified has been the one object of their faith, and 
therefore there can be no occasion for factions among 
those whose faith centers in that One Person. While 
it is thus true that Paul has nlanted and Apollos wat­ 
ered, yet all the tine it has been God that has been 
giving the increase, and therefore it is to **od in 
Christ that their allegiance is due. This then is a 
motive for their unanimity and mutual love in the glori­ 
fying of their One teed. Finally he closes Ms appeal 
for unanimity by placing before them the one motive 
of their unity in Christ, by say-'ng, "ye are Christ's 
and Christ is God's. They- are all one family belonging 
to Christ and thereby to God;
I Cor.5:7-8.
"Purge out the old leaven, that ye may be a new
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lump, even as ye ar^ unleavened, for our passover 
also hal:h been sacrificed, even Christ; wherefore 
Ivt us keep the feast, not with old leaven, neither 
w^'th the leayen of malice and wickedness,but with 
the unleavenitfbread of sincerity and truth."
Paul saw in the Oorinthinan's indifferent and 
boastful attitude in the matter of the fornicator, sin­ 
ful influences at work more dangerous to the community 
than the one case of fornication. It is this sifcful 
influence and spirit he refers to when he says, "Purge 
out the old leaven 11 . "Even as ye are unleavened* sets 
before them the motive for the purging out fcf the .Old 
leaven. It is the motive to walk worthily ; nd -consist­ 
ently of their vocation as Christians, to become in 
practice what they are in reality. Paul Says, "even 
as by principle and proi'ess-ion ye verily are those 
who have put away the leaven of sin and wickedness?* 
live accordingly. "The command was such as the true 
idea of Christianity itself suggested".* 05ie Corinth­ 
ians themselves knew, as Paul reminds 'them in the next 
chapter, that they had been wasKed, sanctified, and 
justified in the name of the Lofd Jesus Christ; OJhey 
knew that they were saints dedicated to God; and 
Paul's statement, "even as ye are unleavened", recall-
* Ellicotlj St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians.
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ed this great fact to their minds iid would naturally 
arouse them to try to live according to what they 
really were.
The same motive is appealed to In the next clause 
when Paul says,"For our passover hath also been sacri­ 
ficed, even Christ". In this statement Paul reminds the 
Corinthians that Christ, the Christians Paschal lamb, 
has been slain,and that the whole Christian life or 
vocation is a pausover feast, in which the Christian 
feeds a.id nourishes his spiritual life upon Christ, 
the slain Lamb. Since then the ^orinthians are par­ 
taking even now and through-out their whole Christian 
life of the PasJahal LaSnb, the exhortation follows again 
in verse 8 to keep the feast worthily. All leaven of 
malice and wickedness must be pat away, for its presence 
is far more incompatible with Christ's sacrificial 
presence and the Christian passover through life, than 
the presence of leaven was during the Jev/ish passover. 
If the Jew out away all leaven during the passover, 
how much more must the Corinthian Christians put all 
th8 leaven of wickedness away during their passover 
which extends through life. "Participation in the
sacrifice of Christ (i.e. union with Christ, forgive­ 
ness, etc.) presses unleavenedness in the participants 1*.*
* ?indlay, Expositor's Greek Testament, in locO.
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•Their Christian vocation, as a continual paschal feast, 
feeding on Christ, is the motive then,which Paul ap­ 
peals to, in order to lead them to live their Christian 
lives not in malice and wickedness but in sincerity 
and truth. It also is highly probable that the fact of 
Christ,their passover, having been sacrificed contains 
aloo the power to evoke their gratitude. In fact it 
seems impossible to conceive 9f Paul as ever thinking 
of the death of Christ without having his own grrtitude 
stirred, and as ever sneaking of it; without expe-cting 
to awaken the gratitude of all Christians hearing him.
In this instance, the very fact that the Jewish oass-
of thanksgiving 
over was an expression Ato ^od for His delivering them
out of Egypt, would imply that the Christianas v/hole 
life should be lived in a way that would express his 
gratitude to Sod for deliverance from sin through Christ,
T Cor.6:8-10.
"ITay, but ye yourselves do wrong, and defraud, 
and that your brethren. Or know ye i.ot that the 
unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of Sod? 
3e not deceived: neither fornicat^-ors, .... shall 
inherit the kingdom of God. And tjuch were some 
of you: "but we wepe washed, but ye were sanctified, 
but ye were justified in the name of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, and in the Spirit _of_ our~~G od'f.
Hie Corinthinas no-t only refused to take wrong 
and be defrauded, instead of having law-suits, but
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what is far worse than any of these evils, they them­ 
selves do wrong and defraud their brethren. This is 
an exhortation to stop all Siich wrong doing, put in 
the form of a charge or warning, enforced "by appealing 
to the fact which they well knew, that wrongdoers 
or unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom. ifliat- 
ever may be the relation between Paul f s doctrine of 
justification by faith and judgement according to 
works the fact remains th-.it those who practice wrong­ 
doing shall not enter the kingdom. He warns the Corinth­ 
ians not to be deceived in this matter and to live 
accordingly.
Following his enumeration of several sins, which 
when practiced eliminate the doers of thorn from the 
kingdom, he reminds thafla that before they had put 
their faith in Christ they were just such vile per­ 
sons, but now a great change has taken place in them; 
they are no longer the' old slaves of sin that they 
once were. At the call of (Jod, in ';he act of faith 
symbolized in baptism, they renounced the filth of 
their old life and set out to follow Christ. "Behind 
their action in submitting to baptism there was the
•
action of God, operating to the effect described by
..... the Apostle is tiiinkingoof
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the status attained by his readers as Af(0( ". * By 
reminding the Corinthians of this great change in their 
lives and of the fact that V.ey are now saints to (Sod, 
all of which their own Christian experience affirmed, 
Paul held before their eyes a powerful motive to holy 
living. All wrongdoing and unrighteousness in any 
form, not only exclude from the kingdom but are most 
unworthy of saints. To the Corinthians who were as 
w»consoious of these facts as Paul, this appeal must 
have strueX home with telling force.
Squally great would be the dynamic power awakened 
by such a statement. They realized the awful depths 
of sin from which they had been snatched by the grace 
of God. They had experienced a marvelous change in 
their lives, and were conscious of forgiveness in Christ. 
,,hen Paul said, "such were some of you" they saw their 
former lives; and when he went on to describe them as 
having been washed, sanctified, justified in Christ, 
these very facts of Gods mere,/ to them, undeserving as 
they ]mew themselves to be, must have evoked their 
gratitude as a motive for holier living.
I Cor.6:12-20.
"......But the body is not for fornication but
* Findlay, Expositor's Greek Testament, in loco.
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for the Lord; and the Lord for the body. ... . Ziiow
ye not that your bodies are members of Christ? 
Shall I then take away the members of Christ and 
make them members of a harlot? God forbid. ......
Flee fornication, ........ Or know ye not that your
body is a temple of the Holy Spirit which is in 
you, ....... And ye are not your own; for ye were
bought with a" price; glorify thoretffore ^od in your body*. —-—————————
After Paul by logical reasoning has shown 'Ji 
fornication, in distinction from the eating of foods
*
offered to idols, is a sin against the body, he enforces 
his charge to flee from it, by appealing to the Chris­ 
tian's mystical union with Christ. This mystical union 
is such that their vsry bodies aa^e tke members are the 
members of Christ. As Dods strikingly says, rf lf the 
Christian is as truly a member of Christ's body as 
were the hands -.rid eyes of the body he wore on earth, 
then the mind shrinks as from blasphemy, from following 
out the thought of ^aul".* It is clear that the dynam­ 
ic oower which causes this shrinking lies in our inti­ 
mate union with Christ. This same motive is thr.ist 
before them again in an appealing for-m, by reminding 
them that their vary bodies are the sanctuaries of the 
Holy Spirit which is in them. The fee intimate re­ 
lation of the body to the Holy ^pirit within them, or 
another way of stating their . ysticul union with Christ,
* Expositors Bible, 'n loco.
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is the motive appealed to. In addition to the fact of 
their mystical union with Christ, Paul appeals to 
their gratitude, which he calls forth by reminding them 
that they have been "bought with a price". In view 
of this great work of G-od's love, he beseeches them to 
glorify God in their body, therefore, out of gratitude.
I Cor.8:9-13.
But take heed lest by ,ny means this liberty of 
yours become a stumbling-block to the weak.... ^' 
through thy knowledge he that is weak -oerisheth, 
the brother for whose sake Christ died. And th^us, 
sinning against the brethren,..... ye sin against 
Christ?Wherefore, if meat "causeth my brother to 
stumble, I will eat no flesh for evermore, that 
I cause not my orother to stumole".
This exhortation to the strong, to take heed in 
the full exercising of their Christian lioerty that 
they do not cause a weaker brother to perish, is en­ 
forced by appealing to ttoro of the strongest feelings 
of the Ohristian. hear!, namely, love for the brethren 
and love for Christ, tbe latter of which is inseparable 
from a sense of ^uty toward Christ; also by appealing 
to-the example of Christ's sacrifice, which furnishes 
us a pattern for our sacrifice and evokes our desire 
to imitate our Master aid express our gratitude for 
His dying also for us. It has been significantly sug-
gested that "four times in verses 11-13 Paul repeats 
the wordafre>^OJ, seeking to elicit the ( brotherly)
if *love which was needed to control Corithian knowledge
through
•vha very statement that Atheir knowledge (i.e. the acting
upon it) the weak brother was then perishing, and that 
their action was really sinning against the brother 
would waken their feeling of brotherly love if any 
thing would.
The dominant motive however is ;o«rhape their love 
for Christ. The brother whom they are causing to per­ 
ish is the one whom Christ has given His life to save. 
'•L'he Christ whom you love, Paul says, loves and wants 
to save this brother so much that He gave His life 
to accomplish it,and now "Christ's death is thus 
frustrated of its dear object by thy heartless folly'1 .1 * 
Paul depends upon the arousing of their love to checX 
them from doing any thing that wo^ld defeat His desire. 
Their love frr Christ, inseparable from their sense 
of duty to obey Bhrist in love, is the motive appealed 
to ; by pointing out that their sinking against the 
brother is also a sinn : ng against Christ. Hence all 
their love to Christ and sense of obligation not to
* Findlay, Expositor's Greek Testament, in loco.
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sin against Him is evofced.. -ftie wherefore of verse 
points to this fact of the eating of meat as being 
a sinning against Christ, as being Paul's reason for 
denying himself anything that causeth his brother to 
stamble; Paul's burning passion of love for Christ and 
desire never to offend Him stirred him to make this 
vehement statement of abstinence, upon the very thought 
of indulge,-ce being a siiLiing against his Christy 
motive hdd moved hia to action he depended uoon
*
moving all Chrisitans. 
I Cor.15:56.
"Wherefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, 
unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the 
Lord, for as much as ya know that your labor is not vain in the Lord".—————————-————————
• ,
Paul has se't before his readers the b :sis of the 
Christian faith in the resurrection; a fact whicn he 
has shown to be a glorious certainty for the faith of 
every Christian. Upon this fact he bases a concluding 
appeal for the Phristian too be abounding in the work 
of the Lord, which includes every sort of Christian 
duty .-jid form of holy living. '-Vhe appeal is enforced 
by the fact that all the good work,, they do will not 
be lost in the Lord, because there is to be a resur-
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rection in the Lord. If there were to be no resur­ 
rection there might be little incentive to labor in 
good works, which would all perish; but now, none will 
be lost. "Faith in a resurrection produces a conscious­ 
ness of boundless and endless power for work".* ifce 
dynamic of this motive cannot be over emphasized. The 
motive seems to be the hope and certainty of reward; 
if so, it throws an interesting light u ion Paul f s 
conception of this motive. It shows that reward is 
not something bestowed by God as a wage earned or 
merited, but is the fruit of service in this life, 
preserved to be enjoyed in the next life. That the 
Christian's good deeds in this life are all preserved 
for him in Christ must ever be a compelling motive 
to holy living, in a world filled with inequalities. 
The rep<ilsiveness of the idea of reward disappears 
when viewed in this light.
TI Cor. 5:1-10-.
' "For we taiow that if the earthl,, tabernacle of 
our house be dissolved, we have a building from 
Sod, a house uot made with hands, eternal, in 
the heavens. . . . Being therefore alvfa-s of good 
courage, and knowing that, whilst we are at home 
in the body. we are absent from ."She Lord..... we 
are of good courage. I sa.v. and are willing rather 
to be absent .rom the body, and to be at home 
with the Lord. Wherefore also we make it our 
aim, whether at home or absent, to be well pleas­ 
ing ifcnto Him. ffor we imiSu all be made manifest 
t.h Q judgement- seat o f Christ: that each
'one may receive the things done in the body ac- 
* Edwards, First Epistle to the Corinthians.
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cording to what he hath done, whether it be good: or "ETadT11
In this autobiographical note, we discover one of 
the constraining motives in haul's life, which led 
him to make it his aim in all things to be well pleas­ 
ing unto his Lord, -,,hich of course in Paul's mind 
always included holy moral living. Paul's Christian 
Hope,set forth in verses -1-8, gives him confidence 
that he is going to oe with the Lord, even though 
death should aome to him before the coming of his 
Lord. ff Therefore 1 ', that is, on account of th's con­ 
fidence, he makes it his aim to be well pleasing 
unto his Lord. This certain hope of being with his 
lord inspires him to live his life now so as to be 
well pleasing Unto the Lord when he comes into His
0.
presence face to face. AS Denary has well said, ".A 
certain moral as v/ell as a certain emotional ±em;er,
»
is evoked by the Christian Hope. It fills men with 
courage and vv : th spiritual yearnings; it braces them 
also to noral earnestness and vigor'1 .* fnile Paul's 
statement of his aim to be well pleasing is Introdu­ 
ced by "wherei'ore", showing his Christian Mope of 
going to be with the Lord to be his motive, it is also
* Expositor's Bible, in loco.
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followed by a nfor'T giving a further explanation and 
reason for his desire. The motive power of his con­ 
fidence of being with the Lord is enhanced by the real­ 
ization that in the Lord s presence his whole life 
will be laid bare before Christ, and he desires to be 
found well pleasing in the presence of the Christ who 
has died for him. Thus this motive of the Judgement 
Day, or as it is often spoken'Jas Paul's doctrine of 
judgement according to works, is not a separate motive 
from that given in verses 1-8, but only an inherent 
phase of it. The coming -'nto His presence is in its 
very nature a manifestation of our lives before Him, 
and a judging of all the deeds do^e in the body. This 
passage, linking together as it does these two phases, 
furnishes us a key to the interpretation of Paul's 
doctrine of judgement according to works as a motive 
for the Christians 3 moral living. The judgement is 
essentially a manifestation of our lives in His pres­ 
ence and the dynamic, behiri£ verses 1-8 and verse 10X 
lie- in the very thought of coming 'nto Christ's 
presence. It is a desire to be spotless in the pres­ 
ence of His spotless mirity and abounding love. 7/e 
are constrained to quote the following passage from
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DennJ- oecause of its ?ntuitive grasp of the mind of 
Paul upon the relation of the Christian Hope and the 
judgement-seat of fchrist, and of their moral motive 
power. "The Christian hope is not clouded by the 
judgement-seat of Ghrist; it is sustained at the holy 
height which befits it....... $he things we'have done
in the body will come back to us whether good or bad. 
Svery pious thought and ever;/ thought of bin.* every 
secret prayer ,:iid every secret curse; every unknown 
deed of charity and every hidden deed of selfishness; 
we will see th;;m all again....... we shall have to
acknowledge that they are our own, .^nd take them to 
ourselves. Is not that a solemn thing (a dynamic 
motive to holy living) to stand at the end of life...? 
r.?he Christian hope of immortality is elevated and 
solemnized by the thought of the judgement-seat of 
Christ. l4his is no strange thought to Paul: many 
a time he has set himself in imagination i-: that great 
presence, -.;nd let th<-- awe of it descend upon his heart".* 
Tt was sitting "in the imagination of that great pres­ 
ence' 1 and letting "the awe of it descend upon his heart" 
that Paul wrote the words,"we make it our aim..... to
be woll pleasing unto him". It was no less in that
* Expositor's Bible, in loco.
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same great presence, with the awe of it fill ins: his
^^
heart that he labored constantly to fu?fill that aim 
in ev.-ry thought and deed of his Christian life.
The thought that in the judgement each is to re­ 
ceive the things done in the body harmonizes with the 
idea of reward found in I Cor. 15:58, where the Chris­ 
tian's labor is not to be vain in the Lord. So the 
reward or loss here is not something bestowed as a 
wage or punishment "upwi the Christian, but is a receiving 
of his labour, which has been preserved for him - an 
incentive to good deeds and a deterrent to evil ones.
II Cor.5:14-15.
"For the love of Christ constraineth us; because 
we thus judge, thit one died for all"] therefore 
all died; and he died for all, that they that live 
should no longer live unto themselves but unto him 
who for their sakes,died and rose again."
This passage se:,s before us \vh..t is undoubtedly 
the one motive :.bove all other motives,which constraint 
Paul in evory act of his life to live wholly unto Him, 
who died for him. From tne beginning of the third 
chapter Paul has been discussing his motives for his 
.ministry among them. He has been see-:i.i.;* to sho.. 
his giariuiiie sincerity of purpose, his absence 01 all 
selfish ends, and that every thing that he has done
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has been done with an eye single to the glory 
and the uorinthiairs highest welfare. He Imows that 
his motives are manifest to uod and he popes that they 
are to the consciences of the Corinthians (5:11). in 
verse 14 he pours out the constraining motive of his 
life, which has been behind his every action. In it 
we see the secret of h : s life of unselfish devotion 
tb Sod. It is nothing less than the constraining 1_ve 
of Christ - not his love for Christ primarily, great 
as that is, but Christ's great love for him. 'Biis is#h 
stable, unchangeable, overwhelming love evoking Paul's 
love and gratitude and constraining him to a life of 
unselfish service to ^*od and to his fellowman. As 
Dennjr well says, "Sonstraineth is one of the most ex­ 
pressive words in the l<ew Testatment; the love of 
Christ has $old of the Apostle on both sides, as it 
were, and urges him on in a course which he armot avoid, 
It has him in its grasp, and he has no choice, under 
Its irresistible constraint but to oe what hd is,and 
to do what he -iocs, whether men think him in his mind 
or out of his mind".* This great constraining power of 
Christ's love gets its dynamic to constrain, from the 
great fact that Christ has died for all in such a way
* Expositor's Bible, in loco.
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that all died to sin. He has do.ie this with the desire 
and design that men should no longer l-'ve unto them­ 
selves but unto Him, which means the living of a holy 
life. Thus the love of Christ constrains Paul through 
the love and gratitude it evokes to live his life 
entirely to Him. Meditation upon the constraining 
power of such love will help us to understand how it
»
constrained Paul better th-an any comment upon it In 
words. The greatest handicap in trying to grasp how 
this motive must have gripped Paul's whole being is 
our spiritual inability to feel that same great love's 
constraining power, as Paul must have felt it. Yet 
every Christian has experienced it,and experiences it 
more and more as he becomes constrained by it; he 
kno -s that there is no more powerful moral dynamic thaffl- 
the love of Christ.
IT Cor.6:14-7:1.
ft3e not unequally yoked with unbelievers: for what 
fellowship hath righteousness and iniquity? or what 
communion hath 11 At and darkness? And what concord 
hsybh Qhflist with 3elial? or what portion hath a 
believer with an unbeliever? And what agreement 
hath -/a^ temple of God with idols? for we are a_ 
temple of the living God; even as God said, I will 
dwell in thorn...... I will be their God and they
shall be my people....... I will receive you, and
will be to you a father, and ye shall be to me sons 
and daughters,.....Having therefore these promises,
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beloved, let, us cleanse ourselves from all defile­ 
ment of flesh and spirit, perfect-'ng holiness in 
the fear of God".
This is an exhortation to Paul's Corinthian con­ 
verts to separate themselves from all evil heathen as­ 
sociations, which defile them in body and soul. He 
enforces the exhortation by showing them,in five con­ 
trasts, the inconsistency of such a life with their 
Christian vocation. Each one of these contrasts drives 
homo to them who they are, the true nature of their 
Christian vocation, .uiu the incongruity and absurdity 
of their fellowship v/ith the heathen in their sinful 
practices. You Christians are righteous, li;?ht, fol­ 
lowers of Christ, believers, temples of God; how in­ 
consistent therefore, ~or you to have fellowship, com­ 
munion, concord, a portion with, or agreement v/ith 
iniquity, darloiasa, Belial, unbelievers and idols.1 The 
Corinthians toiow that there are two spheres in the 
/orld intrinsically inconsistent with each other, and 
to this knowledge Paul appeals to enforce his exhort n* 
tion. 3y stating that they are a temple of the living 
God,even as God has promised of old to dwell in them, 
he holds before them in the most appealing manner the 
true nature of their Christian calling, in order to
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inspire them to live worthily of it. "If the divine 
presence in the camp of Israel,- a presence represen­ 
ted by the ark and its tent - was to consecrate the 
nation to Jehovah, and inspire them with zeal to keep 
the camp clean, that nothing might offend the eyes 
of His glo..y, how much more ought those whom God has 
yisited in His Son, those i-i whom He dwells through 
His Spirit, to cleasnse themselves from every defile­ 
ment, and make their soals fit fDr His habitation". *
In addition to God's promise to dwell in them, 
he adds several others from the Old Testament, -all 
stating God's promise to receive His people into His 
fell07/ship and be to them a father, making them His 
sons and daughters. Having these promises, not only 
as promises but a& already fulfilled in princ : ple 
for every Christian, Paul uses them as a further motive 
for his former appeal, stated in a slightly different
form but setting north the real essence of flshe former
ourselves 
appeal - "let us cleanse A ::rom all defilement of
(in respect to) flesh and £pirit". Leu us do this 
inspired by the fact that we have the fellowship ol 
God and the promise to a far more abundant measure of
* Demfy, Expositor's Bible, i
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it as we separate ourselves from evil; loiowing that 
fellowship with Sod far out-compensates the giving up 
of any worldly fellowship; loiowing that "to leave the
*
world is to be welcomedb;/ God rT .* In the sense then, 
that the promises of ^*od set before them a fellowship 
far more to be desire3 than that of the world, the 
motive of reward is appealed to. The reward being 
nothing less than the fellowship of God, it is in no 
sense a low motive but a high and morally ennobling 
one.
A further motive is also present in these promises. 
The very utterance of them must have filled the Corinth­ 
ians with hope, assurance, and courage to top .rate 
themselves from evil associations and cleaTlSe themselves 
from all defilement. The very certainty that ^od was 
willing and anxious to have fellowship with them and 
be a father unto them wauld give them the needed hope 
and courage - an essential spirit of mind to the ef­ 
fective accomplishment of any task. And greater than 
this, the consciousness of the Spirit of God dwelling 
in them as His temple, and the promise of His fuller 
indwelling would give them the courageous strength and
* Denier, ibid.
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the certainty of victory necessary to cleanse themselves.
II Cor.8:7-9; 9;6-14.
"..... see that ye abound in this grace also.... 
for ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
that though he was rich, yet for your sakos he 
Fecame poor, that ye through his poverty might 
become rich......
"But this I say, he that soweth sparingly shall 
reap also sparingly; and he that soweth bounti­ 
fully shall reap also bountifully..... God is able
to make all grace abound unto you; that ye, having 
always all sufficiency in everything, may abound 
unto every good work; ..... And he that supplieJih
seed to the sowar and bread for food, shall supply 
and multi-oly your seed for sowing, and increase 
the fruits of your righteousness:...... For the
ministration of this service not only filled up 
the measure of the wants of the saints, but abotTnd- 
eth also through many thanksgivings unto ^od.... *
This grace which Paul asks the Corinthians to abound 
in also, is the grace of charitable giving - an essen­ 
tial grace to the living of a holy life. The motive
he sets afrash. before them is the exanrole of the love
of Christ 
and self-sacrifice ^ in becoming poor for them, that
through His ooverty they might become rich. If Christ 
did all this for them, while they were enemies, how
much more should the,: be willing to follow His example
%
in the making of a small oacrifice for their brethren 
in the Lord at Jerusalem. Thus the great patters, 
which because of Its very beauty and nobleness dl-'^ays 
creates a desire to imitate it, is held before them.
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This great pattern in addition to creating a desire
it
to imitate it would evoke, aoA was undoubtedly inten­ 
ded to do by Paul, the Corinthian-s1 gratitude, for 
whose very sakes Christ became poor.
While Christ's example is perhaps the dominant 
motive appealed to, we find Paul in the next chapter 
adding also the motive of reward. He holds before them 
the fact th:;t,in this matter, as they saw soshall they 
reap. He promises them that the ^od who has blessed 
them ;ith the seed they now have, will multiply it 
for sowing and will increase the fruits of their righ­ 
teous labor, but in order that they "may abound unto 
every good work". i'heir reward is no selfish reward 
but a reward to be aaed in the service of others. ^hey 
are to be enriched in everything, but with a view to­ 
ward all lioerality. Such is the high nature of the 
reward which Paul holds before the Corinthians as
*
a motive. It is a reward which is a motive onl;: to a 
Christian and thus one which receives its dynamic 
from the Christian Experience.
In verses 12-15 there is perhaps an indirect 
appeal to thier love for their fellowmen and to their 
love for God. "The ministration of this service not 
only filleth up the measure of the wants of the saints",
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which would evoke their love for the poor Christians 
in Jerusalem, "but aboundeth also through many thanks­ 
givings unto God'.'. The Jerusalem Christians thank and 
glorify God because of the service of the Corinthians 
to them, and thijs their service is the means of glori­ 
fying God - a dynamic motive to any service for th? 
Christian who loves his God. Paul always assumed such 
love in the hearts of his converts, even the ^orinth- 
ians, and conceived it as one of the highest motives 
to action.
Gal.5:13-26.
"...... onl^ use not your freedom for an occasion
to the flesh, but through love be servants £e one 
to another. For the whole law is funfilled in 
one word, even in this; Thou shalt love thy neigh­ 
bor as thy self........ Walk by the Spirit, and
ye shall not fulfill the lusts of the flesh......
of which T forewarn you, even as I did forewarn 
you, that they who practice such things shall not 
inherit the kingdom of God....... .And they that
are of Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh "with 
the passions and =fek« lusts thereof. If we live 
By the Spirit, by the Spirit also let us walfc. 
Let us not become vainglorious, provoking one an­ 
other, envying one another".
The general negative exhortation to "use not your 
freedom for an occasion to the flesh" is to be fulfilled 
by the fulfilling of two positive exhortations. First, 
instead of mixusing the'r freedom to become servants
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to the law or to their owh flesh, they must 'through 
love be servants one to another". The motive appeal­ 
ed to to enforce this is what we have previously call ad 
the Christian's sense of internal obligation and desire 
to fulfill the contents of the law. This sense of duty 
to law is inborn, and Paul appealed to this motive by 
showing thatlove was the fulfillment of the law. As 
a second method, or rather as an all inclusive way of 
not using their freedom as an occasion to the flesh, 
Paul exhorts them to walk by the Spirit, with the prom­ 
ise in doing so, that they will >.ot fulfill the lusts 
of the flesh. This exhortation he enforces by two mo­ 
tives. Firwt, by the reaffirmation of a previous warn­ 
ing that those who practice the works of the flesh shall
not inherit the kingdom of u od. Thus the judgement
i
day is the motive appealed to. The second and the fun­ 
damental motive is giTen in verse 25; "If ve live by 
the Spirit by the Spirit let us also walk". The appeal 
is to walk consistently and worthily of their calling 
and profession. He has just said, "they that are of
Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with the passions
*i " 
andA lustfc thereof* These Christians profess to be
Chrisfs and had really experienced a certain crucifixion
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of their old selves, therefore Paul says, live according 
to the new life that is in you. If ye live by the 
Spirit,as ye profess to ^o and really do, then live by 
the Spirit in all the conduct of your life., become 
in practice what ye are in principle. Be what yen re­ 
ally are - Christians. I!he Judiazers professed to live 
by the Spirit but demanded that the Spirit be supple­ 
mented by works of law, or they charged Paul's doctrine 
witti giving a license to sin. The previous part of the 
Spistle has been spent in showing the unnecessity and 
danger of bondage to the law; he now shows that if 
they really live by tthe Spirit they cannot and will 
not abuse t&ftir freedom as a license to sin. talking 
by the Spirit renders the law unnecessary, in fact ful­ 
fills it and renders sin impossible. Therefore, he 
exhorts them, be consistent, walk by the Spirit, re­ 
member that you have crucified the flesh, remember 
your Christian vocation.
Gal. 6:1-2.
"Brethren, even if a man be overtaken in a tres­ 
pass, ye who are spiritual,restore such a one in 
a spirit of gentleness;...... Bear ye one another's
burdens, and so fulfill the law of Gflrist......".
This exhortation to restore the falleTl brother and 
bear one another's burdens is a detailed application
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of the general exhortations to "through love be servants 
one to another" (5:13), and to "Walk by the ^pirit" (5 : 
16). '-^he same motives are also given to enforce it. 
It is &$ (those who are spiritual that he aopeals, that 
is, to those ./ho walft by the Spirit. Thus in the very 
way he designates them,, he reminds them of who they
»
are and hence of their obligation to walk accordingly 
in this particualr case. He appeals to their real 
deEire to obey his former exhortation and walk according 
to the Spirit, as a motive for so doing in t'-iis case. 
The motive given for the bearing of one another's burd­ 
ens is the fulfilling drf the law of Christ which is 
the law of love. Thus their desire and sense of inter­ 
nal obligation to fulfil Christ's law is the motive.
Sal.6:6-10.
"But let him that is taught in the worl com­ 
municate unto him that teacheth in all good things, 
3e not deceived; Gk)d is not mocked: for whatso­ 
ever a man soweth. that arhall he also reap......
And let us not be weary in well doing for in due 
season we shall reap if we faint riot. So then 
as we have opportunity, let us work that which is 
good toward all men ...... T1
Whatever the exact content of the exhortation of 
verse 6 may be, the motive apoealed to, and the con­ 
cluding exhortation to "not be veary in well doing"
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and to "work that which is good toward all men", 
with its motive that,"in due season we shall reap 
if we faint not", are clearly stated. The first of 
these motives is a parallel to Paul's many warnings 
that those who practice the works of the ilesh shall 
not inherit the kingdom of (*od. There was no truth of 
frhibhPaul was *#~? nore certain. He never thought of 
reward and punishsmnt as arbitrarily me-ted out by 
God. He Jteao practiced the works of the flesh, or 
sowed to his own flesh, ha' riot lived by the ^pirit, 
and naturally would reap the fruits of the flesh, i.e. 
corruption. While he who had lived by the Spirit 
would naturally reap eternal life. This strikingly 
stated eternal truth introduced "by the thought arres­ 
ting "3e not deceived" was flung out b; Paul to the 
Galatians to stir them to do more sowing to the Spirit, 
Vfiiile the fear of punishement (or 2>oss of reward which 
is punishment) may appear the dominant motive in this 
passage, the hope of reward is equally dominant, The 
coincidence between sowing and reaping is just as 
true for those who sow to the Spirit as for those 
who sow to the flesh. The hope of reward is clearly 
the motive for the exhortations of verses 9-10.
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Eph.4:1-16.
n l therefore, the prisoner in the Lord, beseech 
you to walls worthily of the calling wherewj,th ye 
were called, with all lowliness and meekness, with 
longsuffering, forbearing one another in love; 
giving diligence to keep the unity of the Spirit 
in the bond of peace. There is one body, and one 
Spirit, even as also ye were called in one hope 
of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, 
one God and Father of all, who is over all, and 
through all, and in all. But unto each one of us 
was the grace given...... And he gave some to bo
ApostlesT.... for the perfecting of the saints,
unto the work of ministering, unto the building
up of the body of Christ:........ from whom Christ)
all the body fitly framed and knit together through 
"ffiat which every joint suppliefy according to the 
working in due measure of each several part, malce'th 
the increase' of the body unto the building up of 
- itself in love".
To understand the dynamic power with ;hich the 
motive appealed to here must have stirred the hearts 
and mind of the readers of this letter, one must read 
and reread the first three chapter^where that motive 
is set forth in all its grandeur and compelling power. 
The grandeur and blesse^iess of the Christian calling 
is the theme of these three chapters. This grandeur 
and blessedness is portrayed by showing to them &od f s 
great plan and purpose for them - the mystery which has 
now toeen repealed; arid declaring unto them all that 
God has done, in the carrying out of that purpose for 
them in Christ Jesus. God has chosen uhem in Christ 
Jesus in an unoeginning love, with the end in view
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that they should be holy and without blemish before 
Him, He has chosen them to be sons through Christ, 
in whom they already have redemption >nd forgiveness. 
They once lived amtaig the sons of disobedience doing 
the lusts of the flesh and were by nature children of 
wrath; but t*od, being tich in mercy for His great love 
wherewith ^e loved them even when they were thus dead 
in sin, made them alive together with Christ, and has 
made them to sit in heavenly places in Christ J esus. 
Paul asks them to remember that once they were separate 
from Christ, alienated from the commonwealth of Israel 
and strangesrs from the covenants of the promises, hav­ 
ing no hope and without *od in the /world. But now 
they have been made nigh in the blood of 'Christ. Be­ 
ing no longer strangers and sojourners but fellow- 
citizens with the saints, built upon Jesus Christ 
the chief eorner stona, they are growing into a holy 
temple in the lord, for a habitation of ^od in the 
Spirit.
"Therefore", says the Apostle, in view of the 
great and glorious calling that is yours, "walk wor­ 
thily of the calling wherewith ye were calledj1 . Dale 
felt the grip of this appeal when he said, "These
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words after all that has gone before, thrill us 
the tones of a trumpet".* But if they thus thrill us, 
how much more we ask, must the hearts of those first 
Gentile converts have been thrilled and fired with a 
holy ambition;; to walk worthily of their new vocation, 
as it was revealed to them for the first time - IT the 
mystery which had been hid for ages in God" aow re­ 
vealed. Robjnson paraphrases this verse by saying, "I 
have declared to you the Divine purpose, and the call­ 
ing whereby you have been called to take your place 
in it. I have prayed that you may know its uttermost 
meaning for your-selves. Prisoner a© I am I can do 
no more. 3ut I plead with you that you will respond 
to your calling, Make your conduct worthy of your 
position".** "'The Apostle has made us tremble with 
wonder and joy at the greatness of our destiny. That 
he should charge us to 'walk worthily of the calling 
wherewith ye were called', is only natural. It was 
Paul's characteristic manner to connect faith and 
righteousness, to rest the obligations of human duty 
on the revelations of Mvine love 1'.* This general
* Dale, Lectures on Ephesians, in loco.
** St Paul's Epistle to the Ephasians, in loco.
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exhortation to walk worthily of their calling includes 
all of the more specific exhortations which follow in 
the letter, just as was the case in Rom.lS:!. Con­ 
sequently the motive enforcing it is a motive for all 
the exhortations which follow.
While the phrase "worthily of the calling wherewith 
ye were called ooints to a walk wo _ thy of the Christian 
vocation as the dominant motive of the appeal, the 
"therefore" in basing the appeal upon all that uod, 
"being rich in mercy", has done for them in Christ; 
purely as a matter of grace "because of "his great love", 
points to the motive of gratitude as being present to 
an equal degree. Paul counts upon the great calling 
/•herewith God has aalled them, and all He has done for 
them therein, to awaken in t .em gratitude to live wor­ 
thily of it. The relation between Sphesians 4:1 and 
all that follows, with the three prece—ding chapters, 
and likewise between Romans 12:1 ff, with what precedes, 
establishes beyond * Muestion e€ e doubt the relation 
between religion and morality in Paul's mind. That 
is it shows that he regarded the latter as depending 
upon and growing out of the former. For Paul, the 
great doctrines of election, foreordination, predes-
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tination, redemption, forgiveness, regeneration, and 
free grace were the foundations and motive-springs 
to mosal action.
»
From this general exhortation, Paul's exhortations 
in the letter develop What is involved in walking wor­ 
thily of fieir vocation. This means in the first 
place that they must walk with humility and mutual 
for—oearance or love "giving diligence to keep the 
unity of the Spirit'1 . Perhaps no other exhortation 
in all Paul's appeals is more dominant th:.7inis con­ 
stant plea for unity. The first motive for this plea 
is found in verses 5-6. It is their Christian voca­ 
tion in its specific nature of being a life in One 
Body in union with all the other members of Christ's 
3ody. Their Unity, as one bod;/ in Christ, is appealed 
to as a motive to perfect unity in spirit and conduct 
among each other. It is the purpose of verse^-S to 
set before them a-picture of this One 3ody in Christ 
which they compose, that they may see its Unity in 
all its various aspects, and thus be prompted to live 
harmoniously. '/es^cott says, TT The unity of the Christian 
Society is witnessed to by its unity in itself........
(one body, one Spirit, one hope); by its historical
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foundation (one Lord, one faith, one baptism); by the 
unity of God whose will it expresses".* Or in the 
words of Robinson, "Oneness is characteristic of the 
Gospel, consider its present working and its predes­ 
tined issue; there is one Body animated by one Spirit, 
cherishing one Hope. Look back to its immediate origin; 
There is one Lord, to whom we are united by one Faith 
in Him, by one Baptism in His name. Rise to its ulti­ 
mate suurce: there is one God, the Father of all, who
*
is over all, through all, and in all".** Paul's 
readers would immediately recognize the validity of 
each one of these unities respecting themselves. In 
this description Paul had accurately characterized 
their whole Christian experience which confirmed these 
unities. Iny one of them was a sufficient motive in 
itself for them to live together in ;inity, but as Paul
in one stroke laid before them the unity of their whole
in 
Christian vocation in Ch±ist,.its every aspect, one
cannot but feel that there was more harmonious living 
in the church at Sphesus from the day of the letter's 
arrival. One cannot but feel that there would be far
* St Paul's Epistle to the "Sphesians, in loco.
** St Puls's Epistle to the Ephesians, in loco.
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more unity today if these same "seven fundamental 
unities" were truly perceived.
The second motive to enforce the plea for unanimity 
is given in verses 7-16. It is the fact that the aim 
and purpose of their Christian vocation is the building 
up of the Body of Christ. To walk worthily of their 
calling means that each must do his part in the building 
up oi Christ's Body, which demands a spirit of unity 
on the part of all. Unto each one there has been a 
special grace given, to enable him to do seme part in 
the building up of the whole; and upon each one there 
rests the proportionate obligation to make his con­ 
tribution. God's grace has been given ^ot to be self­ 
ishly used in stride, but with the Definite end in view 
of the strengthening and helping all the members, 
through the building un of the one Body. 3ndowment 
for personal service to one's fellow believers and 
the welfare of the whole is the theme of the passage. 
Such a thought inspires every man with a great sense 
of responsibility, but also with the joy of a glorious 
opportunity, a life worth living for, a vocation which 
contains in itoelf all the inspiration needed to walk 
worthily in it. Paul painted this picture before them 
of their vocation, not to give us of the twentieth een-
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tury a description of the true nature of the Church 
(though it does), but with the burning desire to produce 
anfe harmony and peace among his converts - converts who 
were continually quarreling among each other. Its power 
to produce the desired effect we must pronounce far- 
reaching, and as equally dynamic today.
3ph.4:17-24.
"This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, 
that ye no longer walk as the gentiles also walk, 
..... ye did not so learn Christ; ....."
In 4:1 Paul appealed to the 3phesians to walk 
worthily of their calling; here he calls on them, in 
the Lord, not to walk as the Gentiles walk. He then 
gives a picture of the Gentile life from which they must 
withdraw. The motive is the same again as in verse 
one. Being no longer § entiles in name they T.TU tit cease 
to be gentiles in their manner of living. 3y giving 
a picture of the Gentile life, he lets them see the 
contrast between it and their vocation, as he has de­ 
scribed it in chapters i-iii. He appea-ls to the 
fact that in their coming to know Christ they did not 
find this to be their vocation, but in Him had been 
taught that their life was to be a putting off of the 
old man and a putting on of the new man. Thus he re-
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minds them of the true nature of their vocation as a 
means of moving them to walk in it.
Bph.4:35-53.
/
tf Vi/h ere fore, putting away falsehood, speak ye truth 
each one with his neighbor: for we are members one 
of another.... Let him that stole ste&l no more:
"but rather let him labour .....that he may have
wherewith to give to him that hath need. Let no 
corrupt speech proceed out of your mouth, but such 
as is gooli for edifying...... And grieve not* the
Holy °pirit of God, in whom ye were sealed unto the 
day of redemption. Let ill bitterness and wrath, 
..... be put away from you with all malice: and be
ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, {forgiving each 
other, even as God also in Christ forgave you".
This is a series of specific exhortations, to the 
putting away the sins of the old life and the practising 
of the virtues of the new life. They are based primar­ 
ily upon the motive to walk worthily of their vocation. 
The "wherefore" introducing them, refers to the fact,
that in Christ they were taught to put off the oldman
i 
and put on the new man, as being the vocation i& which
they were to alk worthily. The obeying of these 
specific exhortations are therefore a means of putting 
off the old man add putting on of the new man, a»€L thefby 
walking worthily of their vocation. To the most of thse 
these exhortations another more specific motive is also 
attached. In regard to the uniquenes's a&d the source 
of the motives appealed to in this section, Pindlay has
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aptly remarked, that "The peculiarity of the instruc­ 
tions given by the .Apostle does not lie in the virtues 
enjoined, .but in the light in which they are set and 
the motives by which they are inculcated. The common 
conscience condemns lying and theft, malice and unclean- 
ness; they are denounced with eloquence by heathen 
moralists. But the ethics of the New Testament differed 
...... in "he clearness with which it traced our maladies
to our heart's alienation from £od: but most of all in
«
the remedy which it applied, the new principle of faith 
in Christ....... His Gentile converts ted be on untruth­ 
ful, passionate in tamper, covetous, licentious; the 
gospel which he had preached had turned them from these 
sins to God; from the same gospel he draws the motives 
and convictions which are to shape their future life 
and to give to the new soirit within them its fit ex­ 
pression". *
The exportation to put away falsehood and speak the 
truth is enforced by the I'act that they "are all members 
one of another". "A reason drawn not from the common 
conceptions of uty or social weal, but from the pro­ 
found Christian idea of union one with another through 
union with Christ". **As Findlay remarks, "The solidarity
* Expositor's 'Bible, in loco.
** Salmond, Exp.Gr. Test. in loco
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of mankind in Christ furnishes the .Apostle with a 
powerful lev<3r for raising the ethical standard of 
his readers'1 .* Thus our union with Christ or solidarity 
in Christ becomes the motive for truth speaking.
The man who stole is to steal no more, not by
»
loafing and trying to exercise his will power to keep 
from stealing, but to lo~se himself in his work, fired 
with the motive to help his brethren in need - men who 
are his brethren in virtue of their common union in 
Christ, and to rielp whom is his vocation. A unique 
motive indeed.1 but a dynamic ane in the heart of the 
worst thief, if his life be hid with Christ. ive are 
constrained to give the following quotaton from Find- 
lay which splendidly sets forth the uniqueness and 
the efficacy of this motive. "The words of verse 28 
addressed to a company of thieves vividly show the 
transforming effect of the Gospel of Christ:... The
Apostle brings the loftiest motives to bear instantly
•
upon the bases* natures, and is sure of a- response. 
He makes no appeal to self interest, he says nothing 
of the fear of punishment, nothing even of the pride of 
honest labor. Pity for their fellows, the spirit of 
self sacrifice and generosity is to set those pilfering 
and violent hands to unaccustomed toil. ilie appeal was
* Expositors lible, in loco.
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as wise as ?'t was bold. Utilitarianism will never 
raise the morally degraded...... But let the divine
spark of charity be kindled in their breast - let the 
man have love and pity and not self to //ork for, and 
he is a new creature. His indolence is conquered; his 
meanness changed to the noble sense of a common manhood. 
Love never faileth".*
Just as stealing was to be abandoned through living 
a life of industriousness for the go* d of their brethren 
in Christ, so corrupt speaking is to be inhibited, through 
the speaking of rf such as is good for edifying as the need 
may be, that it may give grace to them that hear ff . The 
motive for this positive exhortation is the desire to 
walk worthily of their vocation, which requires of them, 
in virtue of their solidarity in Christ, each to do his 
part inflbiidlding up of Christ's Body, the Church. Under 
this constraining motive, they must s^eak no words which 
tear dowp but only those ./hich build up by edifying and 
giving ,; race to 'he hearers. A further motive is love 
and gratitude to the Holy Spirit, who being the bond of 
their corporate union is grieved by all speech which. 
tears down that union. 
The exhortation to let all bitterness, wrath, etc. be
* Expositor's Bible, in loco.
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put away and1?be kind, tenderhearted, and forgiving is 
Enforced by the great example of ^od's having forgiven 
us in Christ. '-ftiia example sets forth the pattern and 
standard for our forgiving one another. T3y its very 
nature it inspires us to imitate it. But perhaps -fefere 
greatest of all, it evokes our gratitude for the great 
forgiveness we have received, as a motive to forgive 
also our fellowmen, a thing which God who has^given us 
so nuch desires. Paul's method of driving bitterness, 
wrath, and malice out. of the hearts of his converts, 
and muring them to be kind, tenderhearted, and forgiv­ 
ing was to have them live in remembrance of God's 
great mercy to them. 2aul believed that the Christian 
experience of forgiveness contained in it sufficient 
dynamic to completely transform their bitter malicious 
lives, Hits gospel of God's forgiveness in Christ 
contained in it the guarantee for the Hew Life; and 
he depended upon that Gospel alone to produce holy 
lives.
Eph.5:1-2.
'•Be ye therefore imitators of God, as beloved 
children; and walk in love, even as Christ also 
1oved you, and gave himself up for us....... n
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The exhortation to be imitators of ^od is a con­ 
cluding injunction, all inclusive in its scope, but 
with special reference to imitate God in His great 
forgiving spirit. The "thai efore 11 points to the same 
motive,-God's example and the gratitude which it 
awakens. "The imitation of God 1,' is Salmond remarks, 
is "the loftiest and most exalting endeavor that can 
possibly be set before man'**- an ideal which is a 
moral dynamic in itself. The fact that they are to 
do this as children ae loved by God, sets before them 
the further motive to act worthily of thoir blessed 
position as children, upon whom God has set His love. 
You are children loved of God, therefore/ love and im­ 
itate your Father, or as he puts it in the next verse 
"walk in love 11 .
This exhortation to"walk in love", enforced by 
the fact that they are the beloved children of God, 
is also further enforced by appealing to the great 
example of Christ's having loved us and having given 
Himself for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God. 
The Cross here stands before us in all its appealing
* Expositor's Greek Testament, in loco.
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power, setting forth Chrsit's love in such a way, that 
we cannot prevent it from evoking our admiration and 
imitation. But far above all, it calls forth our grat­ 
itude to express itself In a life dead to sin, giving 
us at the same time the assurance that the guilt of out 
sin has oeen put away, and that in union with Him, "ac­ 
cording ; to the power that worketh • in us", we can 
become imitators of ^
"But fornication, and all uncleanness, or covet- 
ousness, let it not even be named among you as be- 
cometh saints; noA filthiness, nor foolish talking, 
nor jesting, which are not befitting: .... for this
ye know of a surety, that no fornicatflr. nor un­ 
clean person, nor covetous man...... hath any in­
heritance in the kingdom of Christ and God. LeT 
no man deceive you with enrnty words: for becaiase 
of these things come th the v.rath of l*od upon the 
sons of disobedience. 3c not ye therefore par- 
takers with them; for ye were once darkness, but 
are now light in the Lord: walk as children of the 
light... . . . . "
The motive of walking worthily of their vocation 
is stated three times in this passage, and each time in
; "•
a striking manner. 4ieir position as saints living in 
fellowship with Christ is such, that only a life which 
even avoids the naming of these sins is becoming to 
them. 'Fhe very thought of such sins is Incongruous 
and unbecoming to them as saints. Or as it is further
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expressed, such things "are not befitting". They are 
so far out of keeping with the Christian vocation that 
they should contain in them no longer any attraction 
for the Christian. They are entirely beneath the dig­ 
nity of those enjoying the privilege of living daily 
in the presence of the Holy ^od. Paul depends upon 
their realization of whom they really are, to deter 
them from all such unbecoming sins. He turns them from 
their sins by directing their minds to the nobility 
and purity of theii high calling and suggesting that 
a giving of thanks is the appropriate thing for them 
to do; thus arousing their gratitude as an additional 
motive.
Paul,as usual, not depending upon any one motive
namely, 
alone, appeals here to what they very well know that
no such nerson who practices these sins has any part 
in the kingdom. They are excluded ndw,aand they muot 
not let themselves be deceived by thinking that they 
will eccapfi the wrath of God; for, it is because of 
these very things that the wrath of ^od cometh Tipon 
the sons of disobedience. If they are partakers of them 
in the! sins, they will also be in their punishnent. 
V/e may say what we please about fleeing from the wrath
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a motive to holy living, but the fact is, Paul 
often held it before his people.
Again, following t ; .is warning, he appeals to them 
to walk worthily of theijr calling. He reminds them 
that once they were darjfcness, but now, what a change 
has taken place, they are light in the Lord. v/alk 
therefore, he beseeches them, as children of the 
light. 3e what ye are. Confirm your conduct to your 
reality. Produce the fnuit of the light, "goodness, 
and righteousness and truth'* (verse 9). Any other 
conduct in view of what you are would only be insane. 
inconsistency.
. 5: 32-25. cf Col. 3:18.
"Wives, "be in subjection unto your own husbands, 
as unto the Lord, flor the husband is head of the 
wife, as Christ also is the head of the church,.. . 
But as the church is subject to Christ, so let the 
wives also be to their own husbands in every thing. 
Husbands, lore your wives, even as Christ also 
loved the church, arid gave Himself up for it'; 7*".
The motive enforcing this precept, both to wives 
and hus )ands, is the relation be-tween Christ and the 
Church, as a pattern and example to be followed in the
marriage relation. !Ehe wife is to see in the Qhurch's
of, 
subjection to Christ, the patternA and the inspiration
*
to, the subjection -..-hich she is to practice in relation
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to her own husband. The example of the Church's real 
desire to please her lord is to fill the wife with the 
same desire to please her husband. As a further motive 
she is to realize that in doing this she is also doing
it -unto the Lord, '^he obedience rendered to fck« her
she,
husband is also rendered to her lord, whom, as a Chris-A
tian, delights to obey. The 'oarallel passage in Ool. 
3:18 adds as a motive the phrase rf as is fitting in the 
Lord". The motive is thus to \valJc worthily of her 
Christian vocation.
1 .as the Church's obedience to Christ is the wife's 
pattern and motive, so Christ's love and sacrifice 
for the church is the husband's pattern and motive. 
For if the husband's love is to be a love willing to 
suffer and die for his wife, his motive is noting less 
than the example of Christ's great love, which led Him 
to give himself up for the Qhurch. .An example of 
love and sacrifice which appeals to be imitated by 
its very nature, and which holds ever before the hus­ 
band the standard of love which Christ would desire 
him to have. At the same time it awakens gratitude 
to fulfill that desire, as Christ's death always ^ oes 
in the Christian heart.
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Eph.6:5-9. cf Col.3:32-4.*l.
"Servants, be obedient unto them thvit according 
to the flesh are your masters,..... in singleness
of your heart as unto Christ;..as servants of 
Christ doing the will of Uod from the heart: with 
good will doing service, as unto the Lord, and not 
unto men: knowing that whatsoever good thing each 
one doeth t the same shall1 he receive again from the 
Lord,...... And, ye masters, do the same things unto
them,....... knowing that He who is ooth your Mas­ 
ter and their^ is in heaven, and there is no respect 
of persons with him'1 .
Two motives are here given for the servants; first, 
their vocation as servants of Christ, and second, the 
reward \vhich they shall receive from the Lord. $hey 
are to be inspired in their labor by remembering that 
they are Servants of Christ, and hence that every-thing 
they do is done unto Christ. They serve the Lord Christ 
and therefore must do willing service. It is the great 
thought of their vocation and the roal Master they serve, 
that is to encourage .and strengthen them in all the 
daily tasks of life. The second motive is the assurance 
that they shall receive a reward from the Lord. "In 
Him" their labor will not be in vain. This is perhaps 
not definitely an exhortation to aaoral action but 
is organically related to moral living.
It is difficult to name the motive set before the 
masters. Their attitude is to be the same towards the
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servants as tht of the 'servants to them. They are to 
do all with the realization that they both have a 
common Master in hearen, who regards arid judges them 
both alike. Perhaps both the motives, of thai* vocation 
as Christiana who have a master in heaven and brethren 
in Christ for servants, and a Master to whom they must 
render an account are present.
-o 1Phil.1:37; 2:1-11.
"Only let ; our manner of life be worthy of the 
Gospel of Christ: .... that ye s&and fast with one 
spirit, with one soul......
"If there is therefore any exhortation in Christ, 
if any consolation of love, if any fellowship of 
the Spirit, if any tender mercies and compassions 
make full my joy, that ye be of the same mind, 
having the sama love, .... doing nothing through
faction or through Vainglory, but in lowlinens 
of mind...... Have this mind in you which was
also in Christ Jesus: who, existing in the form 
of God, ....... emptied himself, taking the form
of a servant........ TT
These two passages contain exhortations to humil­ 
ity and unity. That of 1:27 contains its own motive, 
namely, to walk v/orth^'ly of the Gospel to -vhioh they 
have been called. The exlio: tation of 2:1-5 is intro­ 
duced by a strong and passionate appeal to their whole 
Christian 3xpe~-ience. It is upon the feelings and ex­ 
periences of which they are conscious as Christians 
that he bases his appeal for unity and humility, thus
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showing the Christian experience to contain the 
moral dynamic. He appeals, first, to all the power that 
their being in Christ has, to exhort them to unity and 
humility; than, to all the moving power of Christian 
love to unanimity; then, to their common union in the 
fellowship in the Spirit who is the bond of -.inity; and 
finally, to all of the tender mercies and feelings the 
Christian Experience has produced in them. It is upon 
these fundamental phases of the Christian Experience - 
their union in Christ and the Spirit, with all the graces 
produced thereby - that Paul depends for holy living.
The appeal for humility is enforced "by the example 
of Christ, giving up the glor^ He had with the Father 
and taking the form of a servant. Christs humiliation 
becomes the loattern and motive for our humility, stit- 
ring us to imitate it by the very loveliness of the 
spirit which prompted it and evoking our gratitude for 
the great sacrifice made on our behalf.. "Without the 
facts (of Christ's example).... we might have had abun­ 
dant rhetoric in St Paul's appeal for unselfishness 
and harmony; but where would have been the might lever 
for the affections and the will?"*
* Moule, Philipoian Studies, in loco.
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Phil. 2:18-15.
"....... work out your own salvation with fear
and trembling; for it is God who worketh in you
both to will and work.
The fundamental motive in this passage is the great 
consciousness of power, and hence of courage, hope, con­ 
fidence, and assurance that comes as the result o.f God's 
indwelling and energizing within us. Though Paul can­ 
not be with his beloved Piiilippians- to strengthen them, 
he assures them that &od is energizing within them, 
both in their willing and in their doing. Because of 
this omnipotent power working in them, Paul beseeches 
them to use it-fully in working out their salvation. 
They can be certain of succeeding without Paul, be­ 
cause they have God Himself working in them. There 
can be no doubt fetrt that in Paul's own life the con­ 
sciousness of the mighty power of God warking in him 
gave him courage and hope to fight the good fight in 
the hour of greatest trial. When he spofce these words 
to the Philippians he was speaking from theldepths of 
his own religious experience. In addition to the mo­ 
tive of courage and confidence, this fact would also 
create in them a deeper realization of their great 
vocation and thus inspire them to walk worthily in it -
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in~spire them to really work out with holy fear and tremb­ 
ling the great work which u od was working in them. 'JJhey 
would be constrained by the very fact to "Live..... as 
those who carry about #ith them the very life and po:ver 
of God in Christ'1 ,* as those in v.hom dwells, "the living 
and eternal God Himself, present and operating at 'the 
first springs of thought and will 1 ." **
Phil.2:14-16.
"Bo all things without murmur ings a^d questionings; 
that ye may become blameless and harmless, children 
of God without blemish in the midst of a crooked and
perverse generation, among whom ye are soon as lights 
in the world, holding forth the word of lif e;.. .7.. IT
This exhortation to do all things without disagree­ 
ments among themselYes is enforced by setting before 
them the ideal and goal of thalr vocation. It is theit 
vocation to "become children of God who are unbl amaal>l e 
and flawless in character. AS such they are to be ex­ 
amples of holy living, holding north the word of life 
by the Qhristian lives they live, in the midst of an 
evil generation which they are to influence., '^he ideal 
of their vocation and the function towards others to 
be fulfilled in it are thus the motives to inspire the
* Moule, Philipplan Studies, in loco.
** Moule Cambr idge Bible, in loco.
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Philippians to walk worthily in Lheit Christian voca­ 
tion, abstaining from all thin -s which, would defeat that 
end.
Phil. 5; 2-5.
"Beware of dogs, beware of the evil v;orkers, be­ 
ware of the concision: for we are the circumcision, 
who worship by the BpirTt of ^""olL, and glory in 
Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh:"
The Philippians are here reminded who they really 
are, in contrast to the false teachers, as a motive to 
avoid theif fellowship and evil teaching. Their vocation, 
since it was one of worshipping by the Spirit, and glory­ 
ing in Christ, with nb confidence in the things of this 
world, was sufficient to move them to fulfill the Apos- 
tle*s admonition. In regard to the fact that they "glory 
in ^hrist Jesus", Kennedy suggestively remarks; "This 
victorious Christian gladness ought to sweep them past 
all earthly formalism and bondage to beggarly elements'1 .*
.3:12-16.
"...... I press on; if so be A I may lay hold on
that for which also I was laid hold on by Christ 
"Tesus....... stretching forward to the things which
are before, I press on toward t"be goal unto the 
prize of the high calling of u od in Christ Jesus... 
wnereunto we have attained, by that same' rule let 
us walk".
* Expositor's Greek Testament, in loco.
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These first two st-tememnts set before us animating
i 
motives in Paul s Christian growth in grace. The Lord
t
saiz-ed Paul on the road to Damascus with a ^.efiriite pur­ 
pose in view. Hence Paul says that he presses on in 
order that he may attain thrt for which the lord had 
seized him. The animating motive that inspired him in 
every stage of that upward climbing was the conscious- 
new« that the Lord had seized him and was leading him 
in every step he uooJc. His "might;; gracious grasp is 
on me as I go". fi'iie mighty indwelling of the living 
Christ was ever the vitalizing motive in Paul f s Chris­ 
tian life. It was only as a .imated by the consciousness 
that he had been laid hold on by Christ to attain a def-
i
inite goo^t, that he was filled with the courage and 
strength to press on in the face of all obstacles.
A second animating motive in the Christian life 
of Paul was the hope of his reward, the prize of his 
high calling which he was some day going to receive 
from the hand of his Lord. '^e goal v.nd the prize 
toward which Paul presses on is "The purified life,.in 
heaven....... that unbroken and complete fellowship
with Christ which is attained through the power of his
* Lloule, Philippian Studies, in loco.
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resurrection".* This is the reward which ever insr-ires 
Paul to holier living. It is not a low, selfish or 
merce-nary motive, "but one which by its very nature 
elevates and spiritualizes all who set their hearts 
upon it. A desire for real fellowship with Christ 
cannot by its very nat ire contain one iota of selfish­ 
ness, but on the other handlit is the basis for all 
brotherly and altruistic love. A selfish love fcr 
Christ is a contradiction in itself. A ialse concep­ 
tion of reward as a motive has undoubted!;/ blinded 
many Christians to the powerful dynamic influence of 
such a motive in the heart of any Christian, as we see 
it operating in the life of Paul. We noen only to re­ 
member that the influence of a reward, as a motive to 
action, depends entirely uron the nature of the reward.
''/hen Paul appeals to his readers "whereunto we have 
attained by that same rule let us walk", he is appealing 
to them to walk worthily and consistently with the at­ 
tainment they have already made in their vocation. He 
asks them to live up to the best ttu.t is in them, to 
walk according to the character that has, so iar, been 
built up in them. "Only, so far as we have come, let
* Kennedy, Expositor's Greek Testament, in loco.
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us keep to the same path".*
Phil.5:17-4:1.
"Brethren, be ye imitators together of me, ... 
?or many walk,...... enemies of the cross of Christ:
whose end is perdition, whose god is the belly, and 
whose glory is in their shame, who mind earthly 
t lings.. For our citizenship is in heaven; whence 
also we wait for a Saviour/the Lotd Jesua Christ: 
wlio shall fashion a..ew the "body of our humiliation, 
tnat It may be conformed to the body of his glory, 
....... Tftierfore,my brethren .......stand fast in
the Lord........ ".
This exhortation for the Philippians to follow the 
example of Paul and his companions, rather than that of 
3-£ e€ the enenr'es of the cross who are in their midst, 
is enforced by reminding .hem of their vocation and of 
the great Hope that is theirs. In contrast to his de- 
scriptiou of the enemies of the cross, he recalls to 
them the fact that their citizenship is in heaven. As 
the Koman citizen, wherever he might be, would always 
be moved to wrrthy conduct by remembering that he was 
a Roman, so Christians , though away from their heaven­ 
ly home, are to be inspired to walk worthily of their 
citizenship by remembering that they are citizens of 
heaven. Tnile the enemies of the cross set their minds 
on earthly things, we thinfe on heavenly things. "The
* Xe-nedy, f̂ he Expositors Greek Testament, in loco.
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Apostle means that Christians are citizens o± the 
heavenly state as to their status, and are thnrfore 
'obliged by their nobility 1 , to live, however far 
from their home, as those who belong to it, and rep­ 
resent it'l1 *. Thus their heavenly citizenship, which 
is another mame for their Christian vocation, contains 
the motive to lead them to walk worthily of it.
The fact that their citizenship is in heaven sug­ 
gests the great Hope that is therefore theirs. This 
becomes the second motive for them to imitate Paul 
rather than the enemies of the cross. In contrast to 
the former, whose end is perdition, they wait for a 
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who will conform them 
un&o the body of His glory. The lure of such a Hope 
is to keep them true until that Hope is realized. It 
is looking -onto it that Paul beseeches them in 4:1 to 
stand fast in the Lord. "Having such certainties and 
such aims with such a Saviour, and looking i'or such a 
heaven stand firm in the Lord".*
Phil.4:5.
"Let your forbearance be known unto all men, 
The Lord is at hand".
* Lloule, Philippian Studies, in locd.
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The nearness of the Parousia furnishes the motive 
for the practice of forbearance. As Kennedy has well 
pointed out, "This solemn fact which governs the whole 
of Paul's thinking, and has especially moulded his 
ethical teaching readily suggests 'reasonableness'. The 
Lord, the Judge, is at the door, ^eave all wrongs for 
Him to adjust. Forbear all wrath and retal-iation. But 
further in view of such a prospect, earthly bickerings 
and wr anglings are utterly trivial". *
Col. 1:39.
"whereunto I labour also striving according to 
his workings, which wor lie th in me mightily'*.
This verse reveals to us ap'ain the sectet of Paul's 
life to be the living Christ within Him. He says here, 
that he labours to the point of weariness, not in pro­ 
portion to the strength of his natural powers, but in 
proportion to the mighty energizing of the living Christ 
within him. He laboured e<'er animated to labor, in pro­ 
portion to the power which was working in him, and 
ever filled with hope and dauntless courage because of the 
living Christ within him, guarantee ing him of victory. 
True indeed are the words of Moule, "'Christ in him' was
* 3xi-ios i tor's Greek Testament, in loco.
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for Paul not only the hope of glory, but also the 
mainspring of action; the secret of a 'power'......
which brought \ ith it a wonderful victory and an in­ 
exhaustible energy of life and love'1 .*
Col.3:1-17.
"If then ye were raised together with Gh'nist, seek 
the things that are above....... Set your mind on
the things that are above, ...... For ye fl ied, and
your life is hid with Christ in 5od. . .....
"Put to death therefore your members which are 
upon the e rth:...... for which things sake cometh
the wrath of ^od upon the sons of disobedience: 
wherein ye also once walked, . . . . but now do ye also
put them all away;....... seeing that ye have put
off., the old man with h~'s doings, and have put on 
the new man. .....
"put on therefore, as God's elect, holy and beloved, 
a heart of compassion, kindness, ...... forbearing
one another, and forgiving each other....... even
as*the Lord forgave you, so also do ye.... . . tf .
These miscellaneous exhortations, ar rather one 
exhortation stated in various forms, are enforced by 
six direct a peals made to their Christian Sxperience, 
one to the Judgement, and one to the example of Christ. 
Their spiritual resurrection, through their faith in 
Christ, is the motive for seeking the things that are 
above. They are th<e only consistent and worth;/ things 
for one who h:is experienced a resurrection with Christ 
to seek. r-ftie consciousness that they died with Christ
Cambridge 3ible, in loco
to sin and all things earthly, and that now their 
lives are hid with Him should inspire them to direct 
"ti^e .hole practical bent of thiDuvht and disposition'1 * 
toward the things that are above. %us their union with 
Christ becomes the moving power to holy living. Paul's 
experience <&f Christ had been such that he never could 
conceive of any one,whose life was hid with Christ, 
doing otherwise. Experience with others taight him that 
there were such, but he knows of no mightiez motive to 
set before them than the great fact of their mystical 
union with the Lord Jesus Christ.
On the basis of their decisive Christian experience
of dying and being raised with Christ, Paul next asks
which art 
them' (verse5) to put to death their members^on the earth.
The ''therfoce" points to the previous motive as being 
the motive for putting away these sins. In verse 6 
he aids a further motive by setting before them the 
solemn but certain fact, th^t for these very sins the 
\vrath of ^od comes upon the sons of disobedience. 
There is no reason for the warning ii_;les.|ie means 
that it \vill also come upon tJiem if they persist in
/
practicing the same si.is as the sons of disobedience. 
* Lleyer, in loco.
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In verse 7 he refers to their old life as a time when 
they lived in the very atmosphere of these sins, and he 
does this in order that he may st^'r them to realize 
their present state in c ar.trast; ?but now", having aban­ 
doned that old life, abandon its sins also. live <;or- 
thily and consistently with your union with Christ, '^he 
same motive is restated in another form in verses 9-10. 
Paul would have them get the strength and the desire 
to pu'c away these sins by fixing their gaze steadily 
upon that decisive moment in their lives,when through 
faith in Christ they put off in principle the old man 
with all his doings and put on the new ran. The re­ 
membrance of that experience was to be their motive to 
complete the process therein begun. Because of that 
beginning they can continue, and because of it they i^ust 
continue to li've worthily of it.
Versesl2-17 contain detailed exhortations for com­ 
pleting the putting on of the new man. The "therefore" 
of verse IB points to the fact that the;/ have put on the 
new man as the motive for the definite grace enjoined. 
Their new life being one where there is no distinction 
between men ( versell), a consistent and worthy walk in 
that life demands the spiritnoso of kindness, meehness,
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forgiveness, and above all the putting on of the bond 
of love. i'hey are to do these things also "as God's 
elect''. God's choosing of them in His eternal love,
of which they became conscious in their Christian 
Experience, is a motive for them to live worthily und 
gratefully of such a high calling. "Holy and beloved" 
sets before them likewise t.ieir vocation as Christians. 
They are sanctified, dedicated, set apart to ^od and to 
His service; they are beloved of God^ those upon whom 
G-od has set His holy love. The very thought of such 
facts are sufficient to move the basest wretch to holier 
living.
As an additional motive specifically for forgiving 
one another but which involves the whole spirit of love, 
we have in verse 13 tha motive of our Lord's example in 
forgiving us. Tt sets before us the standard of our 
forgiveness and ca~ls forth our imitation and gratitude 
to do likewise with o ;.r fellowmen.
IJJhes. 1:1-8*
"Sinally then, brethren, we beseech and exhort 
jou in the Lord Jesus, that, as ye received of us 
fcow ye ought to walk a,id to please ^od, even as ye 
do walk,- that ye abound more -.ind more...... xvor
this is the will of u od. even your sanctification, 
that ye abstain from fornication...... not in the
passion of lust, nven as the gentiles who Jaiow not
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God; • . . . . because the Lord. la an avenger in all 
these things"^ as also we forewarned you and tea- 
Tidied. -For God called us not for un cleanness
in sanctif icaticn. Therefore he that rejec 
Fejecteth. . . . . . God t ""who cv iveth his Holy Spirit
unto you'1 .
This exhortation to abound more and more in holy 
living with a special appeal to abstain from fornication 
comes to them primarily with all the appealing power 
there is to right living in the fact that theye are 'in 
Christ"- Christians in u&ion with Him. •'•'he exhortation 
is one '*in the Lord Jesus'1 , and thus their relation to 
Him forms the basis for Paul's appeal. He next points 
out that such a life is "the will of God, appealing to
their love to God to do His will and their obligation as
£Christians to do His will in love. They are no t A conduct
themselves ;T even as the Gentiles who know not God*, thus 
appealing to them to remember their vocation that now 
they are no longer Gentiles but know God and should find 
that a motive to live accordingly, .Again (verse 6) we 
find the motive of the Judgement -''because the Lord is an 
avenger in all these things". Concerning this fact, he 
states that he has previously warned them, which shows 
that Paul had formerly reached this motive to the -foes- 
salonians. In verse V we find again the motive of their 
vocation appealed to. "God called us not for uncle am. ess
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"but in sanctification", therefore they should walk in 
sanctif ication. i'he final appeal (verse 8) is to their 
sense of obligation, love, and gratitude to uod. In 
gratitude to *od, "who giveth His Holy Spirit unto you",
-••«
you should not reject His will of saiict if ication far 
your life by living an unclean life.
CHAPTER VI
THE GROWTH OF THS HEW LIFT (Continued)
(2) Concluding Discussion of the 
Motives Appealed to by 
St Paul.
(a) General Statement. 
Our study of the Pauline exhortations to holy
*
living has revealed the fact that the motives which 
Paul appeals to are manifold; that the same motive is 
often stated in various forms; and that the same ex­ 
hortation as often enforced by various motives. Paul 
knew hid brethren as well as he linew his Lord, ^e 
Jmew that they were moved to r.oral action, by different
methods; he :aiew that the same men were moved by dif-
motivas at different 
ferent A times a,id under different circumstances; and
he knew that the more motives he could brL.g before 
the same man at the same time, the more likely would 
that man be stiired to action. consequently we find the 
motives used b: Paul well adaoted to all these circum­ 
stances* ^hose who are timid, despondent, or discour­ 
aged in their spiritual walk need the motive of hope,
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courage, assurance, or the certainty of victory, th-;t 
eo^es from union with Christ and the mighty energizing
of the living Christ within them. Tnose who abuse the
>
grace of u od need to be reminded that if they live after 
the flesh they must die ( rv orr-8;13) , Christians, though 
they claim themselves to he. The c nstraining motive for 
one man may be the constraining power of thq/gratitude 
he owes to u od; while for another, it is the high 
s.inse of his Christian calling as a vocation inspiring 
him to walk worthily thereof. At the tame time all of 
theae motives are needed in the life of every Christian, 
and play their part in tho building up of the new man 
"unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of 
Christ 1.1
jut, while it is true that Paul's motives are man­ 
ifold and stated in various v/ays, the fact of the great­ 
est importance revealed by the study of these motives 
is that they all center in and grow out of the Christian 
Experience. , '-P.:is is the ground upon which all of the 
others-are based.. In many cases we saw that some 
phase of it was directly appealed to, in oth^'r cases, 
only indirectly. It is clear that all rotives of hope, 
courage^ confidence, aswurance, certainty of success,
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a-nd the dynamic presence of the Living Christ grow 
directly out of the Christian Experience of -nion with 
Christ and all that involves. The same is true of the 
motive coming from our Christian vocation, in all of the 
manifold ways in which that motive is used. It is just 
a shorter expression for our Christian life in union 
with Christ. Freedom from the law with a heightened 
internal sense of obligation to the law of Christ has 
its origin entirely in union .vith Christ, '^he same is 
especially true of the gratitude and love we feel to 
God and Christ, the love of ^hrist which constrains 
us, and the example v^ich ^od and Christ have given us. 
The motives of the Parousia, judgement, punishment and 
reward do not appear at first sight to "be so closely 
related to our Christian Experience. But the more one 
studies them, as used by Paul, the clearer their vital 
inherent relation to the Christian Experience becomes. 
The hope of our Lord's return is inevitably begotten in 
the heart of erery Christian in union with Christ. It 
is fundamentally a hope "in Christ". That this coming 
into His presence should involve a judgement consisting 
in manifestation before Him and the reward of eternal
i
fellowship with Him is only the logical result of union
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with Him in this life. ±he fact that those wfco practised. 
sin are thereby excluded from the kingdom, while confirm­ 
ed by the conscience of every man, is ex :erientially 
confirmed "only by those in Christ. It is oul,, oy virtue 
of being in Cnrist that they nave e::cp orient 5 ally come 
to know that such living :.iast exclude from the kingdom. 
Paul always a pealed to his people as knowing this fact, 
as Christians. Thus we soe that all of the motives 
appealed to by Paul center in and frrow out of the Chris­ 
tian Experience, "this shows that in his practical mis­ 
sionary life Paul regarded the Christian l^iperienoe as 
containing the d^narac for holy living and the suffi­ 
cient guarantee thereof. Upon it he Depended to trans­ 
form a corrupt heathen world, into sons and daughters 
of the lord, without sDOt and without blemish.
Since then the Pauline motives all unite in the 
one fact of the Christian Experience, which is a uni­ 
fied experience, they are also inse Jraoly related to 
each other. For this reason it is impossible to say 
in any otatoMent of Paul's, that this and tliii: only is 
the motive appealed to. The fact is, that the whole 
Christian Experience with all its motives is involved. 
Any phase of that Experience is liable to call up any 
of the motives centering in it. 'JTnis meai-s that no
dogmatic classification separating the motives can be 
made. It means also, contrary to the statements of some 
writers, that in Paul there is no one all embracing mo­ 
tive except the Christian Experience. Yet in another 
sense each is all-embracing,in that it involves and may 
call forth All tno motives flowing out of the Christian 
3r:erience.
(b) Discussion of the Various i'otivos.
?or the purpose of systematic treatment we shall 
discuss the various motives,according as they most nat­ 
urally fall into five overlapping groups.
Group T
The Christian Vocation, Solidarity of 
Believers in Christ, and love
for our Fellowmen.
'.Ye have seen that our vocation MS (a} Christians is 
stated in various forms by Paul as a motive. He appeals 
to it by appealing to the great change tbat has taken 
place in them, which is the basis of their new vocation.
You as Christians, Paul reminds them, are men and women
»
v/ho die! to sin, died with Christ, havo been raised 
with Christ, washed, sanctified, .aid justified, ^t
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other times he reminds them of what they-are as Chris­ 
tians, '-ftiey are no longer Sentries v/ho know not God. 
They are God's chosen ones from eternity, called to a 
glorious calling, dedicated and set apart to Him. They 
are the very temples of the living C^od, members of Christ's 
Body, their life is hid with Christ, arid in Him they them­ 
selves are all One -^ody. The essence of his an e al in 
all these dases is for them to walk worthily of what 
these graat facts show t:.eru ;:o oe. in many cases he 
makes hiw appeal Directly for them to walk worthily of 
their calling, or as is befitting to Christians, and 
in the other cases, he remands them of whomthey are, 
leaving them to draw the inference to w.alk worthily.
TheJ. Unity, or solidarity in Christ, which is in­ 
volved in the^r vocation, "in Christ'1 , becomes the mo­ 
tive for many appeals for unanimity. A& unanimity is 
the sourae of many mor.,! virtues and its absence - strife 
- the foundation and beginning of a multitude of sins, 
we see the moral value of a motive which 'oroduces una­ 
nimity. This same Unity in Christ produces love for 
the brethren, and creates within the Christian a Christ- 
tan love for all men. This becomes a motive behind
every act of the Christian, and leads him to holier
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living in the interests of his fellow men. -This recon­ 
ciliation to ^od through Christ produces reconciliation 
between all men - a real moral accomplishment. !
Turning now to an estimate of this motive to pro­ 
duce holy living today, I think v/e must say that it con­ 
tains the same dynamic power as it did in the days of 
Paul. Christians today may have grwwn more accustomed 
to the glory of their high calling, so as not to ap­ 
preciate it as much as the Gentiles who had been without 
hope in the world, but on the other hand, in our thinking 
moments at least, we perhaps do know the greatness of 
that calling better than the first Christians, At least 
we should as a result of our Christian heritage. It is 
certainly also true that the conception of what would 
be a worthy walk in such a calling has been raised. If 
these two facts be true, in short if Christianity has 
raised the spiritual and moral life of men since the 
first century, this motive does .come home to Christ­ 
ians today, when held before them, with more compelling 
power than air en .vhen preached by -^aul. In the practical 
everyday life of every ^hrlotian, there is perhaps no 
more constraining motive]JTrom sins that continue to;; a
temptation, than the recollection and realization that
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they are Christians with all that that involves. Even 
if our own- realization of this fact, or rather our lack 
of its realization, fails to keep us true to our calling, 
we remember that all our neighbors know us to be Christ­ 
ians, and the fact that we are known as Christians thus 
tides us over many a critical hour. It is beyond doubt 
that the absence of this constraining motive partially 
accounts for a higher percentage of immorality in army 
camps than among the same men in home ll£e. The feeling 
of what we are regarded to be, and treated as being, 
always prompts us to be as much and more. Ve all nat­ 
urally strive to live up to our reputation. If the 
feeling of being a child of Christian oarents is an 
efficacious motive restraining from sin and spurring 
on to holiness, how i.mch more is the feeling of being 
a child of God. To be god's sons inspires us, as well 
as obligates us, to be God-like. There are many sins, 
which in our sinful hearts, we would like to commit, 
but being Christians and hearing constantly that call 
from our own hearts and intellects to walk worthily and 
consistently, we cannot, thank God, get the consent of 
our own selves to do them.
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Group II
Hope, Courage, Confidence, Assurance, 
and the Presence of the Living
Christ.
In addition to the direct appeals made to thisfootive 
in its various forms, it is a motive which pormeates 
the whole of the -^ew Testament . Hope and assurance 
are the outstanding characteristics of Hew Testament 
Christianity. The l-'ves of the early Christians were 
filled with hope and assurance in Christ. It was the 
very atmosphere in hich they lived. 3ver^ utterance 
that fell from the lips of Paul inspired it, and every 
motive he ever appealed to called it forth also. The 
Gospel is chasacteristically a gospel of hope and as­ 
surance. It delivered the early Christians from the 
dominion of s in. and gave them the assurance <&f no con­ 
demnation in Christ Jesus. In Him the;/ possessed all 
things,and toiew that all things work together for their 
good. The presence of the living Christ in the?r> gave 
them strength and power to da all tilings in Christ, 
and filled them with a great hope for t\e future with 
Him. This consciousness of power, due to the indwell­ 
ing of the Living Christ, is one fcf the outstanding
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characteristics of Paul's life, and certainly of many 
of his converts. Garvie, in emphasizing this fact, 
maintains that this communion with the Living Christ 
and not gratitude Is the source of the Hew Life in 
Paul. He says, "The gratitude for grace is not for 
Paul the most potent factor of the new creation he 
experienced. Hot an event of the past however pregnant 
with promise for man's deliverance, was the source of 
the new life in him. It was in a constant and intimate 
personal communion with Christ........ Christian Exper­ 
ience bath in its moral endeavor and its spiritual 
visions, confirms the truth that the souls deliverance 
from the power of sin is not accomplished b, "the impres­ 
sion made or even the motive awakened in man "by Christ 
and His cross, as an event of past history, but by a 
potent living and saving presence".* This statement 
emphasizes none too strongly the central importance of 
the presence of the living Christ in Paul's life, for 
through it, all other motives have their efficacy. But 
there are other motives, and gratitude is a central one 
of them. 2he living Christ who was the source of Paul's 
new life, is at the same time, none other for Paul than
* Expositor. Vol. VIII. pp 511-2.
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the historic Christ who died for him on the cross.. 
It was not the presence of a Christ but of the Christ, 
the Christ who had died for him, that gave the conscious­ 
ness of power and new life to Paul. The efficacy of 
the living Christ in Paul's li:'"e centers in Christ's 
having lied for him on the cro-ss. Thus, gratitude and 
the presence of the Living Christ are both at the very 
heart of Paul's spiritual moral life. -all attempts 
to emphasize one by denying the' other, or by resolving 
one into the other, or by placing one above the oth->r 
do violence to the unity of Paul's Christian Experi­ 
ence. However, as long as we koep this unity in mind, 
we need have no fsar of ever over-emphasizing the im­ 
portance of the living Christ in the life of Paul and 
of the early Christians, as a source of hope and energy 
and power.
.is Ramsay has pointed out,* the Graeco-Roman world 
was filled with hopelessness and despair, having no con­ 
ception of life worth living for. 3oicureans said, 'Let 
us eat and drink for tomorrow we die 1 ; and the Stoics 
had cajnly ret'ignecljToendure whatever f-ite might Taring 
them. Some of their ohilosophers h^-ild forth noble eth-
* The Teaching of Saint Paul, pp 121-2$ 218-9.
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ical ideals but they contained no dynamic for their 
realization. As Paul says, they were at that time with­ 
out hope and without God in the world. (Eph. 2:12). To 
this v/orld Paul came with, hiw message, that filjed them 
with hope,and set "before them a conception of life for 
which they might live and die.* God has chosen them from 
all eternity to be His sons. He has sent Eis Son to 
"!eliver them from this present evil world, that they 
may sit with Kirn in heavenly places. He has called 
them to be co-laborers with Him in the carrying out 
of His glorious purpose - the building uo of the Body 
of Christ. Because of the living Chiist within them 
they have the power to live worthily of their high 
calling. As Ramsay says, "Paul heaps up word upon word
^j
to blazon before the eyes ofA .Asian Christians the gran­ 
deur of their lot in being made the completion and per­ 
fection of the eternal purpose of Sod, 'the riches 
of the glory of the patrimonal estate of Christ* (Eph. 
1:18)..... "/hat an abundantly happy lot is that of mankind."1 
The part played by this m-.. tive in the moral transforma­ 
tion of the pagan world will never perhaps be fully 1: .own. 
But -;e do tnow that all the moral dynamic it ever con-
* cf Ephesians i-iii.
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tained, it still contains today. Tne spirit of hope­ 
lessness perhaps manifests itself in different forms 
today; but it is as true as ever that those without 
God in the world are those without hope; and those with­ 
out hope, are without -power to struggle upward in their 
moral lives. .Vnile it is true in every sphere of life 
that despair of success cuts the ne^e of endeavor, it 
is especially true in the sphere of religion and mor­ 
ality. Just as the certainty of success in all our 
secular endeavors, spurs on the wise man to greater 
endeavors to accomplish that end, so also the assurance 
of the GrOspel has ever boen a moral dynamic in the hearts 
of earnest Christians. The assurance of an achieved 
redemption is the sinners primary need for the successful 
fighting of the good fight; and the courage that is 
inspired b. the forgiveness of dins is the primary 
need for the beginning of the good fight. "An absolute 
justification is needed to give the sinner a start".* 
This need, the (Jospel of forgiveness meets today, as 
it did in the days of Paul. "Those who meet with 
Jesus amd drink in life from the felt nearness of u 
in Him, thereby obtain, anew confidence in their mwn
* Dennjy, The Death of Christ, P 290.
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moral future; they acquire at once the courage to try 
a new life and power to persevere. It is the wonderful 
new certainty of pardon that effects the change.......
This infuses moral courage, it gives us back our ..erve. 
It'enables us to treat our former lives as bygone and 
start on fresh li.ies".* Thus the motive of hope, courage, 
and assurance, along with the consciousness of the living 
Christ, contains in it a mighty dynamic for the life 
of every Ghrlstian today.
Group TTI 
The Christian .'..s ;?ew Relation to
the Law.
The Christianas new relation to law, while it is not 
directly aooealed to as a motive, as often as other mo-* 
tive^ is at all times presupposed, by Paul as an oper­ 
ating motive. Since it is inseparably linked with all 
the other motives it is appealed to through them. The 
moral efficacy of tlie Christian's new relation to law 
is best seen by setting forth preeisely what that re­ 
lation is according to St Paul. This relation can be 
ex-pressed in a word-by saying, that, the Christian is
*
absolutely law-free as resoects the external command-
*
* ivlaclcintosh, The Originality of the Christian Message, p!47
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ing authority of the law, and absolutely law-bound as 
respects his internal moral obligation to fulfil the 
contents of the law. The law as an external authority 
no longer commands the oeliever's will, but as an inter­ 
nal obligation, enthroned in the believer's heart, directs
the believer's life. From this new vantage-ground it
**no longer says, IT thou shalt'T but "thou ou^ht^".
[Chat Paul regarded the Christian as absolutely 
law-free is a fact which stands at the very heart of 
Paulinism. "Ye are not under law, but under race :T (Rom. 
6:14). "Ye a}so were made dead to the law through the 
body of Christ" (7:4). "Now we have been discharged 
from the law" (Ses?.#:6). Grace arid law are lirect 
opposites. Those v/ho v/ould be justified by the law have 
no part in the former nor in Christ (Sal.5:4). It 
is sufficient Mere to point out that the term "law" 
as used by Paul refers to the whole will of God as an 
external authority, which Paul at the same time con­ 
ceived to have its historic embodiment in the I.Iosaic 
law. But it is law in the universal sense of the term, 
as an external authority that Pan? regarded the Christ­ 
ian as free from. Clear as Pau]^ teaching is, the history 
of Christians has been one continual subjecting of them-
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selves to the letter which killeth, rather than to the 
spirit which giveth life. In doing this, such Christians 
have missed one of the moral dynamics of Christianity. 
Because, the very thought of being law-free is a power­ 
ful psychological constraining motive to holy living. 
Such a thought puts a man on I.is honor, which always
calls out the very best in every man even the worst
lessens 
criminal. Slavery alwaysA product ion. It is highly
inefficient. And in no sphere is this more true than 
in morality and religion. ".Ye will get more good works 
out of men to tell them that they are sons and daughters 
of the king, than that the/ have to provide their own 
salvation",* As the Christian realizes his freedom ii: 
Christ this motive becomes more and more effective in 
his life. One cannot but feel that this fact contains 
in it great possibilities for the future, that as Christ f s 
followers come to a fuller arid fuller'real ization of their 
freedom in Him, the moral status of the world will mount 
upward and upward.
Perhaps the greatest moral, ethical, and religious 
value of freedom from the 1 aw 1' es in the iact that it 
is the sine qua non of pure ethical conduct and gen-
* Mackintosh, MSS. Notes.
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uinely spiritual religion. This principle has been so 
clearly stated by Tymns that we can do no better than 
give his statement. "The doctrine of justification by 
faith, as taught in thre i*ew Testament, reveals the only 
imaginable gate by v/hich men .... can enter upon a path 
of life which leads to absolute ethical purity, i.e. a 
life from which selfishness has been utterly purged..... 
Until a man has been delivered from the fear of condem­ 
nation his efforts after righteousness must be tainted 
with the passion of self-salvation; and all his conduct 
remains on the 1©W level of pruriential scrupulosity. The 
only secret of moral perfection is love'1 .* Thus the 
ethical value of freedom from law, looked at ytrom this 
viewpoint, lies not in any motive to holiness it con­ 
tains, but in the far reaching fact that it purifies 
all other motives to holiness, and thereby raises the 
ethical conduct iDf those freed from law.
In a previous chapter we have seen that Paul re-
*
garded the law as an irritant to sin and a multiplier 
of transgressions. We saw, that according to the very 
nature of the law as law, tha-t this must be psycholog­ 
ically true. The >f thou shalt" ^reduces an opposite
* The Christian Idea of Atonement, p oVl.
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reaction, and the "thou shalt not", in accordance with 
the law of negative suggestion, implanted the thought 
that led to the very action forbidden. This was not 
true merely of the Mosaic law, but is true of law as 
law, arid is undoubtedly more true for our generation 
than in Paul's day. This being true, Aeliverance from 
the law delivers the Christian from many motives and 
stimuli to sin. Thus, the Christian is freed from the 
whole sin-provo.:ing power of law. It may be called a 
negative contribution to Christian morality, but it is 
nevertheless a highly important contribution.
But just as clearly as Paul regards the Christian 
as being absolutely free* from the law as an external 
commanding authority, he regards the Christian as being 
under an-, internal moral obligation to fulfil the 
contents of the law, which ior him and for his Hord 
is summed up in the one worel "love". It must wer be 
kept in mind that the one ourning passion, continuing 
through the whole of Paul's life, orechristian and 
Christian, was his desire to fulfil the law. f he light 
which fell upon him that day on the Damascus road, far 
from extinguishing that passion, kindled it into a white 
heat and sent him out with the power of Christ in his
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heart, delivered from the law in order to fulfil the 
law. Paul never once thought of his deliverance from 
the law as being for any other purpose but that he ini^ht 
'be enabled to fulfil the 1: w. His deliverance was 
::ever regarded by hi:n as an end in itself but only as 
oaans to accomplish the end of the laws perfect ful- 
fil^;ent. Having failed under the law he saw in Christ's 
new method of guace the enabling power to realize his 
hearts desire. Yea, it was with this very end in view 
that "God sending his own Son in the 1lioness of si. fial 
flesh and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh; that she 
requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us" (Bom. 
8:3-4). Some i^teroret "requirement of the law'1 as re­ 
ferring to the demands of the law upon us met by Christ, 
that is, to our justitficat 'on rather than to our sanc- 
tification. These two aspects however were organically 
inseparable for Paul. Consequently our deliverance from 
the law had as its end our fulfilling of the law. It is 
beaause of this new joy i.i his heart at the prospect of 
being able to fulfil the law through Christ's new method 
of justification by laith, that the vory suggestion of 
his defeating the end of the law through faith calls 
forth from him the strong "'tyoiTo ; nay we ebtablish
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the law" (Horn.3:31). Paul saw in faith the one and only 
means of establishing the law; and jB*t as clearly he 
saw the establishing or fulfilling of the law to "be the
t
one and only result of true faith. These two things 
were inseparable in his mind. He saw in the former 
both the means and the guarantee of the latter.
7/e need not hesitate to say that perfection was 
clearly the aim of Paul's whole life; it haft been in 
his prechristian days, and he loved his Lord too much 
to lower it atojlwhen serving Him. The very idea of a 
Christianas aim being lower than even^tne strictest Jew, 
Paul woull have repelled with a ^ yfrWlTo . The motive 
behind this, his life ambition, is however absolutely 
altered as a Christian. It is no longer a desire to 
fulfil the law for the sake of fulfilling it, but now 
a passion to fulfil it for Christ's sake. It was in 
this new motive that he found the power to push on toward 
his gaal, a goal whose standard of perfection ever be-
t
came higher as he approached it, but ever created with­ 
in him a deeper sense of obligation and desire to attAIn 
it. The Paul who laid down his life in his Lord's 
service was a greater zealot for righteousness, than
the Saul who started for Damascus.
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Such an attitude towards the law is perfectly con­ 
sistent with his experience under the law, as a pro­ 
ducer of transgressions. For at thiee different places 
in the seventh chapter of Homans, where he speaks of this 
result of the law, he states that the law is not sin (vs. 
7), that "the law is holy, and the commandment holy, 
and righteous and goodff fverse 12), and that"we loiow that 
the law is spiritual"fverse 14). Thus, since the law 
in itself contained nothing sinful but was holy, righteous 
and spiritual, it was perfectly natural for Paul as a 
Christian to continue striving to fulfil the law in 
its spiritual sense. Though Christ had delivered iiim 
from obedience to its external commanding authority as 
a means of salvation, nothing in His Experience of Christ
i
had freed him from his internal sense of its holy and 
spiritual contents; but rather, as a servant of Christ 
that very sense had "been deepened, so that the holiness 
of the law which he had always confessed he continued 
to confess and strive after.
This fundamental conviction of Paul's, that he had 
been delivered fporn the law by Christ in order to ful­ 
fil the law for Christ's sake is shown by his constant 
anxiety to make perfectly plain,, that deliverance form
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the law is not a licensn to sin. Freedom from the exter­ 
nal authority of the law as a means to salvation ~: s not 
freedom from an internal moral obligation to fulfil the 
spirit of the law for Christ's sake. T1Being i.t de free 
from sin (and the law at the same time) ye became bond- 
servantd of righteousness" (Rom.6:18). Freedom from 
sin and the law carries with it slavery to righteousness. 
To the Galatians Paul ,ays, "use not your freedom for 
an occasion to the flesh, bistt through love be servants 
one to another (Gal.5:13). They ^acL been delivered 
from the law not to be exempted from fulfilling it, but 
that they might become servants through love to oue 
another. They had been freed from being servants to 
the law that they might become servants to one another. 
Hence Paul exhorts them to become servants to one an­ 
other, as a means of avoiding abusing their freedom, 
and by doing this they fulfilled the whole law. "For 
the whole law is fulfill id in one word, even in this: 
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy self". (Gal.5:14). 
•The fulfilling of the law through love is thus the op­ 
posite of abusing their freedom, or in other words, 
it is t.e end and design of their freedom. This then 
is the explanation of the paradox that the Apostle
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should spend the most of his time in the gpissle to 
the Galatians, up to this point, in warning them a- 
gainst coming under bondage to the statutes of the law, 
and then at th^'s point exhort them to love one another, 
because in so doing they would fulfil the law. The 
j\postlevs one desire is that the law oe fulfilled; his 
objection to bondage to the law is not the fact in itself, 
but that it defeats them from fulfilling the law. It is 
for this reason that he warns them against the wrong 
method and exhorts them to the right one, all with a 
view thiit they may do that for which they were freed.
This idea 01 love being the fulfil—ment of the law 
(cf also Rorn.i:,:g*10) furnishes the key to Paul's en­ 
tire view of the Christian's obligation to the law. It 
is to fulfil the law in this sense, not aa a body of 
external st&t .tes,that Paul has been made law-free. 
This however is no fulfilling of tin law in a partial 
sense. Love is the complete fulfillment of the whole 
law, the law of God, the Mosaic law, the same law 
which Paul had formerly struggled in vain to f ilfil. 
Paul still feels'himsalf under obligation to fulfil 
the same law. But the form of the law and the nature
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of his obligations are completely transformed. ne is 
careful to make c:lear that he is "not without law to 
God,'1 the same law of God as before, "but (is) .aider 
law to Christ" (I Cor. 9:21). The Christians a** to "Bear 
one anoth r's burdens and so fulfi] t .e law of Christ" 
(Gal. 6". 2), which the context shows to be the law of 
love. The law of Christ is "the law of God as enunciated 
by Christ; just as the law of Moses (jiots 1~:19) is 
the law of God as put forth by Hoses".* The law 's the 
same ILaw of God but in a different form. The Mosaic 
law consisted in a body of external statutes; the law 
of Christ in the principle of love created in the heart. 
From external statutes the Christian is freed, but 
t>elf-imposes upon himself the law of love which fulfills 
the former. "Statutes h-3 will incidentally obey in so 
far aa love itself requires it, but only so far, and 
in no -.oase as statutes of ^he law".* The Ciir'stian's 
obligation to the law is no longer an external but an 
int''rnal one. The law of Christ, never in a single 
case, says to the Christian "thou shalt" or"thou shalt 
not", but leaves the Christian to say ? I ought". Or 
it would be nearer the truth to say that the Christian's
* 3urton, Galatian% in loco.
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changed character leads him to say rt l want to '', and 
in this sense the Christian's O'.jlijiition passes into 
desire and becomes on obligation of nesire. The O:ijist- 
ian's relation to the law of Christ is thus one of 'in­ 
ternal oughtness" i -separably filled with desire, or 
vice versa. The law of love does not command obedience, 
is not even a command of Christ to be obeyed as a statute, 
but is a self—Imposed sense of "oughtness tT mingled with 
desire in the heart. The Christian desires to do the 
things he ought to da as a Christian, and feels 1 ike- 
wise a sense of "oughtness" an all he,as a Christian, 
desires to do.
The moral dynamic of ts.is internal form of the law 
of Christ is clearly far greater than that of external 
statutes. Instead of th^re being some-thing outside of 
us cOLjnanding us to do this or not to do this, which 
tends to provoke re^elli.n, the law of Christ is an 
internal moral obligation and desire irresistibly ur­ 
ging us on *0 do that which is in accord with our high­ 
est self.
Group IV
Gratitude, Love for God and Christ, 
and Christ's Example.
The moral power of th?s group of motives is so 
evident and so simple in its operation, as to reouire 
little comment. They are beyond doubt the very highest 
motives from which the Christian acts. 3y this we do not 
mean to say thut they are higher and purer motives than 
those previously discussed. ,/e mean that it is the 
presence of thse motives, alonb- v;ith all the other motives, 
that gives to the others their highest qualities. For 
the Christian, these motives are always more or less 
present in every Christian act he performs, and from 
whatever motive he performs it. These motives are 
always present in the Christian's desire to walk worthily 
of his calling. To walk worthily of one's Christian's 
vocation for the mere sake of doing so, would not be 
walking v/orthily of it. The idea of gaatitu'e and 
love to ^od is contained in the very idea of walking 
worthily . The two motives are organically related. 
Tha same is true of the motives of hope, courage, as­ 
surance and the presence of the living Christ. These 
•
motives cannot function as motives without calling forth 
our gratitu e and love for Ch rist, for making possible 
these motives. Our entire new relation to the law has 
exactly the same result. V/e shall also see that these
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motives are also present in a vital way in the motives 
of the Parousia, judgement, and reward as used by Paul. 
.As is self-evident, ;he objective basis of these 
motives is that all that God in Christ has done and is 
doing for us. The human heart is the same to day as In 
the days of Paul, in that, when this work of God in 
Christ for us and in us with all the love it reveals 
is seen, our gratitude and love is irresistibly evofeed. 
.It is the lav/ of mercjr that it evokes gratitude; and the 
law of love that it evokes love: these laws work with 
the same efficacy to-^ay as in the days of Paul. Our 
gratitude and love to u-od and Christ are thus the sub­ 
jective motive^ awakened in us by the work and love of 
^od in Christ in us. The love of Christ (Christ's love 
for Paul) constrained Paul by irresistibly evoking his 
gratitude and love for Christ; and this love for Christ 
irresistibly constrained him through life, to live not 
for himself but for Him who for his sake had lied and 
riaeT?again. ( TI Cor.5:15). It is needless to point out
i
that the const»:n\iiiig power of love is as great today 
as it ever was, and tha love of Christ is as mighty to 
constrain any heart today, as it was to constrain the 
heart of Paul. 3ring the men ai.d women today to onoe
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see this love as Paul saw it, and the same mighty ten­ 
der constrai.iing power will manifest itself in morally 
transformed lives. The Christian Experience which 
brings this vision, thus contains in itself the moral 
dynamic to save the world.
The motive of Christ's example, or of '^od's example 
in Christ, besides setting oefore us in striking form 
Christ's work for and in us <a,.d His love for us, which 
evokes our gratitude and love, sets before us a noble 
pattern, which by its very nature, according to the 
psychological law of imitation, calls forth our im­ 
itation. Just as it is impossible to look on His ex­ 
ample without having our gratitude and love evoked so it
*
is pcr;chologically impossible to look upon His example 
without consciously or unconsciously imitating it. This 
law of imitation being a part of our very nature, the 
moral power of Christ's example, in addition to its 
gratitude and love evoking "lower, is evident. It is 
true that the essence of Christ's work lies in what 
He has done for us -/Men we never could have done for 
ourselves, but resting on this 'basis, the example He 
sets in doing this becomes also an important factor 
in the application of that redemption t. us. It is
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riot a question as to whether Christ saves by His redemp­ 
tive work for us and in us by His Spirit, or whether He 
saves us by the example He set us; it is both, the effi­ 
cacy of the later however resting upon the former. Prom 
this viewpoint we cannot over emphasize the moral D jwer 
of Christ's example - an example dynamic for all a£-es, 
because of the eternal principles set forth and exempli­ 
fied therein. "This is the one pattern th-tt stands for­ 
ever before the eyes of Christian men, the fecundation 
of an inspiration as strong and pure to day as when 
Paul wrote..... "*
Group V 
The Parousia, th<e Judgement., Reward,
and Punishment.
Each of these objective facts contains a special 
motive. But being various spheres of, or connected with, 
one event they oractically include each other, or at 
least the mention of one suggests the others as motives. 
The Parousia is a time when the Lord shall /judge the 
secrets of men, rewarding believers according to the 
deeds done in the body .nd excluding from the kingdom 
those who have walked according to the flesh, ^racti$-
* Demw, Expositor's Bitle, TT Gor. 8:7.
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ing the works of the flesh. In the first place, there 
is in the fact of the Parousia itself, apart from judge­ 
ment, (a separation impossible in fact and made only 
for^purpose of discussion) a dynamic motive to holy 
living. It is not a desire to be able to stand in the 
day of judgement; there is in a sense no thought of 
any Jufl-gorosiat; the desire is to be pure upon corning 1n 
to the presence of Christ, face to face <vith Kirn. It 
is a desire to be clean and holy when entering the fel­ 
lowship of those who are clean and holy; a desire to be 
like those around us; but essentially, it is a desire 
to be well pleasing in the sight of Him who has done 
so much for us. Thus all the gratitude and love of the 
Christian heart is mingled with this motive. "Idol­ 
atry, sensuality, strife, untruthfulness, fraud - how 
could a soul soiled by such, stains a-pear in the pres­ 
ence of of the siotless purity of Christ?..... Paul's 
eraph.--.sis on the Parousia is not a piece of mere eschat-
ological scennry, bat a oowerful appeal for Christian
»
living".* However wrong the early Christians may have 
been in their expect tion of an early coming of the 
Lord, or whatever beliefs may be held today, the dynamic
* Kennedy, The Theology of the Spistles, p 66.
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of tliis motive remains unchanged today, for every Christ­ 
ian who knows that when he is absent from the body he 
shall be at home with his Lord. The fact of our soon 
coming into His presence is as certain for us as for 
the early Christians. Ytio can realize the transforming 
power of that motive, if Christians today live constantly 
in the presence of its purifying efficacy. Chri.-jtians 
are getting ready to go home to their Lord; v;hat more 
moving motive should a Christian need for holy living? 
If we desire to be most fit to enter that presence, 
this will in no sense be a selfish desire but a desire 
to be well pleasing to Him, so as to bring joy to Him.
The Parousia is at the same time the coming of 
the Lord to judge, hence t^e fact of the Judgement is 
inseparable from the Parousn'a. The part played by 
the Judgement as a motive to holy 1 ivirig is best seen 
by studying briefly .lust what Paul's conception of the 
Judgement is. Our Pur-pose is not to set forth Paul's 
complete conception of the Judgement but only in so 
far as to enable us to see how it operates as a motive 
to holy living.
V/tiatever Paul's conception of the Judgement ray 
be, there is no question -iwt4; that his conception of
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salvation is such that there will be no judgement re­ 
sulting in condemnation for those in Claris t. No one 
fact is clearer, than th.it "There is thorefore now no 
condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus" (Rom. 6:1). 
The Judgement as a means of determining -the sinner's 
salvation or rejection is oast for those in Christ. 
God's judgement has been pronounced once for all In 
His act of Justification. This is the very heart,in 
fact, the whole of Paul's conception of salvation. In 
t'-.e glad assurance and certain hope which it gave, he 
lived ever,, hour of his life. Strong as was his as­ 
surance, it is often held that at the same time he look­ 
ed r'orward with a certain amount of trembling until 
his assurance should be confirmed at the Judgement. 
In support of this, such paas.;£es as I Cor. 9:27 and 
Phil.3:11 are quoted. But hese contain no expression 
of doubt as to his final salvation, but only Paul's 
firm conviction, that nnly those who strove to walk 
according to the Spirit would be saved. For thiar 
reason he buffets his body, for he }cnows that in not 
doing so thore could be.no salvation for him. 7e need 
not hesitate to assert that Paul lived in the unwavering 
conviction that there was now no condemnation to those
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in Christ Jesus.
As certain as Paul is of this fact, he is just as 
certain that those who live after the flesh must die, 
"for if ye live after the flesh ye must die" (Hom.8:13). 
Paul is speaking here to those who profess to be Christ­ 
ians; and he meant, without aijy reservations, 3*bs4 exact­ 
ly what he said. He asserts most emphatically that the 
unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom, and warns 
them not to be deceived in thinking that they shall.(I 
Cor.6:9-10). Having forewarned the Galatians, he warns 
them again that they who practice the works of the flesh 
shall riot inherit the kingdom of God (Gal. 5:21). He 
warns the "Spnesians, by appealing to the fact that 
they oCiow of a surety that no fornicatar etc, hath any 
inheritance in the kingdom of God and Christ. rfhey must 
not be deceived for the ^rath of God comes upon the sons 
of disobedience for those vary things (3ph.5:5-6). If 
the warning means anything it nr-ans that Paul believed 
that it would come on them also if they practiced these 
tr.ings. He has also previously warned the Thessalonians 
the, t "the Lord is an avenger in all of theee things" 
(I Thess.4:6). "u'h itsoever a man eoweth that shall he 
also reap' f (Gal.6:Y), with a ./ar.iing not to be deceived
in the matter, expresses the same fact. vVe may say 
then, that,whatever Paul's conception of the judgement 
is, those who have practiced the works of the flesh 
shall be condemned.
These two fundamental convictions in Paul's mind 
ure in perfect harmony with each other. In every pas«* 
sage where there is a reference to condemnation, it 
refers to those v/ho practice the works of the flosh, 
to those who walk according to the flesh. lut the 
distinguishing characteristic of the sons of ^od, that 
is, "those in Christ 1 ', is that they are led by the Spirit 
(Horn. 6:14). They :::ay at tirr:es fall into sin, but sin 
does not reign in them. '^hey do not live in sin; yea, 
in Paul's view those -.</ho have died to sin with dhtfist 
cannot any longer live in sin. The fruit of tJae Spirit, 
of those in Christ, was h'oly living; and Paul never once 
thought of the certainty of condensation, to those 
who walk not according to the Spirit, but according to 
the flesh, .us being a contradiction to his doctrine 
of no condemnation to those in Christ Jesus.
With these two certainties in mind, we turn to 
Paul's definite references to the Judgement. These 
are exceeding felr. As ICenned;/ suggests, "Probably
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St Paul's comparative reticence as to the Judgement...., 
should be connected with the .nature of his conception 
of salvation".* "/hat Paul has to say, (as far as con­ 
cerns our purpose), as to wh&t takes place at the Judge-
•
ment is contained in the folio/ing passages. "V/e sahll 
all stand before the Judgement-seat of God....... tfach
one of us must give an account of himself to God"(Horn.
t
14:10-12). "We must all be made manifest before the 
judgement-seat of Christ; thut each one 'may receive 
the things done in the body, according to what he hath 
done whether it be g$od or bad" (II Cor.5:10). "3ach 
shall receive his own reward according to his own 
labor........ each man's work shall be made manifest
for t"ie day shall declare it...... If any man's work
shall abide, which lie built thereon, he shall receive 
a reward. If any man's work shall be burned he shall 
suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet so as 
through lire" (I Cor.3:8, 13-14). "0!he day when Ood 
shall judge the secrets of man, according to my gospel 
by Jesus Christ" (Horn.3:16, cf I Gor.4:5).
There Is nothing in any of these statements con-
>
tradictory to what we have previously pointed out to 
be Paul's fundamental convictions. In rract it would
the 
* St Paul's Conceptions of^Last Things, p 19V.
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seem that the primary reference in these passages is 
not to the Judgement as being a 'leci^in^: of man's sal­ 
vation one way or the other, but as a Bay when men's 
liv^s will be manifested in His Presence and each receive 
the reward they are capable of receiving, which will 
have been determined b;. the deeds done in the body. 
This is borne out by the fact th;it the references are 
almost^o Chr; stians, and are all directed primarily 
to Christians. Th« occasion of each of the referemces 
is the desire to furnish a desire for holy living. The 
primary motive '-loir, in a ting in these passages 75 f irot 
the fact that the Judgement is to be a manifestation in 
His Presence. We shall stand thnre and lay open before 
His all-searching eye the record of our lives. He shall 
iu'ge the innermost secrets of our hearts. This is 
merely an enhancement of the motive contained in the 
very thought of coming into His holy Presence. It was 
this thought which made Paul strive to be well-pleasing 
to Him. It is a motive which has its dynamic power 
chiefly for the Christian. For while the impure have 
a desire to be pure in the presence of His purity; in 
lovers of purity this desire is far stronger. It is 
primarily the Christian who is appealed to in the em-
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phasis paul lays upon the Judgement as "being a man­ 
ifestation. It is a strong motive and has its dynamic 
power entirely apart from jiy fear of condemnation; in 
fact it has its greatest strength in those who are as­ 
sured of living constantly in His Holy Presence.
The second primary motive ;ies in the fact that 
these passages emphasize the fact, that in the Judgement 
each man will receive a reward in proportion to the 
deeds done in the body. As we shall see later, it would 
not bo inconsistent in Paul's view to 4fficffiude eternal 
life or perditiona\HWteavthe reward each receives in the 
Judgement; the reference in these passages however is 
undoubtedly to the rewards received b;- Christians, in 
proportion to their capability of receiving such rewards, 
Aa we have previously seen each man's labor is not lost 
but preserved in the Lord, so that each receives the 
things done in the body whether they be good or bad. 
The third chapter of i ^orinthlans brings out clearly 
this idea of ;;he Judgement as being a rendering of 
rewards according to works. Each ran f s work is severe­ 
ly tested as by fire, and he receives as a reward that 
which end-ires th'e test. 3ven though his work be found 
worthless, so that he has no reward, it is specifically
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stated that he shallbe saved, which indicates that 
judgement is not primarily at least, to determine sal­ 
vation but to determine rewards. The moral dynamic 
value of this principle is evident. A serious awaken­ 
ing to this solemn truth on the part of Christians 
would prove a tremenrl-ous s mr to holier living. It 
is only another example of t..e dynamic power for today,
contained in tne motives v.,hich Paul used to transform'
a heathen world.
But wh?*lc manifestation and reward according to 
\vorks are the primary elements in Paul's conception of 
the JacLveinent it would seem to be perfectly in harmony 
with and implied in his whole conception of judgement 
and salvation, that in a very true sense it was also 
a judgement according to works as respects salvation 
itself; in the sense, that the deeds done In the ]body 
were an", index tof^revelation of, those who had walked 
according to the Spirit, and those who had walked after 
the flesh. It must never be forgotten that Paul fully 
expected the rule of the Spirit to accomplish what the 
law had failed to accomplish. Ho man was ever more aware 
of his having so far failed to attain that high ideal 
even under the Spirits leading; and perhaps no man was ever
aie
nore aware of the tremend-ous change that the Spirit 
had wrought in his life and in the lives of all those 
in whom Paul saw evidences of the Spirit's working. He 
was convinced that the Spirit brought brought forth 'the 
fruits of love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, 
etc. (Gal.5:22), in the lives of all those in Christ. 
Hence it is not only reasonable but necessary to sup­ 
pose that the deeds done in the body would reveal 
whether men had walked according to the Spirit or the 
flesh, and that only the former should oe saved. The 
fact of such a judgement would keep the early Christians 
checking up their lives. While in no way undermining 
their assurance, it would chectf all antinomies tenden­ 
cies arid constantly remind them that as Christians; if 
they lived by the Spirit they must also walk by the 
Spirit. The constant warning to flbe not deceived* 
would stir them to bring their lives into harmony with 
their profession. Thus, while the Judgement is a 
manifestation before Him aud a receiving of our regard 
according to the things done in the body, it is also cu 
pronouncing of salvation or condemnation according as to 
whether our deeds done in the body reveal whether
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we have walked according to the Spirit or according to 
the flesh. Perhaps this last motive has slightly 
passed out of date for modern thinkers, but the fact 
of such a judgement is confirmed by the Christian ex­ 
perience of every believer, and is a fact full of pov;er 
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